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Preface

This overly long thesis began with a six-and-a-half month internship at ESA’s
ESTEC facility, under the dual tutelage of the Space Environment Section and
Development and Future Projects Division of the Human Spaceflight and Op-
erations Directorate. The purpose was to evaluate the radiation risk for inter-
planetary missions, and apply the findings to an EML-2 mission design. The
internship finished in mid-September 2012, having finished the simulations but
virtually none of the analysis. A short internship report was handed in at this
time; its results have all been updated here.

The author feels he should apologise for both the length and tardiness of this
thesis. Obviously these factors are linked, however approximately 6 months
were completely wasted as the author soul-searched, worked for money and had
fun in Paris instead of writing the thesis. The remaining time was stretched
out due to the necessity of working in parallel.

This thesis is too long to be enjoyably read. The astute reader will pick and
choose relevant or seemingly interesting chapters. For the novice to the space
radiation field, chapters 2-4 may be interesting. Chapter 5 may be interesting
for the space exploration enthusiast or designer. Chapters 6 and 7 will especially
appeal to specialists of the space radiation community keen on examining re-
sults. The practical aspects of these results are presented in Chapter 8; together
with Chapter 10 this may appeal to Human Spaceflight specialists interested in
radiation protection with an application by a novice designer. Chapter 9 will
interest those looking in to active shielding.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“The White Rabbit put on his spectacles.

"Where shall I begin, please your Majesty?" he asked.

"Begin at the beginning," the King said gravely,

"and go on till you come to the end: then stop."”

- Lewis Carroll

It is well-known that one of the limiting factors for human space-travel is the
radiation environment, which is not only harsh, but of a character significantly
different from terrestrial radiation sources. Some of these different character-
istics make it very difficult to shield against or otherwise mitigate it, and its
effects on humans are potentially very severe. For instance, it is commonly
stated (though perhaps erroneous) that the August 1972 SPE, which occurred
between Apollo missions, would have had serious effects on any astronauts per-
forming EVA on the Moon, and perhaps even on astronauts shielded by their
spacecraft.

Some decades later, with a fully operational ISS and talk of more manned mis-
sions outside the Earth’s magnetosphere, the radiation environment still poses
a significant, unsolved problem for mission designers. The purpose of this work
is to attempt to improve our understanding of the most effective shielding tech-
niques known at present, and integrate these techniques with lessons learned
in the ISS experience to prepare future manned missions. This follows in the
wake of the ESA-sponsored DESIRE project which characterised the radiation
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environment aboard ISS. High-level design and system engineering considera-
tions for manned spaceflight in deep space will be analysed, and the radiation
risk will be assessed for several design concepts.

The goal is to define top-level requirements and design guidelines for radiation
mitigation in manned deep-space missions, understand the exposure astronauts
will face using the current state-of-the-art, and understand the impact of radi-
ation protection requirements on the system engineering of manned deep-space
missions.

The main approach to be used shall be a thorough literature review, followed
by Geant4 simulations of shielding geometries and materials. ISS will be fully
modelled, and the accuracy of simulations verified against dosimetry. The in-
terplanetary radiation environment will then be simulated and analysed from
a practical veiwpoint, yielding a set of requirements and recommended design
guidelines for system-level safety of astronauts. A conceptual design of a habi-
tation module for a likely mission scenario will then be developed, and shielding
and system-level mitigation considerations will be applied as an example.

1.1 Radiation Environment Simulation

Space radiation modelling has been the subject of research for many decades.
NASA has been particularly active with effects on biology, but now new state-
of-the-art tools developed in the European particle physics community allow for
another detailed risk assessment.

This study proposes to pick up where the DESIRE project left off: after thor-
ough ISS modelling and validation of Geant4 for space radiation calculations,
and detailed results of trapped proton dose and anisotropy, this study proposes
to extend to thorough GCR dose calculation, and by extension the interplan-
etary environment. The same tools are to be used, with some additions - the
SPENVIS plus SEPEM online tools for environment models, the Geant4 parti-
cle toolkit and latest physics lists, the MULASSIS, GRAS and SSAT tools for
simulations.
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1.2 Future Deep-Space Manned Missions

At this point in time, several factors are pointing towards an imminent, de-
termined effort to place humans in cis-lunar space. The NASA SLS heavy-lift
launcher is being developed, whose first destination could very likely be the
lunar surface or EML-2. President Obama has challenged NASA to put a man
on an asteroid by 2025. The Space Shuttle programme is terminated, and the
ISS is now in the exploitation phase. Although its usage has been extended
until at least 2020, we are seeing a marked shift in the focus of the major space
agencies’ human spaceflight programmes away from LEO. In fact, it should not
be forgotten that this was a large part of the original stated rationale for the
ISS: to develop manned spaceflight technologies for extended stays, gain expe-
rience in the assembly and operation of large structures, and study the effects
of extended stays in space on human biology . The primary reason for much of
this is preparation for deep-space missions, with Mars seen as a long-term goal.
Following the international cooperation of the ISS programme, a consortium
of space agencies, the ISECG, has elaborated a tentative roadmap for human
exploration [1], see Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: The internationally-coordinated space exploration roadmap, from [1].

Although it is clearly beyond the scope of this thesis to evaluate the exact goals
that the ESA human spaceflight programme will have in this international con-
text, which is largely a high-level political decision, there is a strong likelihood
of increased human presence in deep-space. Such a presence poses major tech-
nological challenges, and not least is the radiation mitigation problem, often
seen as the limiting factor of deep-space missions. Thus we see the importance
of improving our understanding of the best practices in system engineering and
shielding technologies for radiation mitigation.
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1.3 The Author’s Contribution

Chapters 2-5 are introductions to the space radiation environment, radiation
effects on biology, radiation simulation methods and the architecture of space
habitats and manned systems. The remaining chapters are results of the au-
thor’s research.

The author was responsible for the Geant4-based simulations in Chapters 6
and 7, which were accomplished using a variety of tools developed by the ESA
Space Environment Section. Personnel from this section provided key training,
troubleshooting and advice throughout. Post-processing code and analysis of
results was solely the author’s work. Much of the results from these chapters
have been published in refereed journals or conference proceedings: [2], [3] and
proceedings at RADECS 2012 and the 9th European Space Weather Week.

The further analyses of Chapters 8 and 9 are fully the author’s original work,
with Chapter 9 consisting largely of a re-analysis of a previous ESA study [4].
The design of Chapter 10 was accomplished solely by the author using tools
from ESA-ESTEC’s CDF facility, with many values being estimated from other
studies and referenced accordingly.

1.4 Outline

This thesis is organised as follows.
– Chapter 2 is an overview of the space radiation environment.
– Chapter 3 is a brief introduction to the effects of radiation on biology and

the units and quantities used for measuring them.
– Chapter 4 is a rapid overview of the methods used in radiation modelling, in

particular for this study.
– Chapter 5 is an overview of the architecture and design of previous longer-

term space habitats.
– Chapter 6 describes the obtention and results of dose calculations aboard ISS.

Comparisons are presented to other codes and dosimetry for validation.
– Chapter 7 describes the obtention and results of dose calculations for the in-

terplanetary environment. Detailed comparisons are presented to simulations
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in the literature.
– Chapter 8 uses results obtained in Chapter 7 to analyse and simplify the radia-

tion mitigation problem, obtaining concrete recommendations and guidelines.
– Chapter 9 is a separate topic added upon request: an evaluation of a magnetic

active shielding study and comparison to passive shielding. A brief overview
of biological countermeasures is also presented.

– Chapter 10 presents a conceptual design of a space habitat for an EML-2
mission, using lessons from Chapter 5 and guidelines from Chapter 8.

1.5 The basics of radiation protection

It is commonly stated in radiation protection books that there are three ways
to reduce one’s exposure. One may

1. reduce the time of exposure

2. increase the distance with the source

3. add shielding

These are, in general, the ways that radiation is mitigated in terrestrial applica-
tions. In space, however, the situation is different. Point (1) may be of interest,
for example by developing faster propulsion which could decrease time spent in
the radiation fields of space, but in general this point implies imposing limits
on a mission which may not be desirable. Point (2) is generally not possible
in space as most radiation is isotropic, however certain sources may indeed be
avoided. This leaves us with option (3), to add shielding.



Chapter 2

The Space Radiation Environment

In this chapter, we will briefly discuss the main sources of radiation in the space
environment, and the character of this radiation. For a more detailed overview,
the reader is referred to [5], [6], [7], or [8], and for a more physics and model-
based overview, please refer to [9]

Radiation is an oft misused word which in everyday parlance means “bad stuff
that will make you sick”. It is commonly agreed that radiation cannot be seen
or otherwise detected by the human senses through any means other than be-
coming ill.

This conventional wisdom has its roots in the historical discovery of radiation,
radioactivity and X-rays by Henri Becquerel and many others, when the unifi-
cation of the electromagnetic spectrum was still in its infancy, and it was not
clear to what extent electromagnetic radiation was related to radioactivity. ↵-,
�- and �- particles were thus classified as radiation before their nature became
apparent.

It is now known that the gamma particles of the late 19th century are electro-
magnetic in origin, but that other components of it are particulate, and consist
of ionized, high-energy matter. ↵-particles, now recognized as helium nuclei,
and beta particles, which are electrons, cannot be unambiguously called “ra-
diation” within physics, as this word is now properly reserved for energy from
the electromagnetic spectrum. However, the word persists, partly due to the
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shared features of ↵-, �- and �- radiation which allowed their original classi-
fication: these particles travel in straight lines at relativistic speeds, are high
enough energy to at least cause ionisation, and can be found to emanate from
high-energy processes such as radioactive decay.

The definition of radiation in the radiation mitigation field is just this, and so
includes photons at high energies, but also electrons, protons and the nuclei
of heavy ions, providing they are high enough energy (around 1 MeV/nucleon,
below is plasma). Though radiation defined this way has many sources, the
present work is limited to the main sources of naturally-occurring radiation
found in space.

The radiation environment, thus consisting of those particles energetic enough
to immediately ionize material upon contact, has three main sources within the
solar system: solar protons and other particles of solar origin, most dangerous
when released in large events called Solar Particle Events (SPEs), an extra-solar,
isotropic background radiation of galactic origin known as Galactic Cosmic Rays
(GCRs), and trapped particles, usually of solar origin but held in magnetic
confinement, for instance in the Van Allen belts or the Io torus. These particles
may also induce secondary sources of radiation, notably albedo and secondary
particles, which merit some discussion in their own right.

2.1 The Sun, heliosphere and magnetosphere

The Sun is the object which dominates nearly all processes within a region of
space roughly 100 AU in radius, known as the heliosphere. The heliosphere
is the domain in which the Sun’s magnetic field (the interplanetary magnetic
field, IMF) can be felt, and where the solar wind characterises the plasma
environment. Within this extent, the gravitational effects of the Sun dictate
the topology of space, and nuclear processes within the celestial body provide
nearly all the energy.

In this context, it is perhaps not surprising that the radiation environment
within the heliosphere is largely dictated by the Sun’s behaviour. Certain com-
ponents emanate directly from it, whilst others are modulated or modified by
solar activity.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of radiation important for spacecraft. A proton range axis has
been added using tabulated values from the ICRU ([10]) to the famous figure from
Wilson 1978 [11].

Solar activity varies according to a 22-year cycle observable through sunspot
number (or Wolf number) recordings, which have been continuously kept since
the 18th century. This cycle has its origins in the differential rotation of the
Sun, of about 26 days at the equator, which “winds up” magnetic field lines in
its interior. Every half solar cycle (11 years), there is a major rearrangement of
magnetic field lines, leading to a weakening of the IMF and a polarity flip. The
solar cycle, then, is often considered to be 11 years long on average (ignoring
magnetic field polarity), although significant variation may occur.

Because of the huge importance of the Sun within the solar system, it is rather
intuitive that the state of the dynamic space environment, including radiation,
depends mostly on the current state of the solar cycle. The solar cycle is thus
monitored closely for space weather and other purposes, and predictions are
regularly made as to the magnitude of solar activity in coming years. Unfor-
tunately, current understanding is still far from being able to make reliable
predictions of future solar activity, as evidenced by the quite unexpected solar
minimum of 2008-2009, the longest and deepest in the space age.

Nonetheless, significant research emphasis is placed on improving monitoring
and ultimately prediction capabilities, because solar energetic particle (SEP)
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Figure 2.2: Sunspot number recordings, publicly available historical information. Fig-
ure from [12].

flux varies with solar activity, the IMF modulates galactic cosmic radiation
(and so activity varies inversely with GCR flux), and the trapped particle belts
vary in size inversely with solar activity. These three factors to a very large
extent determine the radiation environment in most of the solar system.

The Sun is monitored by spacecraft at L1, the first Lagrange point, a point
in space located on the Sun-Earth line, 0.1 AU closer to the Sun then Earth.
Using these and other spacecraft, EM radiation and high-energy particles can
be detected sooner than other, slower, particles, and Earth may be warned of
larger incoming fluxes, as can be seen in the example of a flare in Figure 2.4.
This is usually what is meant when ‘warnings’ and ‘predictions’ are discussed in
space weather. Although very useful, it is obvious that these kinds of systems
should be distinguished from true predictive capability, which is beyond the
current state of the art.

Within the heliosphere is a region of space in which the Earth’s magnetic field
dominates the IMF, which is known as the magnetosphere, which can be seen
in Figure 2.3, and also in Figure 2.4. Stretching out like a bubble with a
radius of approximately 6-7 Earth radii, the highly dynamic magnetosphere
has a complex structure including a long tail, and has been described as “a
flag flapping in the solar wind”. Within the magnetosphere are the trapped
radiation belts and most of the Earth orbits used by spacecraft.
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Figure 2.3: A region of space where the ambient plasma is dominated by the Earth
rather than the IMF, the magnetosphere is best thought of as a dynamic region, a
“flag waving in the solar wind”. Spacecraft exiting the magnetopause will be entirely
within the solar wind, although leaving the Van Allen belts is sufficient to be in the
interplanetary radiation environment. From [13].

In the radiation environment, the magnetosphere forms the boundary between
the relatively homogeneous interplanetary radiation environment and the near-
Earth radiation environment. This is due to geomagnetic shielding from the
Earth’s magnetic field. As most radiation incident on Earth, such as SPEs and
GCRs, is charged, it is deviated by the magnetic field in a manner inversely
proportional to its rigidity R, given by R = p

q
, where p is the particle momentum

and q is its charge. Hence, less charged and more energetic particles penetrate
into the magnetosphere, while less energetic particles, or more charged particles
may be deviated. The degree of geomagnetic shielding is a determining factor
in the near-Earth radiation environment. Lower orbits, and those avoiding high
latitudes, are significantly more shielded from SPE and, to a lesser degree, GCR
particles.
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2.2 SEPs and SPEs

Very closely related to solar activity are solar energetic particles (SEPs) and
solar particle events (SPEs). SEPs are part of the constant mass loss of the
Sun. As a matter of fact, in addition to emitting blackbody (electromagnetic)
radiation, the Sun also emits large numbers of particles, to the tune of 4 -
6 billion tonnes per hour. This flux of about 1.3 ⇥1036 particles per second
consists largely of protons and electrons of 1.5 to 10 keV, and is responsible
for most space weather, including disturbances of the ionosphere and knocking
out power grids. The solar wind has its origins either in the photosphere or in
the corona, and is “frozen-in” to the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), thus
propagating outward from the Sun in “sprinkler” fashion (see Figure 2.4).8 Chapter 2. Space radiation
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Figure 2.1: The IMF and propagation of energetic particles from the Sun (adapted
from [9]).

Many features of the dynamic Sun are periodic. The main cycle, the solar
cycle, has a period of 11 years and is defined by the reversal of the Sun’s magnetic
poles. The solar cycle starts by convention at solar minimum with the Sun in a
state with a well defined dipole-like magnetic field. During the following 11 years
the field first breaks down to a disorganized state (solar maximum) and is later
restored to a dipole-like field again with opposite polarity compared to the previous
configuration1. The most easily detected feature of solar activity are the sunspots,
which are areas of lower temperature than the surrounding surface. The di�erence
is due to increased magnetic activity, which limits convective equalization of the
temperature. The Sunspot Numbers (SSNs) have been recorded since 1610 with
daily observations starting in 1749. Fig. 2.2 shows the monthly smoothed sunspot
number, demonstrating the 11 year solar cycle. Also the solar wind and the IMF
follows the solar cycle and thus exerts a larger influence at solar maximum than at
solar minimum.

1The proper 22 year periodic cycle between configurations with identical polarity is called
the double solar cycle. The most prominent dynamic features of the Sun are not sensitive to the
polarity of the magnetic field and thus exhibit a 11 year cycle

Figure 2.4: The principal source of ionizing radiation in interplanetary space is the
Sun, which releases particles in “sprinkler” fashion because of its rotation. These
particles, frozen-in to the IMF, reach 1 AU at approximately 45�, but their gyro-radii
are large enough that to any spacecraft they usually appear isotropic. From [14].

SEPs, on the other hand, are understood to come from two different sources
[16]. SEP’s associated with solar flares originate in the Sun’s interior, and have
a composition similar to the Sun: 90 % protons, 9 % ↵-particles and the rest
varying amounts of nearly all other elements. The most intense SEP events,
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Figure 2.5: An illustration of the types of SPEs; one associated with an impulsive
flare (left) and another associated with a CME (right). Note the importance of the
connectivity of the Sun-Earth IMF lines. Figure from [15].

driven by coronal mass ejections (CMEs), are essentially solar wind material
from the corona which has been greatly accelerated. The difference between
these two types of event can be seen in Figure 2.5. Increases in SEPs are
recorded when an IMF field line is connected to both the Earth and the point
of origin of the SPE on the solar disk. However, SEPs may deviate from the field
lines with increasing particle energy, as can be seen in Figure 2.5. The protons
are by far the most important component for radiation protection purposes,
and sometimes SEP and SPE will be incorrectly taken to mean ‘solar energetic
proton’, or ‘solar proton event’.

SEPs have energies ranging from 1 MeV up to many GeV, as can be seen
in Figure 2.6. Due to these high energies, SEPs typically arrive at Earth at
relativistic speeds, making warning a problem. SEP fluences vary by many
orders of magnitude: in fact, the background flux of SEPs is generally ignored
in radiation dose calculations. For a SEP enhancement typical of a large SPE,
the reader is directed to Figure 2.7, depicting the October 1989 SPE. The
background level can be seen before October 19th, after which the higher energy
channels see increases in excess of 5 orders of magnitude. In this particular
example, the harshest part of the event lasts 11 days, however the event is only
termed to be over after approximately 3 weeks.

SPE’s vary by many orders of magnitude, and the major ones, capable of posing
a serious health risk to astronauts, occur on the order of 1 per solar cycle.
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Figure 2.6: Some examples of SPE spectra. Note the variation of the spectra ‘hard-
ness’: the shapes differ. From SEPEM [17].

Figure 2.7: A typical SPE timescale. From SEPEM [17].
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Commonly-cited “worst-case” SPE’s are the October 1989 event, the August
1972 event (both shown on Figure 2.6), and the February 1956 event. It should
be noted that a single number fails to adequately describe the health risk of a
given SPE; indeed, differences in the spectrum (Figure 2.6) may mean a certain
SPE, with a soft spectrum, would be lethal to an unshielded astronaut but
undetectable behind 1 cm of aluminium, while another, harder, SPE may be
just as dangerous behind shielding as outside. The most well-recorded SPE
spectra have effects closer to the former example, however.

A significant problem of the SPE radiation environment is defining a worst
case, and the likelihood of its occurrence. For a more comprehensive view of
the known SPE data set, the reader is referred to Figure 2.8. SPE fluences
may be seen for 5 solar cycles (19-23), with the more reliable, space-based
measurements in the later cycles. Three integral fluences are shown: on the top
graph, protons above 30 MeV, in the middle, above 60 MeV, on the bottom,
above 100 MeV. From protons range considerations [10], we know the fluences
in the top graph correspond to protons capable of penetrating at least 50 mm
of aluminium (a spacesuit), the middle plot protons may penetrate at least 1.5
cm of aluminium (a thinly-shielded spacecraft or ISS pressure vessel, see Table
6.1), while the bottom plot protons can penetrate at least 3.7 cm of aluminium
(a moderately-shielded manned spacecraft).

Because SPEs are relatively short events against which shielding is effective
(for contrast see typical ranges in section 2.3), it would be very advantageous
to be able to predict their onset. Unfortunately, this is well beyond the cur-
rent state of knowledge, with the capability barely existing of predicting arrival
and intensity of particles when a potential event is observed on the Sun [19].
Furthermore, the general probability of occurrence of SPEs of a given size is
unknown, due to insufficient observations and lack of knowledge of the under-
lying probability density function. In fact, it has been shown that confidence
about the SPE spectrum and occurrence probability distribution will only be
had after hundreds of years of observations, essentially due to the rarity of large
SPEs [20]. Current practice in space radiation engineering is to define a worst
case with the available data, but it must be noted that the true probability of
an August 1972 event, or Carrington event, is very much unknown and must
be approximated.
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Figure 2.8: An overview of the SPEs of the space age. The red lines at the top count
all SPEs, note the correlation with solar maximum (center of blue boxes). The three
graphs plot the fluence above 30, 60, and 100 MeV, respectively. Protons of these
energies have ranges of 5 mm, 1.5 cm and 3.7 cm in aluminium [10]. Figure from [18].
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2.3 GCRs

Galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) form an isotropic, uniform radiation field which
permeates space and is thought to be galactic in origin. GCRs are composed of
98% baryons (protons and ions) and 2% leptons (electrons and positrons). The
baryons are of interest for radiation mitigation purposes. These consist of 87%
protons, 12% ↵-particles, and the rest of fully ionised heavier ions up to uranium
[5]. The composition of the most important part of the GCR spectrum can be
seen in Figure 2.9, see abundance. The elements with higher Z than nickel are
far below the scale of the graph in abundance and contribution.

Figure 2.9: Relative fluences and contributions to dose from GCR ions. Figure from
[21]. We note the predominance of protons in the fluence, but that iron comes to
dominate the dose equivalent. Dose results thought to be obtained behind 5g/cm2

slab over 1 year at solar minimum.

GCR spectra for four important components can be seen in Figure 2.10, with
the difference between solar minimum and maximum drawn. As can be seen,
solar modulation works best on lower-energy particles, and so although solar
maximum spectra are lower, they are also much harder. GCRs have an energy
spectrum with a peak at approximately 1 GeV/u, and have fluxes orders of
magnitude lower than trapped particles or SPEs, as can be seen on Figure 2.1.
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The high energy of GCRs make them very difficult to shield against, however:
as can be seen on Figure 2.1, the range of protons in aluminium at 1 GeV is
over 2.6 m [10].

Figure 2.10: Differential spectra of important GCR components. The effect of solar
modulation can clearly be seen. From [22].

As seen above, GCRs below approximately 1 GeV/nucleon are modulated by
the solar cycle. This is due to GCR particles being charged, and so affected by
the IMF. Since the IMF strength is linked to the solar cycle, (see subsection
2.1), GCR flux scales inversely with the solar cycle. To gain a better under-
standing of the scale of solar modulation of GCRs, the reader is invited to look
at Figure 2.11. This figure depicts GCR fluxes above a certain threshold energy
as calculated by the standard ISO-15390 GCR model [23], as they are modu-
lated during the solar cycle, and one can see that fluxes vary approximately by
30 to 50 %, depending on the cycle and the particle energy. The solar cycle
could be seen in Figure 2.2 through sunspot numbers, and its effect on SPEs is
best viewed on Figure 2.8. The 100 MeV protons shown have a range of 3.7 cm
in aluminium [10], and so could likely penetrate a pressurised spacecraft, while
the 300 MeV protons will traverse any heavily shielded spacecraft with ease.
As can be seen, the flux of both vary inversely with sunspot number, although
there is a small phase lag in the GCR modulation. Factors of 2 to 3 reduction
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in doses (which will scale with flux) occur for years at a time.

Figure 2.11: GCR modulation during the solar cycle, as predicted by the current ISO-
15390 standard [23]. To be compared with Figure 2.8. 100 MeV protons have a range
of 3.7 cm of aluminium, while 300 MeV protons have a range of 66 cm of aluminium
[10].

LEO orbits, and generally areas within the magnetosphere (see Figure 2.3) are
shielded to varying degrees from the GCR flux by the Earth’s geomagnetic field,
which helps to deflect these charged particles. All but the highest energy GCRs
tend to follow geomagnetic field lines, with the result that lower altitude and
inclination orbits can be quite protected. Space above the poles can see an en-
vironment not unlike interplanetary space, while low Earth orbits in equatorial
regions may be protected by a factor of 2 or more.

Ions with higher Z than ↵-particles (helium) are termed HZE particles, or high
charge and energy. These particles, although having far lower fluxes than pro-
tons and ↵-particles (see Figure 2.9), due to their high LET and capacity to
fragment play a particular role in shielding calculations. Indeed, these parti-
cles and their secondary particles (fragmentation products) may contribute as
much or more to the dose behind shielding as protons and ↵s, and the biolog-
ical damage they cause is less well understood and thought to be greater. It
is interesting to note patterns in the prevalence of HZE particles, in particular
that even-numbered Z ions seem to be more important. Above Co (Z=27) the
fluxes decrease by 2-4 orders of magnitude [8]. Typically not all ions are used
in radiation calculations, as some have orders of magnitude more effect than
others. The same is true of Anomalous Cosmic Rays (ACRs), partially ionised
atoms thought to originate in the interstellar neutral atomic medium, which
are often ignored in radiation calculations due to their low energy (around 20
MeV).
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2.4 Trapped particles

Near Earth, the geomagnetic field is well-approximated by a dipole, and so
charged particles may be trapped by following field lines. Particles trapped in
magnetic confinement are enclosed in a magnetic “bottle” with one end near each
pole, as illustrated in Figure 2.12. Their trajectories consist of rapid gyrations
around the field lines as they oscillate between northerly and southerly mirror
points. In addition, the “bottle” itself precesses in a torus, or donut, shape all
around the dipole, in this case Earth.

Figure 2.12: Van Allen belts delimit space where trapped particles dominate the
radiation environment. From [24].

Trapped particles are a potent source of radiation in certain localised areas of
the solar system, such as Jupiter’s Io Torus or the Van Allen belts, which occupy
roughly the space between LEO and GEO orbits (see Figure 2.13). These are
a significant factor in orbit selection, and it is no accident that most satellites
avoid them. As can be seen in Figure 2.1, at many energies trapped particles
contribute the highest fluxes.

The inner, or proton belt is relatively stable, exhibiting small variations anti-
correlated with solar activity - increased heating of the atmosphere expands it
into the belt, causing proton loss through collisions. The outer, or electron belt
is highly dynamic, with diurnal variations of up to a factor of 16 and up to
a factor of 3 due to magnetic storms. It increases with solar activity, as it is
sourced from the solar wind. Between these two belts is an area of comparably
low flux called the slot region, useful as it houses GPS satellites.

Of greater importance for this study, the South Atlantic anomaly (SAA) is a
region in LEO over the coast of Brazil where the proton belt extends down to
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Figure 2.13: The spatial extent of the belts is best understood with a contour plot such
as this one. On the left is the proton belt, of the most interest for manned spaceflight
due to its proximity to LEO flights, on the right is the highly-variable electron belt.
Data here are from the de facto standard models AP-8 and AE-8, figure adapted from
[7].

200 km altitude. Most radiation received in LEO at low inclinations is due to
the anomaly (though it accounts for less than 10% of the time in orbit), while
higher inclinations also get doses near the poles, where the belts also extend
lower. Astronaut Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA) is scheduled to avoid these
regions.

Finally, it might be noted that there are strong east-west and pitch-angle
anisotropies in the belts, which may be important when considering radiation
calculation of an orbit-stabilised spacecraft like ISS. At low orbits high-energy
protons have a significantly higher flux eastwards than westward, while SAA
protons have high pitch angles (are near their mirror points), producing another
anisotropy (see Figure 2.12).

2.5 Secondary and albedo particles

In addition to the sources of radiation discussed so far, secondary radiation
stems from interactions of these primary sources with intervening material.
The particles thus generated merit some discussion in their own right. When
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primary radiation particles undergo nuclear interactions with a target, either nu-
clear ionization or excitation, target fragmentation or projectile fragmentation
may take place. Target fragmentation may be divided into regimes; at higher
energy (> 1 GeV), primary particles can be transformed into pions, perhaps
decaying into �-rays, muons, electrons and positrons. Primary particles with
lower energies (<50 MeV) typically are transformed into neutrons, protons, ↵-
particles and heavy ions. Projectile fragmentation occurs with the scattering of
HZE particles off a target nucleus, mostly producing high-energy neutrons and
protons, and lightening the HZE nucleus. In sum, when high-energy particles
scatter off a target nuclei, a cascade, or shower, of secondary particles is pro-
duced of different types, with varying energy, direction, lifetime and interaction
cross-section. Thus the radiation field behind shielding can be vastly different
to a primary radiation field, as seen in Figure 2.14. In the space radiation sim-
ulations done in this study, typical secondaries produced are protons, neutrons,
�-rays and pions, with ↵-particles, deuterons, tritons and heavier nuclei also
produced from GCR HZE particles.

 2 The Radiation Environment 

2.1.4 Secondary Particles 

Secondary particles originate from nuclear interactions (ionization or excitation) with 

the hull of spacecrafts by above mentioned primary particles and result in charged and 

uncharged particles. These particles play a fundamental role regarding the effects on the 

human body. 

In space dosimetry there are two basic types of nuclear interactions [25]: 

1. target fragmentation, 

2. projectile fragmentation. 

During the target fragmentation, primary particles like GCR, trapped protons, albedo 

neutrons or protons, as well as secondary neutrons and protons respectively, produced 

during former nuclear interactions with the hull of the spacecraft, interact with the nu-

clei of the target material. Target materials can be nuclei of the aluminum shielding of 

the spacecraft or the carbon- and oxygen nuclei of the spaceman’s body.  

Energetic primary particles 

(> 1 GeV) can be trans-

formed into neutral or 

charged pions, which again 

can decay into Ȗ-rays or 

muons, respectively elec-

trons and positrons. Primary 

particles with mean energies 

of < 50 MeV are usually 

transformed into neutrons, 

protons, Į-particles and 

occasionally heavy ions [4, 

6, 25].  

Projectile fragmentation 

arises from the impact of heavy charges particles (HZE particles) with a nucleus of the 

target material. Regarding the energy and charge of the projectile, diverse reactions can 

occur, whereas mostly high energetic neutrons and protons are produced [25]. 

 

Figure 2-12:  Transport of primary radiation through the spacecraft 
structure [5]. 

A detailed illustration of the induced secondary radiation can be found in Figure 2-12. 

In order to reduce the risk of neutrons and heavy charged particles, a shielding material 

with the following characteristics is needed [25]: 

1. high energy loss (breaking power) of the penetrating particles and 

2. minimization of the core interactions and therefore the induction of neutrons, 

with the target material. 
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Figure 2.14: The secondaries generated in shielding by high-energy particles can prove
to be more dangerous than the primary particles. This is especially the case for thick
shielding and high-energy particles, such as GCRs. As such, this topic is of primary
importance in interplanetary manned missions. From [5].

A natural, large-scale source of secondary radiation is albedo particles, which
occur near celestial bodies capable of reflecting or stopping high-energy cosmic
particles. The surface of the Moon, Mars and other bodies with little to no atmo-
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sphere or magnetic fields are strong sources of albedo neutrons. These neutrons
are generated from the scattering of space radiation particles with the planetary
surface, and the neutron intensity decreases with altitude. Albedo neutrons are
potentially very important sources of dose for long-duration surface missions to
these destination. Also, neutrons are generated from the scattering of cosmic
radiation with the Earth’s atmosphere. These neutrons play a dominant part
in air crew doses, and contribute to low LEO doses when backscattered. Inter-
estingly, backscattered charged particles from the Earth’s atmosphere are what
supply the lower Van Allen belt through the CRAND process.



Chapter 3

Radiation Effects and Quantities

In this chapter, a background on the effects of radiation will be given, with
particular emphasis on biological doses and limits. The current paradigm for
calculation methods of radiation effects on humans will be explored, as well as
dose quantities, uncertainties and likely effects.

In the space radiation field, radiation is best known for its effects on electronics.
Through complex effects on semiconductors depending on the creation by high-
energy particles of electron-hole pairs, radiation steadily degrades electronics
through an accumulation of dose termed Total Ionizing Dose, or TID. Elec-
tronics components are thus rated for a specific amount of dose, in Grays (or
rads, J/kg), which they must not exceed over their lifetime. Countermeasures
are available, and radiation-hardened circuits and shielding may drastically in-
crease components’ lifetime.

In the special case of high-energy radiation as found in space (particularly
GCRs), radiation may also cause single, random disturbances in electronics,
either by flipping a bit or opening a transistor. Such effects are termed Single
Event Effects (SEEs), and needless to say, it is necessary to develop counter-
measures, which usually consist of additional circuitry to prevent short circuits
if a transistor is turned on.

Due to lack of time and space, radiation effects on electronics will not be covered
here. They are indeed an entire field to themselves, and the interested reader
is referred, for example, to [25].
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3.1 Biological Effects and Human Doses

Radiation is harmful to human tissue by depositing energy while traversing it.
This may either directly kill cells (harmful in large numbers) or cause DNA
strand breaks, which is a longer-term, cumulative effect similar to aging. These
breaks increase the risk of carcinogenesis and other diseases over the course of
a lifetime. Different kinds of radiation affect biology in different ways. This is
quantified by the transformation of the physical quantity dose, in Grays (Gy,
an SI unit name for J/kg), to a quantity which is meant to be representative of
the effects in humans.

One physical measurement of the difference in radiation “effectiveness” is Linear
Energy Transfer, or LET. LET is the amount of energy deposited in a particle
track per unit length, and is a function of particle type and energy. It can be
approximated as the stopping power [25]:

LET (x) =

(
⇠ 1

⇢
dE
dx
(x) 0  x  r

0 otherwise
(3.1)

where r is the range of the particle and ⇢ is the density of the material.

The question of the effects of radiation on humans is a complex one, which is
the subject of intensive current research. The most complete data set comes
from the dropping of the atomic bombs in Japan, but this radiation was com-
posed primarily of low-LET �-rays and ↵ particles, and so is of limited use in
understanding the effects of space radiation, which differs both in its fundamen-
tal nature (particulate rather than photons), intensity (generally much lower),
duration (much longer) and is of both high and low LET. Some of the effects of
these qualitative differences in radiation can be visually seen in Figure 3.1. In
the left-hand side of this figure, three nuclei of human fibroblasts are imaged,
with DNA double-strand breaks highlighted via immunofluorescence staining
[26]. We note the significant difference in DNA damage between �-rays and
ions. The right-hand side of the figure shows particle tracks of different ions
in nuclear emulsion. It is clear that heavier ions will affect a much wider area
through their wider track, but the biological effects are generally less understood
the heavier the ion.
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can be compared for the same endpoint, such as overall cancer risk or tissue-specific cancer 
risks, albeit there are both qualitative and quantitative differences in causative steps leading to 
these endpoints. However, elucidation of the biological importance of quantitative differences 
through mechanistic research is essential for improving current risk models. A long-time out-
standing question is the use of dose-based models to describe cosmic-ray tracks as they pass 
through tissue. Figure 1.2 illustrates some of the differences between dose-based risk models 
and particle track structure. Quantitative and qualitative differences occur, and the use of 
radiation QFs may not be justified in all or certain cases. 

 

 
NASA radiation protection methods are based on recommendations issued by the NCRP6,25 and 
the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP),26 but independent approaches 
have been developed and continue to be developed that lead to better implementation in the 
context of space exploration. In those instances, details of NASA practice differ from these 
recommendations. For example, NASA uses cancer-mortality-based career limits rather than 
limits that are based on overall health detriment, as recommended by the ICRP, and gender-
specific career limits calculated for individual astronaut mission exposure histories rather than 
attained age. Distinct short-term limits are followed originating in recommendations from the 
National Research Council (NRC) (1970). NASA continued to use Q(L) (ie, QF as a function of 
LET) rather than ICRP radiation weighting factors based on NCRP recommendations,6,25 and 
also uses distinct RBEs for non-cancer risks instead of the QFs employed in estimating cancer 
risks. NASA estimates the 95% CLs as a requirement for dose limits, and recently considered 
limits for the CNS and heart disease.27 Dosimetry28 and ALARA implementation for space 

 
Figure 1.2. A comparison of particle tracks in nuclear emulsions and human cells. The right 
panel illustrates tracks of different ions, from protons to iron, in nuclear emulsions, clearly 
showing the increasing ionization density (LET=E/x) along the track by increasing the 
charge Z. The left panel shows three nuclei of human fibroblasts exposed to -rays and Si- or 
Fe-ions, and immunostained for detection of -H2AX P

14 P. Each green focus corresponds to a 
DNA double-strand break (DSB). Whereas the H2AX foci in the cell that is exposed to 
sparsely ionizing -rays are uniformly distributed in the nucleus, the cells that are exposed to 
HZE particles present DNA damage along tracks (one Si- and three Fe-particles, respectively), 
and the spacing between DNA DSB is reduced at very high LET.2 

Figure 3.1: Particle tracks in nuclear emulsions and human cells, showing the effect
on biology of increasing particle LET by increasing ion charge. Entirely different
mechanisms may dominate at different LET levels, from cell death to differing amounts
of DNA mutations through either direct damage or free radicals. Figure from NASA
[26].
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Current dose limits for ESA, and all major space agencies, can be divided into
two categories: those dealing with short-term effects, called tissue reactions
(formerly called deterministic, or acute effects), and those dealing with long-
term, or stochastic effects.

Although the topic of radiation biology is extremely complex and far surpasses
the scope of the present work, tissue reactions can be understood to be those
reactions which happen in a relatively predictable (with threshold, then linear)
fashion as a function of dose [25]. The doses for these effects must be relatively
high over short time periods, and tissue reactions occur rapidly and include such
things as radiation sickness, caused by large numbers of cell deaths. Unintu-
itively perhaps, cataract development after exposure is also considered a tissue
reaction, although it does not require such high doses, and may have some lag
(years, perhaps) associated to its development. Though tissue reactions are
relatively well understood, cataract development is currently being reassessed
in light of new data [6], and it is probable that permissible doses to the eye will
be revised downwards.

Stochastic effects, on the other hand, are long-term effects which have an in-
creased probability of occurrence after an accumulated radiation dose which
might be at a low rate. The classic example is cancer, which is a natural phe-
nomenon occurring in large segments of the population. Low radiation doses are
thought to increase probabilities of developing a cancer, as longitudinal studies
of Japanese atomic bomb survivors has shown.

The approach taken in manned spaceflight, and indeed most fields where radi-
ation safety is important, is to take measures to avoid tissue reactions entirely,
while maintaining the probability of (unavoidable) stochastic effects below a
low, acceptable threshold. Determining exact dose thresholds for tissue reac-
tions and especially increased probabilities of cancer as a function of dose is a
very difficult business, which will not be touched upon here (for an illuminating
discussion, see especially [19], [25], [6] and [27]).

The effects of the various space radiation fields explored in Chapter 2 is briefly
summarized in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Simplified primary characteristics of space radiation

Characteristic Radiation belts

Solar Particle

Events (SPEs)

Galactic

Cosmic Rays

(GCRs)

Extent

within torus
stretching to 6
RE at equator

everywhere, 100⇥
lower fluxes at

ISS than
interplan.

everywhere, 2⇥
lower fluxes at

ISS than
interplan.

Duration

relatively
constant

few days to few
weeks, during

solar max, ⇠ 45
every 11 years

constant

Flux medium-high high, variable low

Energies

medium-low (can
shield)

medium-low (can
shield) but
variable

high (mostly
cannot shield)

Composition

protons and
electrons

mostly protons,
some He all elements

Dose effects

dominate dose in
LEO

may cause acute
effects

constant, low
dose

Biological effects being studied mostly
understood not understood
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3.1.1 Human phantom models

An ICRP reference phantom has been approved [6] which is probably quite
different from the CAM and CAF phantoms commonly used by NASA [28], but
similar to the MAX and FAX phantoms. The effect of phantom choice is of
course especially significant when doses are sensitive to shielding, and relatively
unimportant in the case of flat dose-depth curves. In this study, the ICRP
phantom has been used to improve comparability, through the use of flux-to-
dose coefficients [29].

3.2 Dose Quantities and Limits

There is a profusion of dose quantities and units in radiation biology. These
quantities are generally unfortunately named, and apt to cause great confusion
to a newcomer in the field. Definitions of dose quantities have changed as our
understanding has evolved.

To dose, D (Gy), the physical quantity, we may add, following current ICRP
terminology and notation (which is sadly not standardised)[6]:
– H ⌘ Q(LET )D in the SI unit of Sievert (Sv) is the Dose Equivalent at a

point in tissue - after integrating over the tissue it is denoted HT,Q;
– HT ⌘

P
R wRDT,R (Sv) is the Equivalent Dose in tissue - almost unbelievably;

– HE ⌘
P

T wTHT,Q (Sv) is the Effective Dose Equivalent, and necessarily
refers to a whole-body dose, either in an astronaut or phantom;

– E ⌘
P

T wT

P
R wRDT,R =

P
T wTHT (Sv) is the Effective Dose, and neces-

sarily refers to a whole-body dose, either in a person or phantom;
– G ⌘ RBE ·D (Gray-Equivalent, Gy-Eq) is the dose used to estimate tissue

reactions - no summing over organs is necessary for short-term limits.
Note that all the above quantities have physical units of J/kg - it is only their
SI names that change.
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3.2.1 Long-term dose quantities and limits

For the quantities related to the stochastic limits, we may note the appearance
of two weighting factors wr and wT , and a function Q(LET ), the Quality factor.
The wr weights are no longer used in space radiation, as they were elaborated for
terrestrial sources. The weights and associated quantities Equivalent Dose and
Effective Dose are still used for terrestrial radiation calculations, and hence are
the most commonly-used units in radiation biology. The wT are tissue weights,
and are used to calculate whole-body doses by weighing doses deposited in more
sensitive tissues more heavily. The wT have been updated several times, and
depend on the human phantom used for calculations. The latest ICRP weights
and associated phantom are recommended for use in both terrestrial radiation
sources [27] and space radiation [6], and can be seen in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: ICRP 103 tissue weighting factors for calculation of Effective Dose and
Effective Dose Equivalent, from ICRP 103 [27]. Figure from DLR.

The Quality factor Q(LET) is defined as [6]:

Q(LET ) =

8
>><

>>:

1 LET1 < 10keV/µm

0.32 · LET1 � 2.2 10keV/µm  LET1  100keV/µm

300/
p
LET1 LET1 > 100keV/µm

(3.2)

where LET1 is the unrestricted LET in water. The function is plotted in Figure
3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Quality factor as given by equation 3.2, as a function of LET, from ICRP
103 [27].

To have their probability properly assessed, stochastic effects require an esti-
mate of the dose absorbed by the entire body, with weighting for more sensitive
tissues. This was previously done by considering the dose in blood-forming
organs (BFO), however the new approach for space radiation [6], [30] is to cal-
culate Effective Dose Equivalent (substituting):

HE =
X

T

wT

Z
Q(LET )dvT

Z
DdvT (3.3)

This quantity, HE, is the dose calculated to compare to career dose limits for
stochastic effects. Career dose limits for ESA and other space agencies can be
seen in Figure 3.4. The ESA limit is 1 Sv in Effective Dose Equivalent (EDE),
while the NASA and Japanese limits depend on age and sex. To give a compar-
ison, terrestrial radiation workers are limited to 20 mSv/year of Effective Dose
in the European Union, while average annual doses for members of the public
are in the 1 mSv/year range (Effective dose). Though clearly these quantities
cannot be directly compared, they may not be very different for terrestrial ra-
diation fields (the quality factor Q(LET) used to be used for terrestrial sources
before wr was introduced).
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(ESA, 2003). Therefore, astronauts experience a considerably
higher radiation risk than the population on Earth and occupa-
tionally exposed workers, particularly considering that the
latter group receives on average far lower doses than the
annual limits. NASA has put in place a new approach for
radiation limits that accounts for uncertainties at the 95% con-
fidence level (Cucinotta, Hu et al., 2010). This approach
shows how research to lower uncertainties will be the most
cost effective method to enable long-term space missions.

ALARA should be used to optimize radiation protection in
space missions too. For astronauts, the recommendations of
NCRP (2000) have been issued only for activities in LEO and
are based on 3% risk of exposure-induced cancer mortality. If
the maximum dose for radiation workers in Table II is
applied, a career lifetime excess risk of approximately 3%
is indeed reached (assuming a 10 yr career). The risk coef-
ficients are age and gender dependent, and this was carefully
considered by NCRP. The corresponding NASA astronaut
career limits are reported in Table III and compared with
those from other space agencies. The European, Canadian,
and Russian space agencies do not adopt age- and gender-
corrected coefficients, but rather resort to a single career limit
of 1 Sv. These limits are, however, currently under revision

(Straube et al., 2010). For exploratory-class missions beyond
LEO, a description of the major information needed to issue
recommendations has been instead provided in a dedicated
NCRP report (NCRP, 2006).

II. SPACE RADIATION ENVIRONMENT

The radiation environment in the Solar System is a com-
plex mixture of particles of solar and galactic origin with a
broad range of energies. For radiation protection, the prob-
lems are related to GCRs and particles ejected from the Sun
during SPEs, as well as secondary radiation produced through
interaction with planetary surfaces. The solar wind particles,
even when enhanced due to higher solar activities, do not
contribute to the radiation burden to astronauts due to their
relative low energy and hence their absorption in already very
thin shielding thicknesses. Nevertheless, the solar wind mod-
ulates the flux of galactic cosmic rays in the energy range
below about 1 GeV=nucleon, with a fairly regular 11-yr long
cycle (see Fig. 4 for current solar activity and predictions for
the next cycle based on sunspot numbers). During phases of
higher solar activity the cosmic-ray flux is decreased by a
factor of 3 to 4 against phases during minimum solar activity.
However, the probability of SPE is higher during solar maxi-
mum. The question is then whether a mission should be
planned in solar minimum (lower chance of acute exposure
from SPE, but higher GCR risk) or solar maximum. However,
there is no clear pattern of SPE occurrence with large SPEs
observed in about 9 of the 11 years of any given solar cycle.

Through the Earth’s magnetic field and an atmospheric
thickness of about 1 kg=cm2 thickness, the exposure to cos-
mic radiation on the Earth’s surface is reduced to a nearly
zero level. Leaving Earth astronauts are shielded by the
structure of the spacecraft. For the ISS the interior is shielded
on average by 20 g=cm2, a shielding close to that of the
Martian atmosphere. In LEO astronauts are still protected
by the magnetosphere which limits even the exposure to solar

TABLE II. Effective dose limits recommended by ICRP-103
(ICRP, 2007), and comparison with typical exposures due to medi-
cal procedures (Fazel et al., 2009). The medical exposures are not
considered in the computation of the maximum dose.

Exposure
Maximum effective
dose per year

Occupational (mSv)
20 mSv, average over
defined periods of 5 yr

Public (mSv)
1 mSv

Medical procedure

Chest x-ray film
(posteroanterior)

0.02

Computed tomography
(CT) chest

7.0

CT abdomen 8.0
CT angiography 15.0
Mammography 0.4
Myocardial perfusion
imaging

15.0

Urography 3.0
Nuclear bone imaging 6.0

TABLE III. Age- and gender-dependent career effective dose
limits (in Sv) as recommended by different space agencies
(Cucinotta, Hu et al., 2010; Straube et al., 2010). NASA limits
are always based on 3% risk of exposure-induced death, and the
values refer to a 1 yr mission. Different values will be calculated for
different mission durations (Cucinotta, Hu et al., 2010).

Age at first exposure, (yr)
Space agency Gender 30 35 45 55

NASA (USA) Female 0.47 0.55 0.75 1.1
Male 0.62 0.72 0.95 1.5

JAXA (Japan) Female 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.1
Male 0.6 0.9 1.0 1.2

ESA 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
FSA (Russia) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
CSA (Canada) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

FIG. 4 (color). Solar cycle 23 and predictions of the sunspot
numbers for solar cycle 24 using different models. The next solar
maximum is expected in late 2001–mid 2012, and the next solar
minimum around 2019. Data and prediction from the NOAA/NSW
Space Weather Prediction Center (http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/).
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Figure 3.4: Estimated NASA career dose limits, dependent on age and sex as well as
career length in the more complex NASA REID calculation model (here for one year),
as well as Japanese, Canadian, Russian and ESA career limits. This table is taken
directly from [19].

The ALARA principle

An additional constraint affects stochastic dose reduction strategies. The As
Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) principle requires that “Best practices
and good faith efforts are made to ensure that risks are minimized below the
acceptable level, including operational procedures that provide warning levels
adequate to allow evasive actions.” [31].

The purpose of ALARA is thus to enforce measures to minimize dose below dose
limits. Dose limits must never be used as a requirement which, once satisfied,
may be safely ignored - it is recognized that there are health benefits to reducing
dose beyond limits, and so efforts must be made to further reduce dose as much
as possible. Thus it is required to minimize doses as much as reasonably possible
at all times [30].

3.2.2 Short-term dose quantities and limits

The quantity G appropriate for tissue reactions is computed by weighting dose
deposited in a tissue by the factor found in Table 3.2 (called radiobiological
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effectiveness, RBE). The RBE factor is thought to represent the amount of
effectiveness that a given type of radiation will have in provoking such reactions.
Tissue reactions are officially considered to be intolerably probable beyond the
limits set in table 3.3. Below these limits, no adverse effects are considered to
have occurred.

Unfortunately, the limits presented in Table 3.3 are incorrect, as they are cur-
rently given in Sv [30], and have not yet been converted to Gy-Eq (short-term
doses used to be computed in Sv). In the absence of better information, the
approach taken to short-term limits will be to assume the old ESA limits’ nu-
merical value in the current unit of Gy-Eq. This incorrect approach is probably
the best estimate available of the dose limits, pending a clarification. For com-
parison, NASA short-term limits are shown in Figure 3.5, and feature identical
BFO (Blood-Forming Organ) limits (in fact consensus limits agreed by all ISS
space agencies [30]).

from gamma ray induced heart disease death is approxi-
mately 9 years [Preston et al., 2003] less than that observed
for radiation‐induced cancers. Dose limits for noncancer
effects (units of milli‐gray equivalent (mGy‐Eq)) are listed
in Table 2. Distinct relative biological effectiveness (RBE)
factors for converting organ average dose to organ Gy‐
equivalent dose occur for each noncancer risk as defined
below. CNS risks are expressed as mGy‐equivalent dose,
however with a separate limit for heavy ions with elemental
charge >10 absorbed dose (in mGy).
3.1.4. Principle of as Low as Reasonably Achievable
[25] The ALARA principle is a NASA requirement

intended to ensure astronauts’ safety. An important func-
tion of ALARA is to ensure that astronauts do not approach
radiation limits and that such limits are not considered as
“tolerance values.” Mission programs and terrestrial occu-
pational procedures resulting in radiation exposures to
astronauts are required to find cost‐effective approaches
to implement ALARA.

3.2. Method of Evaluation
3.2.1. Cancer Risk Evaluation
[26] Cancer risk is not measured directly, but is calcu-

lated utilizing radiation dosimetry, physics methods, and
dose to risk conversion formula. The absorbed dose D (in
units of gray) is calculated using measurements of radia-
tion levels provided by dosimeters (e.g., film badges, ther-
moluminescent dosimeters (TLDs), spectrometers such
as the tissue equivalent proportional counter (TEPC), area
radiation monitors, biodosimetry or biological markers)
and corrections for instrument limitations. The limiting
risk is calculated using the effective dose, E (in units of
mSv) and risk conversion life table methodologies. For the
purpose of determining radiation exposure limits at NASA,
the probability of fatal cancer is calculated as follows.
[27] 1. The body is divided into a set of sensitive tissues,

and each tissue T is assigned a weight wT according to its

estimated contribution to cancer risk as described by the
ICRP (Table 3).
[28] 2. The absorbed dose, DT (in units of gray (Gy) or

mGy where 1 Gy = 100 rad) delivered to each tissue is
determined from measured dosimetry or estimated from
radiation transport models. Different types of radiation
have different biological effectiveness, dependent on the
ionization density left behind locally (e.g., in a cell or a cell
nucleus) by their passage through matter. For the pur-
pose of estimating radiation risk to an organ, the quantity
characterizing this ionization density is the linear energy
transfer (LET) (in units of keV/mm) in water.
[29] 3. For a given interval of LET, denoted L, between

L and L + DL, the dose equivalent risk (units of sievert
(Sv) or mSv, where 1 Sv = 100 rem) to a tissue T, HT (L) is
calculated as

HT L! " # Q L! "DT L! "; !1"

where the quality factor, Q(L), is obtained according to
the International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP) prescription. This way of calculating HT (L) differs
from the method used by ICRP, where a tabulated set of
weighting factors is given instead of the quality factor
[NCRP, 2003]. The method used here is considered to yield
a better approximation by using the quality factor as the
weight most representative of cancer risk, while the ICRP
method may overestimate the risk, especially for high‐
energy protons, He, and other light to medium mass ions.

Table 3. Tissue Weighting Factors as Defined By ICRP [1991,
2007]

ICRP wT

ICRP [1991]
Report 60

ICRP [2007]
Report 103

Skin 0.01 0.01
Bone marrow 0.12 0.12
Bone surface 0.01 0.01
Stomach 0.12 0.12
Colon 0.12 0.12
Liver 0.05 0.04
Lung 0.12 0.12
Esophagus 0.05 0.04
Bladder 0.05 0.04
Thyroid 0.05 0.04
Breast or prostate 0.05 0.12
Ovary+uterus or testis 0.2 0.08
Brain 0.01
Lens
Salivary gland 0.01
Remainder 0.05a 0.12b

Sum 1 1
aRemainder organ/tissue defined in ICRP [1991] Report 60: adre-

nals, brain, trachea, small intestine, kidneys, muscle, pancreas, spleen,
thymus and uterus.

bRemainder organ/tissue defined in ICRP [2007] Report 103: adre-
nals, extrathoracic (ET) region, gall bladder, heart, kidneys, lymphatic
nodes, muscle, oral mucosa, pancreas, prostate, small intestine, spleen,
thymus, and uterus/cervix.

Table 2. Dose Limits for Short‐Term or Career Noncancer
Effects (in mGy‐Eq or mGy)a

Organ 30 Day Limit 1 Year Limit Career Limit

Lensb 1000 mGy‐Eq 2000 mGy‐Eq 4000 mGy‐Eq
Skin 1500 3000 6000
BFO 250 500 Not applicable
Heartc 250 500 1000
CNSd 500 1000 1500
CNSd (Z ! 10) ‐ 100 mGy 250 mGy

aThe lens, skin, and BFO limits are from NCRP [2000] Report 132.
The heart and CNS limits are from a NASA assessment of human
studies and radiobiology.

bLens limits are intended to prevent early (<5 years) severe cataracts
(e.g., from a solar particle event). An additional cataract risk exists
at lower doses from cosmic rays for subclinical cataracts, which
may progress to severe types after long latency (>5 years) and are
not preventable by existing mitigation measures but are deemed an
acceptable risk by NASA.

cHeart doses calculated as average over heart muscle and adjacent
arteries.

dCNS limits should be calculated at the hippocampus.
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Figure 3.5: Estimated NASA short-term limits, this table is taken directly from [34].
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Table 3.2: RBE values recommended by NCRP and ICRP

Radiation type Recommended RBE Range

1-5 MeV neutrons 6.0 (4-8)
5-50 MeV neutrons 3.5 (2-5)

Heavy ions (helium, carbon, neon, argon) 2.5 (1-4)
Proton (>2 MeV) 1.5 -

Neutrons < 1 MeV a 5.0 -
Neutrons > 50 MeV a 3.5 -

Heavy ions (all others) a 2.5 -
a Value left open by ICRP, taken from NASA and [32].

Table 3.3: Old ESA short-term dose limits as specified in
[30] (incorrect units undergoing review) and [33] and the
semi-mythical MORD document. Based on ICRP recom-
mendations

Dose (Gy-Eq) Skin Eyes Blood-Forming Organs

30 days 1.5 0.5 0.25
Annual 3 1 0.5



Chapter 4

Methods in Radiation Engineering

In Which an Overview of Current Methods in Radiation Engineering is Given,
Radiation Transport and the Geant4 Software Toolkit are Explained, and the
Reader Discovers Radiation Environment Models and Other Common Assump-
tions.

4.1 An Overview of Current Methods in

Radiation Modelling

The radiation engineering process is a complex one in which it is easy to become
submerged by details of the scenario. In reality, for most cases approximate
methods are sufficient to ensure a system will not be unduly affected by its
radiative environment.

The first part of the modelling process begins with the environment itself.
Formed from the components described in Chapter 2, the environment is typi-
cally expressed as the spectrum at a particular orbit and over a particular time
period. Common examples are GCR spectra for one year at solar minimum in
interplanetary space, or trapped protons for one day at ISS orbit. These are
termed environmental inputs or specifications, and have often been established
by the International Standards Organisation (ISO), or the European Coopera-
tion for Space Standardization (ECSS, [25]).
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The process is then to transport this environment through a spacecraft and
calculate dose in a component or astronaut of interest. For this, there are
several methods and software packages, with no hint of standardisation.

The two main types of codes used for calculating dose are deterministic and
Monte Carlo codes. Deterministic codes, well-represented by NASA’s HZETRN
[35] and BRYNTRN [36] codes, work by solving the Boltzmann equation nu-
merically. These codes have the advantage of running very quickly, but often
use 1-D, straight-line approximations [6].

Monte Carlo methods have inspired a large number of codes, including FLUKA,
PHITS, SHIELD, and SHIELDOSE [6]. The advantage of Monte Carlo codes
is that no fundamental approximation about geometry takes place - indeed,
with sufficient statistics and complete physics models, arbitrary precision could
be obtained. The significant disadvantage of Monte Carlo methods has al-
ways been their run-time, which has historically been prohibitive. Fortunately,
improvements in computing power have greatly alleviated this problem, and
physics models are being worked on by radiation health and particle physics
communities as well.

Despite improvements in speed, radiation engineers in space applications usually
do not do full Monte Carlo simulations. The engineering process will typically
begin by either the use of ray-tracing programs with look-up tables such as
SHIELDOSE, or by Monte Carlo simulations of a simple geometry, such as a
slab, which might represent the side of thinnest shielding for the component of
interest. This approximation is especially useful in the case of radiation which
does not penetrate very far, such as electrons.

If these approximations are insufficient, the geometry may be improved by a
spherical or shell approximation, and if another iteration is required, a dose-
depth curve may be produced. Such a curve represents the dose absorbed behind
a variable amount of shielding, and might be created using a slab or spherical
geometry. The advantage of a spherical geometry curve is that it may be folded
with a shielding distribution, obtained by ray-tracing, to obtain an estimate of
the dose at a shielded point, given two fundamental assumptions:

1. The radiation does not significantly deviate from a straight-line (like de-
terministic codes)
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2. There is only one shielding material

Ray-tracing, or sectoring methods are important in radiation engineering and
many other applications. Very often in radiation engineering, the purpose is to
obtain the dose at a specific point in a spacecraft. A large number of rays are
then traced from the given point until they lie outside or beyond any spacecraft
structure, as seen in Figure 4.2. The quantity and type of material through
which the rays pass is summed up. If a large enough number of rays are taken in
all directions, the typical shielding through which radiation must pass is known,
assuming rectilinear travel. In the case of deterministic codes, 1-D Boltzmann
equations may be solved for this material, otherwise a shielding distribution
may be obtained as a histogramme, which is useful for several approximate
methods. Minimal, maximal and typical shielding values can be read off for
slab geometry estimates, or a dose-depth curve may be folded with it.

The main assumption of ray-tracing for dose calculation is rectilinear propaga-
tion of radiation through the shielding. This assumption may not be partic-
ularly good for particles having a high probability of interaction, for example
photons and electrons, but for high-energy protons, ions, and neutrons, devia-
tions from these trajectories are much more rare. As these particles dominate
the environments of interest for human spaceflight (proton belt, GCRs, SPEs),
the rectilinear propagation assumption may not be so strong.

Figure 4.1: Example of the ray-tracing process. Each ray will contribute information
about all material encountered over its path.
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4.2 Radiation Transport

The inner workings of particle transport codes are far beyond the scope of the
current work. However, a very brief overview of radiation transport through
matter and approaches to simulating it will be given here. Many treatises exist
on the subject; for a review in the space radiation context the reader is referred,
for example, to [6], [19] and [37].

The passage of high-energy nuclei through matter can be described by the
Boltzmann transport equations that treat atomic and nuclear collisions, and
derived on the basis of conservation principles. Solving these equations leads
to hundreds of multi-dimensional integro-differential equations with thousands
of cross terms which must be solved consistently with boundary conditions re-
lated to the radiation environment and an astronaut’s body. Either analytic or
numerical methods may be used; analytic methods involve the straight-ahead
approximation (so 1-D problem) and often the continuous slowing down (CSDA)
approximation. This is the approach followed by deterministic codes such as
NASA’s HZETRN [35] and BRYNTRN [36], leading to rapid solutions which
nonetheless have some drawbacks - particle scattering at an angle is ignored.

On the other hand numerical techniques can be used, for example the widely-
used Monte Carlo technique, which has been ubiquitous in particle physics and
accelerator communities for some time. This method samples from interaction
processes of individual primary ions or their secondaries to build a history of
charged particle passage and energy deposition in a 3-D geometry. In other
words, individual, randomly-selected particles are scattered and transported
through the geometry. When sufficient particles have been scattered, energy
deposition (and thus dose) can be determined statistically. The advantage of
this technique is that no fundamental physical assumptions take place; rather
there are statistical assumptions, which can be verified by correctly sampling
from the environment distribution and using sufficiently large numbers. The
disadvantage of this method is the large run-time required to obtain sufficient
statistics, made worse by most particles in a 3-D geometry not hitting the target
of interest (and hence being wasted computation). Rapidly increasing availabil-
ity of computational power helps to solve this problem, as do the development
of reverse Monte Carlo techniques, which begin from particles which have hit
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the target, and transport backwards in time.

The actual particle physics involved is daunting; particles may undergo simple
scattering, abrasion, ablation or a host of other complex processes, generating
scores of exotic secondaries and target fragments in a single interaction - each
becoming a particle transport problem in its own right, capable of depositing
significant dose (see Section 2.5). Different regimes, depending on the relative
size of incoming radiation (protons and neutrons vs. heavy ions) lead to vastly
different classes of interactions.
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where r0, c1(E) and c2(E) are parameters fit to experimental data. Absorption cross sections 2919 
have been well studied both experimentally and theoretically and are known with a few 2920 
percent uncertainties (Tripathi, 2001). The absorption cross section rises at low energy as 2921 
reaction channels open and reaches a minimum at a few hundred MeV/u before rising again 2922 
as meson production channels open. 2923 

(220) Table 5.1 shows reaction partners and secondaries of relevant reactions broken into 2924 
distinct reaction types or mechanisms. Low energy evaporation products including heavy ion 2925 
target fragments are high-LET events important in biological damage. Knockout products 2926 
from proton or neutron reactions and projectile fragments from nuclei of GCR are typically 2927 
of low to moderate LET, however, their large ranges leads to radiation build-up through 2928 
further reactions. The abrasion-ablation models (Hufner et al., 1975, Towsend et al., 1986b, 2929 
1996, Wilson et al., 1995b, Cucinotta, et al., 1997) are used to describe heavy ion 2930 
fragmentation cross-sections. The description of nuclear reactions through abrasion (particle 2931 
removal during ion-ion interaction) and ablation (nuclear de-excitation after the abrasion 2932 
step) is illustrated in Fig. 5.1, which shows the roles of projectile overlap, fireball formation 2933 
in central regions, and the decay of the pre-fragment spectators (NCRP, 2006). The 2934 
individual steps of abrasion and ablation can be described in both semi-classical or quantum 2935 
mechanical approaches (Cucinotta et al., 1995; 2007). These different reaction processes 2936 
have been described by quantum multiple scattering theories (QMST), semi-classical 2937 
methods such as quantum molecular dynamics, or Monte-Carlo approaches to nuclear 2938 
reactions using an intra-nuclear cascade model (see Durante and Cucinotta, 2011 and 2939 
references therein for a review of nuclear reaction models). 2940 
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Figure 4.2: A relatively simple example of a high-energy proton or neutron scattering
with a heavier target nucleus. Note the cascade of secondaries - it is significantly
different in the heavy ion case, where incoming particle and target have similar masses.
Figure from [38].

4.3 The Geant4 Toolkit and suite of

applications

The CERN-based Geant4 collaboration [39] has produced a high-energy physics
toolkit which has been more recently used in space radiation analysis, thus
putting to use the considerable expertise of Europe in particle physics. Begin-
ning with MULASSIS, a Monte Carlo-based radiation transport tool for simple
geometries, ESA has also sponsored development of ray-tracing software, SSAT,
and a full Monte Carlo tool for complex geometries, GRAS. All tools were used
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in the present work.

The advantage of Geant4 is its very large user and developer communities, allow-
ing continuity in its development and applications. A large array of physics lists
may be chosen, and are continuously being improved by the Geant4 community.
As a free software suite, Geant4 takes full advantage of the new open-source
paradigm, as well as providing sophisticated particle physics tools freely.

A detailed discussion on the workings of Geant4 have been omitted due to the
twin reasons of the author’s profound ignorance and the well-known equation
governing readability of reports:

Probability(PaperIsRead) / e�↵·NumberOfPages (4.1)

4.3.1 MULASSIS

The Multi-layered Shielding Simulation tool (MULASSIS) is a 3-D Monte Carlo-
based space radiation analysis tool for use with simple 1-D geometries [40]. MU-
LASSIS studies particle transport in geometries consisting of slabs or spheres of
material, for example as in [41]. In the simulations of this study, the standard
electromagnetic and hadronic physics lists (hadron-em-ln) were used, in Geant4
4.9.5.p01 and with MULASSIS v1.22.

Dose-depth curves were calculated using MULASSIS for the entire ISS envi-
ronment as seen during the summer of 2009. A spherical geometry was used
for all dose-depth curves presented in this paper, meaning dose (or flux) was
measured in a spherical water target surrounded by a spherical aluminium shell
of the specified thickness. The target radius was chosen to be 1/10th of the shield
radius, to avoid grazing by incoming rays and yet maintain good statistics [25].

4.3.2 SSAT

The sector shielding and analysis tool (SSAT) is a sectoring, or ray-tracing
tool [42] for use in the computation of dose in complex, 3-D geometries. SSAT
determines shielding levels by tracing a large number of rays in all directions
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outwards from a single point (here using the ‘slant’ technique) and recording
the shielding traversed [25].

Dose levels inside 3-D models such as Columbus (Chapter 6) were obtained by
ray-tracing with the most detailed available geometry (C3I1) with a sufficiently
large surrounding area, and folding the obtained shielding distribution with the
best available dose-depth curve.

4.3.3 GRAS

The Geant4 Radiation Shielding tool, GRAS, is a fully 3-D, Monte Carlo-based
radiation analysis tool tailored for use in space radiation [43]. It relies on
the expertise and continual improvement supplied by the Geant4 international
collaboration [39].

This is the tool used during most of the study, and for nearly all final re-
sults. GRAS is also able to use the very latest physics lists developed by
the Geant4 community. After a long parameter study, and the exploration
of a multitude of physics lists in the present study, the QBBC physics list by
Vladimir Ivantchenko was used, which incorporates significant elements from
the FTFP_BERT, the newly-refined Fritiof process list. Runs were in gen-
eral generated for 100 000 particles using a spherical geometry, usually yielding
statistical scatter of no more than 5%.

4.4 Environment Models

Obtaining appropriate and complete radiation environment models is a complex
task in itself, and luckily several web-interfaces allows the direct obtention of
orbit-averaged spectra. The SPENVIS online system [44], developed by ESA,
was used to obtain environment spectra for trapped particles and GCRs, both
with and without geomagnetic shielding. An orbit of 51.6� and 350 km was
input for the LEO calculation, the altitude for ISS during the dosimetry period
of interest of July 15th 2009 to May 26th 2010. SPENVIS output mean proton
fluence from the AP-8 model with anisotropy given by the Badhwar and Konradi
1990 model [45], which was then used for simulations.
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GCR environment spectra were obtained from the ISO 15390 model as imple-
mented in SPENVIS, though with an internal ESA Excel spreadsheet due to
temporary problems of a cutoff at high energy on the SPENVIS system. They
were then transported to LEO orbit using the built-in geomagnetic shielding
module. A quiet magnetosphere was chosen, and the Stormer model with eccen-
tric dipole. Orbit-averaged spectra for the period of interest were thus obtained.
For the interplanetary case, the same GCR ISO model was used.

SPE spectra were output using the SEPEM database [17], a tool which handles
the complex job of SPE fluence prediction at a particular confidence level. The
database contains all events with well-validated data. It was used to output
fluences for 95 and 99% confidence interval over a solar maximum mission lasting
9 months. The absolute worst case of the system (termed the Piers event in
Chapter 7) was also output by setting a 99.9% confidence interval over 7 years
at solar maximum. Spectra are presented in Sections 7.3 and 7.3.1, since they
are analysed iteratively with analysis tool output.

The author would like to emphasize that the extremely complex task of estimat-
ing interplanetary doses - after validating with ISS doses - was only achievable
due to the availability of all the excellent tools SPENVIS, SEPEM, Geant4,
GRAS and SSAT. Also, the ISS model developed in [24], another immense un-
dertaking, was what made Chapter 6 possible. The incredible amount of work
put in to these tools was what made results possible; the excellent help provided
by ESA personnel to use them made it likely.

4.5 Other Considerations

It should be pointed out that although the Monte Carlo method used has no in-
herent physical assumptions (assuming only good statistics), the overall method
used in this study incorporates several other important assumptions. Firstly, for
comparison with dosimetry, a target geometry was chosen which is intended to
calculate the point dose. It is not certain this is the exact value to be compared.

Perhaps more importantly, a major assumption in ISS and all calculations is
that the spacecraft and its components are largely made of aluminium, or can
be considered to be so for shielding purposes. This very common assumption is
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considered to be rather good [46], and indeed the good agreement with dosime-
try supports this conclusion.

Several assumptions enter subtly through use of this geometry. Firstly, there
is no anisotropy in the radiation generation in simulations (important both
for GCRs, which don’t come from Earth direction to ISS, and for trapped
protons, which enter ISS from a particular direction [25]). This is potentially an
important source of error for comparing with dosimetry, especially considering
some active dosimeters have look directions. Secondly, since the method in this
study uses flux-to-dose conversion coefficients, radiation impinges isotropically
on the astronaut phantom, which is also unrealistic. No information is kept
about the effect of astronaut orientation. This is particularly important when
considering short-term doses to the eye lens. Because of this lack of orientation,
the eye lens is modelled to receive nearly as much dose as the skin, and so
short-term eye lens limits are the limiting factor over skin limits, which are
higher.

The use of ray-tracing for many ISS results in general assumes that the particles
contributing most of to the dose traveled in straight lines. Though intuitively
this is probably true, some information is lost about particles which arrive at
large angles. This assumption, less well-verified for the high shielding case of
manned spaceflight, is investigated in Chapter 6 by comparing SSAT results to
direct Monte Carlo simulations.



Chapter 5

Architecture of Human-tended

Missions

In this chapter, an overview of the principles of the architecture of manned mis-
sions will be presented with the aim of understanding past choices in order to
improve on them. Beginning with a look at key past missions, typical trade-offs
and designs in manned spacecraft will be reviewed, with a focus on habitation,
logistics, and other aspects particular to manned missions. Finally current pro-
posed missions as well as the Global Exploration Roadmap will be presented.

5.1 Previous Missions

Previous human-tended missions include the early Soviet and American short-
duration flights, Apollo, the space stations (Salyut, Skylab, Mir), the Shuttle,
and the current large project, ISS. It has been decided in this chapter to focus
on long-duration missions (the space stations), on Apollo, the only manned
mission to interplanetary space, and on the Shuttle, the most important recent
short-duration manned system, and one of the best characterized. Most of these
systems can be seen in Figure 5.1. The Salyut stations are the same size as the
Mir core module (half the long branch plus the central node of Mir), while the
Apollo command module can be seen attached on the right of Skylab. Note the
ISS diagram was drawn before assembly, and there have been changes since,
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notably the cancellation of the Centrifuge Accommodation Module and Science
Power Platform. Also, we note the Space Shuttle often had internal modules to
provide additional experiment and habitat facilities.

Figure 5.1: Some of the more important space habitats on the same scale. The Apollo
command module is seen attached to Skylab, while a Salyut station is approximately
the size of a short branch of Mir. Figure adapted from [47].

Table 5.1 provides a comparison of the major features of these selected manned
systems. Several qualifying comments must be made. Firstly, ‘Apollo’ refers to
the combined command and service modules, ‘Salyut’ refers to a range of six
stations (see Section 5.1.1), and so values will vary as the programme evolved,
while ISS and Mir values refer to the configurations with assembly complete.
The Shuttle info often refers to values including Spacelab or Spacehab (e.g.
volume, power).

The number of launches refers to assembly and excludes crew or logistics vehi-
cles. For ISS this depends on how they are counted; for comparison to e.g. Mir,
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Table 5.1: A comparison of man-tended space systems. ‘Apollo’ refers to the command and ser-
vice modules; ‘Salyut’ refers to a range of six stations; ‘Shuttle’ includes Spacelab or Spacehab;
Mir and ISS values are for assembly complete.

Apollo Salyut Skylab Shuttle Mir ISS

Year assembled (started) 1969 1971-82 1973 1981 1996 (1986) 2011 (1998)

Orbital altitude (km) 3.8⇥ 105 220!470 435 155-620 (320) 320-400 330-420

Inclination (deg) 32.5 51.6 50 28.5-57 51.6 51.6

Number of launches 1 1!2 1 1 6 ⇠ 40

Number of modules 2 2!3 2 - 9 17 + truss

Mass (tonnes) 30 19!36 77 84-104 140 420

Pressurized volume (m3) 12.3 64!88 354 (42) 104-166 410 1200

Crew (typical) 3 2 3 7 2-3 3-6

Mission duration (weeks) 1 7!31 4-12 1-2 26 (62) 13-26

System lifetime (years) <1 0.5!5 6 3-27 (19) 15 >15

Power (kW) 2 4-8.2 (peak) 24 (18) 28 35 110

Downlink rate (Mbps) <1 (<1?) <1 16-45 7 50 ! 300

Docking ports 1 1!2 1 1 3 6

Resupply period (weeks) (1.5) 10 (34) (2.5) 10 10

Consumables need
(kg/crew-day)

14.6  13.7a 13.5 13.5-14.6 15.1± 1.4a 12.0± 1.6a

a These values include fuel mass needed for reboost; this is about 4.79 kg/crew-day for ISS
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approximately 40 launches were required. Number of modules and mass refers
to the entire system including any crew ferries or typically attached logistics
vehicles (e.g. three for ISS). Pressurized volume refers to the amount available
for long-duration missions (likewise excluding ferries), and not during week-long
visits or crew hand-overs, which might have additional crew (this is applicable
to the space stations). Crew number and mission duration are typical values
intended only to give an idea of system usage. Maximum values are in brackets.
System lifetime is from the beginning of construction in the case of Mir and ISS.
Power also shows typical average values, though peak values are shown when
they are the only available one; Skylab was designed to output 24 kW, but after
the loss of both main generators during launch, a subsequent repair allowed 18
kW during the mission. Downlink rates were repeatedly upgraded on ISS.

Apollo, the initial Salyut stations, Skylab and the Shuttle were not resupplied.
In this case, “resupply period” can be taken to mean “autonomy period” i.e.
how long will on-board consumables last. Consumables needed is somewhat
uncertain, e.g. due to propellant need, which is included in the Russian and
ISS figures (thus exaggerated for comparison purposes), but not for Apollo,
Skylab or the Shuttle (thus too low).

5.1.1 Salyut

After the Apollo Moon landings, the objective of the Soviet space programme
changed: rather than the Moon, the main goal would be continuous habita-
tion. The advantages of this strategy were numerous. Since a station would be
placed in LEO military reconnaissance could be an important aspect, especially
since the technology for unmanned spy satellites was not yet very developed
(CCDs, required automation). The question of whether the human body can
be adapted to long-term life in space has important implications for a Mars mis-
sion, as well as political and scientific ramifications - thus the gradual extension
of duration is the emphasis of the programme, with the relevant technological
development. There would also be a strong emphasis on the direct usefulness to
the Soviet economy: hydrology, land usage, meteorology, geodesy, prospecting
for minerals, and averting natural disasters, with scientific justifications being
only secondary.
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The first space stations per se, or vehicles designed for long-duration stays,
were the Salyut stations, beginning with Salyut 1 in 1971. The Soviet Salyut
programme lasted until 1991, and included 9 stations, 6 of which were success-
fully occupied [48] while 1 suffered launch failure and 2 more had fatal faults.
The Salyut stations are typically divided into the first-generation stations (1-5,
including Almaz), and the second-generation (Salyuts 6 and 7).

The objectives of the Salyut programme are to incrementally improve the tech-
nology required for manned missions, aiming for continuous, long-term occu-
pancy of LEO space stations. As such, successive space stations were intended
for longer and longer missions. The immediate purpose of this is for military
surveillance, as embodied especially by the Almaz stations. These are treated
here as well due to their similarities in design and function.

Indeed, the first design to appear was the Almaz military station, by the Che-
lomei design bureau [48]. This was done in the 1960s while the Korolev bureau,
and most of the Soviet space programme, was focused on Moon landings. The
cylindrical Almaz station, launched by the Proton and thus weighing up to 20
tonnes, had two axial docking ports, and was intended to be serviced by a large,
manned ferry (TKS) also launched by the Proton. Following the refocusing of
Soviet objectives towards long-term habitation after Apollo, the bureaus com-
bined their efforts. The Soyuz engine block was put on the incomplete Almaz,
now a civilian station to be re-named Salyut, thus removing a docking port,
see Figure 5.2. In addition, since the Proton had not demonstrated the relia-
bility required for manned missions, the Soyuz vehicle would be used with the
Semyorka launcher as the ferry, rather than the TKS.

First-generation Salyuts

Salyut 1 became the first true space station in April 1971, and consisted of a
1-module, 2-compartment design which fit in the Proton rocket. The initial
purpose is Earth observation for military purposes as well as basic experiments
on human physiology in space. Its orbit is only 220 km, and the crew stay is
only intended to be 23 days, a record at the time. With only one docking port,
the station can only be occupied by one Soyuz crew (2-3 cosmonauts at most)
at a time. It is originally intended to have a second crew stay, but this does not
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Figure 5.2: The first true space station, the Salyut series provided the first experience
in space habitats. Salyut 5, not shown, is structurally quite similar to Salyut 3.
Note Salyut 7, with two docking ports, is shown without the Chelomei TKS ferry
semi-permanently attached. Figure adapted from [47].
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materialize.

The cylindrical architecture, 13 m long and between 3.6 and 4.2 m in diameter
(see Figure 5.2), was determined by the size and shape of the Proton fairing,
the largest available launch vehicle, and the crew number by the Soyuz (2 or
3 cosmonauts). The crew number in turn sizes the life support system and
limits the duration, mainly from supply considerations during first-generation
missions. Resupply being impossible with one port, the Soyuz cargo capacity
essentially limited the consumables available, and thus duration of one mission.
Since all stations are intended to be re-occupied, a mission cannot rely much on
consumables launched with the station. At the time of the first Salyut mission,
the Soyuz accommodated 3 crewmembers, and so Salyut 1 had 3 crew.

Following the death of the Salyut 1 cosmonauts during re-entry from premature
depressurization, Soyuz was re-designed, limiting crew to 2 due to obligatory
pressure suits. The solar panels were removed to save mass, replaced with
batteries which have only 2.3 days of life, so there was a very limited time
available for docking, considering launch to docking (phasing) took 25 hours.
This posed a problem, as docking was unreliable: after two or three failed
attemps, crew would be obligated to abort the mission due to lack of power.

Salyut 3, or Almaz 2, is the next to be inhabited, launched in June 1974 to a
similar orbit following three failures - one launch failure and two lost stations on
orbit. The first Almaz to work, its mission is military reconnaissance. Inertial
attitude control is provided by electrical gyrodynes rather than thrusters, 3 solar
panels with swivel capability (rather than 2 without, as on Salyut 1). The two-
man crew works in shifts, and power is still a weakness, as inadequate batteries
are used for eclipses. New life support systems feature water reclamation, and
there is a new, improved thermal control system. Crucially, the communications
link is now constant using Molniya relay satellites (with military modulation) -
this is due to the military nature of the station. An important result from this
mission is that the exercise regime indicated some success at combating micro-
gravity effects after a 16-day stay in space (hard to say with Salyut 1, as the
crew was lost). Film-return capsules were tested for sending back reconnaissance
pictures. A second - re-occupancy - mission failed to dock, due to failures in
the new, automatic docking system.

Salyut 4 is launched next in December 1974, and its incremental improvements
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include a new automatic guidance and attitude control system. Its purpose is
mostly astronomy and astrophysics research. The Soyuz lifetime extension had
a major operational impact. Gradually extended to 60 and then 90 days during
Salyut, it was also certified for a 350 km orbit, 100 km higher than previously.
Salyut 4 is the first station to be revisited, having been host to a one-month and
a two-month mission. It was used long enough for there to be mould on the walls
by the end. Different logistics also were tested during an un-manned mission:
the 17th orbit is typically the docking one for Soyuz, but it is extended to the
34th orbit. Thus transfer times went from 25 hours to 51, a consequence of the
use of the automated rendez-vous systems, for which the 51-hour approach is
a much simpler problem. During Salyut 4 the Soyuz is certified for 90 days of
vehicle time in space. The mission, on the whole, can be seen as a reversal of
fortunes for Salyut programme, following many failures, aborted missions and
vehicle losses.

Salyut 5, or Almaz 3, is the last of the first-generation Salyuts to be launched,
in June 1976. It is identical to Salyut 3 (Almaz 2) with an improved military
payload: better optics, and the same low orbit (250 km, 51�) previously used.
Revisited also, it was successfully evacuated and re-occupied, with 48- and 16-
day missions.

All these systems had in common a single docking port, which meant mission
duration was limited by the consumables on-board and brought by the Soyuz
ferry. The programme was transformed with the addition of a docking port,
and one could say that the Salyut series passed from engineering development
to routine operations [48]: resupply became possible.

Second-generation Salyuts

The first of the second-generation stations was Salyut 6, launched in September
1977 in a 355 km orbit. Designed to last 18-24 months with 50% occupation
and up to 6-month missions, it incorporates the best elements of both preceding
military and civilian stations: Salyut 4’s superior power system, navigation, at-
titude control and thermal control with Salyut 3’s environmental systems and
attitude actuators. Its two docking ports are revolutionary. It is decided to
change operations to stay on Moscow time, returning to the circadian rhythm.
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Previous missions were geared towards communications windows. Significant
improvements were made to the automatic docking and space suits. An IR, UV
and sub-mm (cryogenic) telescope is the main payload along with an Earth-
observation multispectral camera and others, combining for a formidable imag-
ing capability - there are also 20 portholes.

The first resupply vessel, Progress, was introduced for Salyut 6: based on the
Soyuz, it has no solar panels, but could support one week of operations. It
carries 2.3 tonnes cargo, of which 1 tonne is propellant, and weighs 7 tonnes at
orbital insertion. Due to plumbing being present only at one port, transferring
ferries of port soon becomes standard practice. On Salyut 6, each 2-man crew
used 20-30 kg of consumables/day, so for continuous occupancy approximately
1 tonne/month is required. Since Progress has a 2-tonne capacity, a resupply
ferry is required every 2 months or so.

The Soyuz is improved at this time also, the new Soyuz-T has a 3-person capa-
bility, advanced electronics for attitude control, a navigational system allowing
independence from ground control, and solar panels, re-introduced to avoid fu-
ture mission aborts (as had happened 4 times (!) at least). It also had a longer
operational life in space, a critical logistical point.

Salyut 6 was occupied for 684 days, easily the record, and for 6-month missions,
demonstrating an impressive resilience and independence, and served to perfect
the adaptation of cosmonauts to weightlessness through an exercise regime.
Furthermore, it had visitors in addition to the long-term crew: ferries can be
launched any time the orbital plane passes through the cosmodrome, however
ideal recovery windows occur at 2-monthly intervals at this inclination (51�),
and last 10 days. Thus visits last one week, in order for both arrival and
departure to be within the launch window. Other than increasing the science
output of the station, visits would serve the additional purpose of exchanging
ferries, since the visitors would return with the aging Soyuz and leave their new
one.

Salyut 7, the final Salyut station, was launched on April 19th 1982, and designed
for 4 years. Its goal is continuous occupancy with crew hand-overs. Structurally,
it is nearly identical to the highly successful Salyut 6, with 2-man crews visited
by 3, and an improved life support system. In order to save on propellant, the
station is kept at 350 km when no visits are scheduled, and otherwise brought
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down to a 300 km altitude, in range of the Soyuz-T carrying 3 crew. Problems
included a failed Delta (navigation control), and a serious leak in an engine
valve, fixed after a 24-hour spacewalk. The Chelomei TKS ferry, developed in
the 60’s and finally launched by a Proton, was attached semi-permanently.

During this period, the Soyuz-T lasts 6 months in space. Salyut 7 was lost
following a power supply failure with no crew aboard, and later re-occupied.
Clip-on solar panels were used to attempt to boost power later in life . Although
continuous occupancy was not achieved, plenty of valuable Earth observation
was. On the whole, system weaknesses during the first generation included a
limited Soyuz endurance, combined with unreliable docking procedure, which
caused many failed missions and forced returns. This was largely addressed,
however, while problems in the power system seem to be a recurring theme
throughout the series, often caused by attitude control failures.

5.1.2 Mir

On February 20th 1986, the first Mir component, the core module, is launched
to an orbit of 336⇥ 360 km by a Proton rocket (see Figure 5.3). It is the first
space module using radial ports (not just axial, so 6 total), but otherwise has
a similar structure (13 m long, 4.5 m diameter, 20 tonnes) to Salyut 7. It is
specialised as a habitat and has double the solar panel area (38 m2 vs 20 m2

for Salyut). Each of the two panels delivers 4.5 kW, and later a third, identical
dorsal panel will be installed.

The first crew is of two, allowing more propellant for transfers on what will
turn out to be a complex commissioning mission. Indeed, the crew boarded and
activated Mir, transferred to the coplanar (and still active) Salyut 7, performed
experiments there, and salvaged any equipment worth saving for the transfer
back to Mir [48].

Despite increased life support capacity (the capacity for 3 crewmembers for
indeterminate periods, 6 for short stays), the crew size remained fixed at 2,
with 3 visitors for short missions, just as in the latter Salyut missions. On Mir,
the daily mass requirements for a crew of 2 is 16 kg [48]. It is not known to the
author whether the workload, logistics (extra mass for cargo and propellant,
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Figure 5.3: The Mir space station on completion (after 1996), with an attached Soyouz
and Progress. For scale, the Soyuz vehicle is 7.2 m long as shown. Diagram from [49].
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save on cost), or programme history determined crew size to be below capacity.

The communications regimen is similar to the Salyut programme, with up to 20
minute communication windows every orbit (doubled with the use of specialized
ships), and occasionally up to 9 hours without communications. Geostationary
relays are used, but not systematically throughout the programme. Being a
3rd generation Soviet station, Mir does have significant improvements, however,
notably in a superior navigation system, which is more automated. Effort was
made in the design of Mir systems to reduce the crew time required to fly the
station. The focus of the station is still Earth observation, with science also
very important.

Assembly and operations

The first module added is Kvant-1, an 11-tonne astrophysical lab launched by
a Proton in March 1987. Although generally functioning well, some problems
are reported with an inadequate communications link for results and dialogue.

The next module to be added is the 19-tonne Kvant-2 in November 1989,
launched as an active payload (no tug required as on Kvant-1) enhancement
module, including both some experiments and habitation space. Mir becomes
L-shaped, and so asymmetrical, with its center of mass outside the station.
This poses problems for attitude control, and lots of propellant is expended
reconfiguring the AOCS system.

In 1990 the station reaches the notional end of operational life of the first
modules (4 years), with assembly not nearly complete. However, the lifetime of
the Salyuts suggests that careful maintenance can extend it greatly.

The 19-tonne Kristall (Kvant 3) module, a furnace module, is delivered next
in May 1990, restoring the symmetry of Mir’s configuration. It is dedicated to
Earth observation equipment as well as its furnaces, and provides an additional
8 kW of power. At this point, criticism in the press that cosmonauts don’t spend
time doing science - all maintenance and installation - leads to the suspension of
assembly activities. Those modules that are under construction are mothballed.

A noteworthy spacewalk, demonstrating the complexity of Soviet spacewalks,
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involves the repair of thermal blankets and the verification that the heat shield
of a Soyuz descent module was in good shape. There is an unfortunate contrast
here with Columbia, which would have been saved by such a procedure.

In 1991, clutter becomes a problem, as well as faults in Kurs, the automatic
docking mechanism, and solar panel tracking, so that life support shuts off
during eclipses. There is much Earth observation and furnace work involving
growing semiconductors. A girder (mast) for improved roll control is introduced,
with a thruster at the end.

Europeans, notably France and Germany, become quite interested in research
opportunities aboard Mir, due to the lateness of Freedom and Columbus, the
European lab.

In 1993, there are seven independent vehicles: 2 Soyuz, one at the androgy-
nous docking port (designed for Buran, the Soviet shuttle), a Progress, and 4
modules. At this stage the station is considered to be of sufficient size so that
docking is viewed as less destabilizing, and becomes more routine. The new
TORU system for manual, remote docking of Progress, in case of Kurs failure,
is introduced. A Progress is tested after 1 year in space, in view of keeping a
Soyuz that long - both spacecraft use the same propulsion.

A meteor shower damages solar panels, and in fact it is realized that of the
nominal 25 kW of power available, there has been a deterioration of 20%. This
power weakness had many operational ramifications. Other than limiting pay-
load use, when 6 people are on board during a visit, the electric attitude-control
gyrodynes need to be deactivated during eclipses to give ECLS priority, and at-
titude control needs to be done manually with thrusters.

In 1995, the Shuttle-Mir programme begins as Russia enters an era of economic
uncertainty, and is bolstered by US financing in exchange for time aboard Mir
and engineering experience with space stations. Crews of 3 become standard
aboard Mir, often with 1 international fee-paying visitor. The Shuttle docks
with Mir, using the androgynous system intended for Buran, and forming the
largest space structure ever at the time, with two connecting 100-tonne space-
craft.

In May 1995, with the help of US financing, the 19-tonne Spektr module is finally
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launched on a Proton. It adds lots of power (16 kW), has a remote-sensing
orientation, and also features an external exposure facility with manipulator
arm. In November, a 4.2 tonne docking module is brought up on the Shuttle
and installed. With an androgynous port at each end, this module helps with
the clearance problem the Shuttle has when approaching Mir, which has many
protruding solar panels.

In April 1996, the final module, 19-tonne Priroda, is launched on a Proton.
It contains primarily remote-sensing apparatus, and science experiments from
NASA and the international community. In February 1997, a Vika oxygen
canister, used on commercial planes, caught fire, causing a small crisis but only
minor damage.

In June, during the testing of the TORU (remote) docking system by a Progress
vessel, control was lost and it hit the Spektr module, damaging the solar panels
and causing a leak. It took several minutes to cut the power distribution cables
going through the Spektr hatches. This is risky, and could have caused a short-
circuit. Luckily the leak was slow, pressure dropped only to 15 percent below
normal in that time. Unfortunately, Spektr was the power module, supplying
almost half the station’s power, and so all equipment had to be de-activated to
preserve batteries for orienting the solar panels. The station began overheating.
The leak was not found for some months. Power was partially restored by
plugging in the Spektr solar panels without repressurizing it. One year later, in
June 1998, there is the final Shuttle visit. In the following two years, funding
for Mir is very uncertain, and NASA wishes for its de-orbiting in order to better
serve the new ISS, as the production base for rockets and spacecraft is thought
to not be sufficient to support two stations. In April 2000, a mission is funded
commercially by MirCorp, using venture capital. A significant problem for
selling places to visitors is the 18-month training cycle required for Mir visitors.
Finally, in December 2000, the final de-orbit decision is made, following a missed
MirCorp payment. The station is finally de-orbited the following March.

Characteristics

Mir was located at a 350-400 km, 51.6� orbit (suited to launches from Baikonur),
sometimes lower to meet the Soyuz ferry. Thus the trade-off was logistics vs fuel
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for orbit maintenance. It was mainly intended for technology demonstrations
and Earth observation, though science facilities gained importance, however
on the whole science facility standards “do not reach Spacelab standards” [47].
It was planned to dock with Buran, the Soviet Shuttle, and so had APDS
(androgynous system, which later allowed docking of shuttle), and featured a
manipulator mechanism which moved modules to new locations after docking.
Indeed, its architecture is characterized by a modular configuration, with mod-
ules that are not very specialised - each provided all necessary subsystems. The
advantage of this is flexibility, allowing the continuous reconfiguration of Mir
depending on which modules were launched. However, this architecture brought
about significant weaknesses:
– power was a constant problem, for the twin reasons of solar generators’ max-

imal size being limited by their being mounted directly on modules (which
might have other design priorities), and shadowing effects, which became
important with distributed solar collectors.

– Another weakness is that docking by the Shuttle (or Buran) is limited by the
large number of protruding elements.

– A final major issue was generally poor communications; communications relay
satellites are generally not available, and so there’s one 20-minute communi-
cations window per orbit, with occasionally 9 hours without contact.

Although its main mission (Earth observation) tended to encourage gravity
gradient stabilized flight mode, inertial flight mode was eventually selected as
part of the effort to increase power through better pointing.

Many design decisions can be traced relatively easily, often to the available
launchers - the Soyuz crew capacity is decided by the Semyorka capability,
which in turn determines the Mir crew number (the Proton rocket has never
been trusted for cosmonauts due to reliability). The crew number sizes the life
support system, while the module size (about 20 tonnes) is determined by the
Proton rocket capability, the heaviest Soviet launcher [48]. Thus the structure
required 6 Proton launches to assemble, with the lighter docking module sent
by the Shuttle.

In part because modules arrived under their own power, docking was always
used rather than berthing (unlike for ISS, since the Shuttle was available).
Problems with the docking system, which lead to mission aborts in the Salyut
era, were largely resolved - other than the noteworthy Spektr incident.
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There are 2 (sometimes 3) crew, on 4-6 month missions typically, with a maxi-
mum of 14 months. Usually there is a military pilot (commander) and a flight
engineer - no/few scientists, unlike Skylab. Its utilization has been estimated
as 40% technology development and demonstrations, 24% Earth observation
and environmental monitoring, 15% biotechnology development, 13% astron-
omy and astrophysics, and 8% life sciences [47]. Though there was criticism
that insufficient crew time was devoted to utilization, it is not understood by
this author why crew number generally stayed at 2. The ECLS system was
designed for 3 at continuous occupancy, pressurized volume was sufficient, and
logistics should have been able to support the extra crewmember as well. The
reduced complement may have been due to cost-cutting.

Mir reached a maximum of approximately 140 tonnes and 410 cubic meters,
with 9 modules (including attached Soyuz lifeboat and Progress), and pio-
neered many regenerative ECLS systems, even developing systems to recycle
CO2. Despite weaknesses in the communications and power subsystems which
were deemed insufficient, Mir also developed a regular and robust logistical
system. As well as a focus on science, it is thought that the engineering ex-
pertise acquired during orbital maintenance of Mir for a long time would be a
worthwhile exercise alone.

Illustrating the improved logistics, we note the operations are changed since
Salyut: the transfer of surplus propellant prior to departure of ferries is now
possible, since there is better plumbing in Mir. All ferries have extra propellant
in case of a missed docking, but prior to there being a unified propulsion system
with plumbing at every port, it was not in general possible to take advantage
of.

5.1.3 Shorter-duration LEO missions

The early manned flights (e.g. Vostock, Mercury, Voskhod, Gemini) had in
common several features. Consisting of a single capsule dedicated almost en-
tirely to providing a short-term habitat in LEO, they were usually for a one
or two-man crew with minimal comfort and safety features (e.g. fire detection
by crew sense) [50]. The main motivation is the extremely constrained launch
mass, and consequent high mass cost.
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Systems used more recently include the Soyuz and the Space Shuttle, seen in
Figure 5.4, which still have relatively short-duration LEO missions, albeit with
a higher degree of sophistication. With larger crews and living spaces, as well
as far more complex subsystems, these vehicles are instrumental for ISS.

Figure 5.4: The Shuttle and Soyuz vehicles to scale. The larger Shuttle can take up
to 10 crew (nominally 7) while the Soyuz takes 3. Although the Shuttle provides for
a more comfortable ride (less loads, notably on re-entry) and far more payload (25
tonnes vs 50 kg), the Soyuz has an unparalleled safety record, the last vehicle loss was
Soyuz 11 in 1971, with over one hundred flights since then. Figure from [51].

Soyuz, -T and -TM

A general-purpose vehicle launched by the Semyorka starting in 1971, it is the
first manoeuvre-capable vehicle. It has a modular design for adaptability. Un-
like Gemini and Apollo, it relies largely on ground-based radar for rendez-vous
and entirely on ground-based calculations, though it does have its own radar.
Subsequent versions were downgraded to 2 crew (improved safety from obliga-
tory suits), then fitted with solar panels and re-arranged for 3 suited crewmem-
bers with more cargo capacity (improved Semyorka). The addition of solar pan-
els (Soyuz T) did away with a major system weakness: a short lifetime combined
with uncertain docking caused many mission aborts (following missed docking).
The Soyuz-T also featured improved navigation and electronics. Soyuz-TM had
improved rendez-vous, communications and payload. System lifetime in space
is gradually extended to 60, 90 days during Salyut, 6 months during Mir, and
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over 1 year on ISS, with major operational consequences (logistics and crew
rotation). Modularity means the spacecraft is adapted to specific mission needs
every time. The Progress ferry is adapted from the same vehicle.

Shuttle, Spacelab and Spacehab

The Shuttle is a very complex system which will not be treated in-depth here.
With a typical crew of 7 and a cargo capacity of about 25 tonnes to LEO, the
vehicle is strictly a ferry unless it carries experiment modules in its cargo bay.
The Spacelab and Spacehab modules were developed for this purpose, and later
for space station logistics. Its longest-duration mission was 17 days [52], and its
power provisions include 3-4 fuel cells with 7 kW each at 27 VDC (2 for orbiter,
1-2 for module).

The Spacelab module was developed by Germany as a European project de-
signed as a lab with a crew of 6 for 9 days. It consists of either a 1 or 2-segment
module (core + experiment), 4 m diameter, 2.7 or 5.4 m length, 11 tonne
max mass, with 4.5-9.3 tonnes of payload. Power can be added through fuel
cells; indeed both power and life support on the Shuttle is through entirely
non-regenerative means. Mission durations have been increased from 1 week to
more than 2 by adding fuel cells.

Though the Shuttle had far shorter mission durations than Russian stations, it
had significantly improved data links, using the TDRSS geostationary system,
more plentiful power, more crew availability and higher laboratory standards
aboard Spacelab (see Table 5.1). So although only short-duration experiments
were possible, most other science-related aspects were superior with the Shuttle
system [47].

The Spacehab module was used later for logistics in the Shuttle-Mir era, largely
because of its superior turnaround time. However, its facilities were notably
inferior otherwise [47].

The use of the Shuttle in Space Station design has significant effects on the
design process. The module volume and launch mass are sized by the Shut-
tle’s cargo bay, berthing (rather than docking) of modules becomes possible -
increasing their possible specialisation, and it is necessary to provide sufficient
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clearance for Shuttle docking to the station, requiring configuration manage-
ment (especially of protruding solar arrays and radiators). Furthermore, the
Shuttle allows a (smaller) mass to be returned intact to Earth, potentially use-
ful for experiments.

5.1.4 Apollo

The only manned mission to take place outside the magnetosphere (see Chapter
2), the Apollo programme is deserving of particular attention, despite its rela-
tively short-duration missions (7-12 days, comparable to some Shuttle flights).
Considered to be one of the major engineering achievements of the field of astro-
nautics and indeed of western civilization, Apollo was an immense undertaking
which will be here only briefly examined.

It was decided that the missions would be single-launch, and necessarily two
manned modules, a lunar orbiter and lander. A major breakthrough occurred
when it was realized that through a separation of the modules and an in-orbit
rendez-vous, major mass savings could be realised. The Saturn V rocket which
eventually carried the Apollo missions could thus be designed at a much more
manageable (though still immense) size. The architecture of lunar rendez-vous
after the lunar surface segment is supported by a 3-astronaut crew: two on
the surface as a minimum, and an additional one at a “way-station” who can
also troubleshoot any problems in the critical return docking procedure. In
addition to two critical docking events (Earth orbit when leaving, and lunar
orbit for return), the ascent stage of the lunar excursion module (LEM) required
extremely high levels of reliability for a rocket engine, particularly at the time.

The volume available per crewmember in the command module is in accordance
with the Celentano “Tolerable” curve [53] - see discussion in Section 10.5.1 -
considerably less than other systems studied in Table 5.1 (see Figure 5.5). The
ECLSS is completely open, and used 9.5 kg/astronaut day of supplies - thus
very little water available for washing, which is acceptable for a short-duration
mission in the high-stakes Cold War context.

Only a very thin aluminium hull thickness allowed some radiation protection.
Luckily, the solar cycle was near maximum (see Figures 2.2 and 8.7), and so
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doses were far lower than they could have been, in fact with lower dose rates
than LEO missions with less favourable scheduling (See Table 4 and Figures 5
and 6 from [54]).

Figure 5.5: The Apollo command module and service module, with launch escape
system, from [55].

5.1.5 Skylab

The United States has more limited experience than Russia with long-duration
space habitats, with three Skylab missions in 1973-1974 lasting 28, 69 and 84
days. The large station, seen in Figures 5.1 and 5.6, has 354 m3 of pressurized
volume and a crew of 3. The mission architecture is determined from the avail-
able equipment and launchers left-over from the Apollo programme. Launched
in May 1973 at 432 km altitude with 50� inclination, the station consists of
one module, a converted Saturn V third stage, with a telescope mount, an air-
lock from Gemini, and a docking adapter. Its main purpose is to be a high-tech
multidisciplinary space laboratory, unlike the contemporaneous Salyut stations,
focused on Earth observation. As such, its main payloads are the Apollo Tele-
scope Mount (ATM) - a multi-spectral solar observatory, a variety of medical
experiments, technology demonstrations and the Earth Resources Experiments
Packages. All consumables (including water) are launched with the station.
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The crew is sent with an Apollo orbiter, seen docked in Figure 5.6. The station
has no on-board propulsion, which is probably a contributing factor to its high
altitude (combined with the high capacities of the Saturn V launcher).
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FIGURE 1. 

Certain experiments and supporting facilities for their 
operation also will be contained in the OWS (see Appen- 
dix). Attitude control commands will be implemented 
by a cold-gas thruster attitude control system (TACS) 
located on the OWS. Two solar  a r ray  panels attached 
to the sides of the OWS will provide some of the power 
required by the Skylab-A. The OWS will remain in 
orbit in unmanned storage modes and will be reactivated 
during subsequent manned revisits. 

Multiple Docking Adapter (MDAL ang Airlock Module (Ae$). 
The MDA a n d v d o c k i n p .  ~ o r t s  for the CSR.1 and 
provide a pressurized passagewaybetween the CSM and 
the living quarters in the OWS. The MDA contains the 
ATM control and display (C&D) panel. Experiments 
housed in these two modules are described in the 
Appcndix; most of the experiments are included in the 
Earth Resources Experiment Package (EREP). 

-Mount (ATM). The ATM is to be a 
solar observatory developed primarily t o  collect 
data on solar  phenomena to increase man's knowledge 
of the solar  environment. It provides a mounting 
structure, or rack, to which are attached the control 
moment gyroscopes (CMG's), attitude control computers 
and sensors, and associated electronics. Within the 
rack 811 experiment spar  is located to which are attached 
solar experiments and spar  control sensors. The spar  
is gimbaled about two axes with respect to the rack. 
The ATM provides a capability for film retrieval and 
installatton by astronaut extravehicular activity (EVA). 

Solar Arrays~. Two solar  a r ray  panels are mounted on 
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SKYLAB-A 

each side of the OWS and four panels are attached to 
the ATM. Their purpose is to provide power for the 
Skylab-A system. The average power output of these 
combined ar rays  is approximately 7.2 kW. 

Saturn V Instrument Unit gv). The IU is used only 
during launch and for the subsequent seven and one- 
half hours of orbital operation while the CMG's are be- 
ing brought up to operational speed (i49 rou/a). Once 
in orbit, it provides sequencing commands to actuate 
and control the deployment of the Skylab-A elements. It 
a lso provides an IU digital command system and telem- 
etry link with the ground. 

Command and Sey:ce Module (CSM). The CSM provides 
the crew with transportation between the earth and the 
Skylab-A. It also contains food, water, and other 
essentials for crew support when the CSM is detached 
from the Skylab-A. The CSM provides some of the 
communication, instrumentation, and thermal control 
capability. It has  the capability of providing attitude 
control to counteract transient responses to docking 
maneuvers through use of its reaction control system 
(RCS) which utilizes hypergolic storable propellants. 

Eqeriments .  The experiments are one of the p n m a w  
reasons for development of the Skylab-A and dictate 
the attitude and pointing control requirements. A 
description of these experiments and their locations 
are provided in  the Appendix. 

3. MISSION IMPLEMENTATION 

The unmanned Skylab-A, less the CSM, is placed in a 

Figure 5.6: The Skylab module (note one of the workshop solar arrays is ripped
off after launch) in a nearly-final configuration. The Apollo command module from
Figure 5.5 is attached, without it the station is 26 m long. Figure from [56].

Major design drivers are:
– cost, so reuse of equipment from the Apollo and other programmes;
– maximize scientific productivity, so optimal power, payload, and crew com-

position;
– for both these objectives, develop intelligent operations concepts using exist-

ing technology.
Thus heavy re-use of Apollo equipment, in the shape of a “wet workshop” mod-
ule, which was finally not used, greatly influenced the design. This was because
it was thought that only a smaller Saturn 1B launcher would be available, and
so plans were made to reconvert the upper stage directly into a laboratory,
venting any remaining hydrogen fuel and using the fuel tanks as living space.
This “wet workshop” design, though criticised [47], allowed a large pressurized
volume with a smaller launcher. Finally, with the curtailment of the Apollo
programme, an entire Saturn V launcher was made available, and so a “dry
workshop” could be used, without venting. Most of the design was done when
a wet workshop was being contemplated, however, and was kept.

The station was given 220 m2 of solar generators for 24 kW peak power, half each
on the orbital workshop system (OBS) and telescope mount (ATM) in totally
separated systems. NiCd batteries were in place for power during launch and
eclipses. The launch saw the loss of the meteorite shield and thermal control
surface of the OBS, which took an OBS solar panel with it and jammed the
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other. The combination of excessive heating and low power (both severely
constraining station attitude) put Skylab in jeopardy; however the first manned
mission was able to deploy a makeshift thermal blanket, as well as the jammed
OBS solar panel - thus achieving 18 kW peak power [47].

After the near-loss, Skylab performed quite well, two manned missions being
extended beyond the intended duration. Unlike for the Salyut missions, the
crew was mostly composed of scientists, and significant discoveries were made
in solar physics. Technology demonstrations included large momentum wheels
and molecular sieves for CO2, never before used and introduced here.

However, no propulsion system was included (orbital reboosts done with the
Apollo command module), and so unusually high solar activity (expanding the
upper atmosphere) precipitated an early, uncontrolled re-entry. The station
lasted 6 years in orbit, with 171 days of operation.

On the radiation side, the 1970-1975 period exhibits decreasing solar activity
tending towards solar minimum, and thus dose rates are increasing from Apollo
to Skylab as in [54]. In fact, the Skylab dose rates are the highest of any
manned mission save the Hubble servicing mission, due to its high altitude and
solar cycle period. Doses are significantly higher than subsequent stations, all
at lower altitude: as can be seen in Figure 6.14 - we see a strong dependency
on orbit: according to NASA, increasing altitude from 360 to 400 km increases
dose rates by 80%.

5.1.6 ISS

By far the most recent and largest endeavour, which also has the most accessi-
ble documentation, is the International Space Station. ISS is the largest space
structure ever built, with, at completion, 1200 m3 of pressurized volume for its
6 crewmembers and over 400 metric tonnes, and can be seen in Figure 5.7. It
is 3-4⇥ Mir, the previous record-holder [57], and seeks to be the logical con-
tinuation of the Russian station, with its intellectual heritage both in purpose
and technology. As such, it has a nearly circular orbit between 350 and 420
km with 51.6� inclination (favourable for access from Baikonur, the result of a
compromise with Russia), thus overflying most of the world’s population centers
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while striking a compromise between zones of high radiation from the lower Van
Allen belt above it (as well as increased logistics cost), and the friction from
the upper atmosphere below. The specific objectives of the ISS programme are
to develop a microgravity laboratory, develop the ability to live and work in
space for long periods, develop effective international cooperation, and provide
a technological testbed.

Figure 5.7: The International Space Station on completion, with two attached Soyuz
and a Progress. The usual direction of travel is to the lower left, along the main axis
of pressurized modules, and the station is viewed here from below (from Earth). The
truss is 109 m long, while the solar arrays give the station a length of 73 m. Courtesy
of NASA, adapted from [24].

The ISS programme has several partners, led by the US, then Russia (with a
largely independent segment), and individual modules and equipment provided
by Japan, Europe and Canada. The modular nature of the station facilitates
some partitioning. Modules were designed to fit either in a Russian Proton
launcher or the Space Shuttle (thus 13⇥4.2 m and 20 tonnes maximum), and a
lengthy (nominally 5 years, it took 15) in-orbit assembly process involved many
EVA outings and hundreds of launches, though only about 40 are strictly for
assembly of the 14-module station (plus truss and docked vehicles).

The station is controlled from Houston, with a full backup station at Moscow,
and assembly by berthing means modules are not fully independent, and more
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specialised than Mir. The architecture is thus distributed through its modular
nature, but more centralised than Mir. The ECLS closure level is generally
similar to Mir, but the higher crew number means significantly more logistics
are needed. These are provided by the Shuttle (prior to retirement), Soyuz, and
Progress spacecraft primarily, and the Japanese HTV and European ATV as
well.

Design history

The ISS design came after a partnership agreement in 1985 for Space Station
Freedom, its American precursor. Major early design decisions include the mod-
ule characteristics, sized by the Space Shuttle payload volume and launch mass
- the available launcher. The choice was made for a distributed, modular archi-
tecture early on - an alternative design of a 28-meter long cylinder (“the can”
[47]) was rejected. The architecture is derived from the mission objectives: a
jumping-off point for interplanetary missions was removed as primary objective,
to be replaced with a flexible laboratory, using microgravity and high vacuum
as well as high power. Design drivers were thus excellent power (and thus ther-
mal), communications and data handling, a modular structure for flexibility and
future expansion, a good microgravity environment, and Shuttle access, which
combined with high power drives the truss design for solar panels and radiators.

Initial design iterations included the “Power tower”, then a dual-keel truss to
reduce vibrations (and a change away from gravity gradient stabilization, which
would pollute the microgravity environment). A major impact on design was the
Challenger disaster; this place increased emphasis on safety, resulting in fewer
Shuttle flights, lower payload capacity on it (no more uprating Shuttle engines),
and restrictions on EVA. Less EVA means Command and Control equipment is
now in larger nodes rather than on the truss, these nodes also improve safety
by providing more isolation points. The dual-keel design becomes a single truss
because of Shuttle launch frequency restrictions. The next large changes come
from big budget cuts and a reduced emphasis on microgravity, with instead more
focus on life sciences and human spaceflight. A lifeboat (the X-38) is introduced
as a safety requirement. Decisions are made to cheapen the station’s up-front
cost: hydrazine is chosen for propulsion rather than either propellant scavenge
from the Shuttle External Tank or water electrolysis from the Shuttle (plenty
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of water is available as engine waste). It is likewise decided the ECLS will be
open-loop. Congress instructed that the station should be redesigned to be built
and funded piecemeal, with the result that the truss was to be prefabricated on
Earth in several segments. Approximately $8 billion is spent on redesigns (the
original figure for the whole station) [58], [47].

During these budget cuts the crew and power are reduced also, the driver being
not to spend too much per year (economic rather than technical). To do this,
the habitation dates are pushed back, and the assembly sequence is altered. In
September 1991 the configuration passes new requirements by shortening the
truss and modules, diminishing power (to 75 kW) and crew (to 4) and cutting
the data transmission rate. Regenerative life support systems remain for water
(vapour, urine, and hygiene water to potable) and CO2. Food and clothing (and
a bit of N2) is input, trash and solid human waste is output via the Shuttle.

Meanwhile on the Russian side, plans exist for a Mir 2. These are the days of
big programmes: Buran, Energiya and Zenit. Mir 2 started as a new, larger
Mir with a truss, but plans expand when Freedom is announced.

In November 1993 Mir 2, Space Station Freedom, the European Columbus mod-
ule and the Japanese Kibo Module are merged, with additional contributions
from Canada and Brazil. Renamed Alpha, the station is planned to be at
52� inclination (not 28� as for Freedom), resulting in less cargo capacity for
the Shuttle and more for Russian launchers. The U.S. viewed advantageously
the possibility of using Russian environmental control and life support systems,
wanted to pool scarce resources, and especially felt that money spent would sta-
bilise the ailing Russian republic and be a bargaining chip for non-proliferation
politics. Thus cost is once again no longer a primary driver at the time of the
final approval. The Freedom assembly sequence called for years of assembly be-
fore a habitat is available, while the Russian involvement allows a habitat first.
The Shuttle-Mir programme is signed in 1993 for cash from NASA (usually not
allowed for political reasons - bartering flight opportunities is more typical).
From Freedom to Alpha (renamed the International Space Station) and the ad-
dition of Russia, there is thus a 25% increase in pressurized volume, 42 kW of
extra power, and crew goes from 4 to 6.
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Logistics and assembly

The assembly and logistics was different for the U.S. on-orbit segment (USOS)
and Russian on-orbit segment (ROS). On the U.S. side, the Shuttle provided
all logistics and assembly, with the capability for around 25 tonnes and 7 astro-
nauts, as well as a robotic arm which makes berthing possible. However, there
were concerns that turnaround times for the 3-vehicle fleet would be too long
to permit a rapid assembly of 23 flights. Furthermore, the Shuttle’s payload
is constrained by a center-of-mass which must not be too far forward for land-
ing. This restriction also affects modules to be placed in orbit, since mission
abort capability must be maintained throughout launch. Launch delays occur
because of wind and storms, and a Shuttle launch probably costs roughly 10⇥
a Proton launch (Russian assembly vehicle, with 20 tonne capacity to LEO).
This cost may be understated, as the loss of a Shuttle (experienced through
Columbia) means a long grounding of the fleet and huge loss of project sched-
ule, as is expected when there is loss of life. The loss of a Proton means a
few weeks’ enquiry. However, the Shuttle provides a relatively benign vibration
environment, and modules do not require additional systems for propulsion and
docking with the station. Rendez-vous typically took 42-43 hours from launch
until the docking.

Two separate Russian vehicles are used for assembly and logistics: the heavy
Proton launcher, capable of launching 20 tonnes to ISS orbit (and the main as-
sembler of Mir and Salyut) launches Russian modules, which then autonomously
dock with ISS. The Proton has over 200 successful flights, and is among the most
reliable heavy-lift launch vehicles in operation. Rendez-vous takes several days.
It might be recalled that the choice of inclination (51.6�) favours the Proton at
the expense of Shuttle capability.

Logistics and cosmonauts are launched using the Semyorka (commonly known
as Soyuz rocket) evolution of the R-7. Capable of launching 8 tonnes only to
ISS orbit, it may deploy a crewed module, the Soyuz-TM, with 3 crewmembers
and a payload of 30-50 kg. Rendez-vous takes over 2 days, and the Soyuz-TM
is also used as a permanently-attached (but rotating) lifeboat, as on Mir and
Salyut. The Soyuz launcher may also carry the Progress M logistics vehicle,
made for Salyut 6 and 7. By the Mir era it has a 2.5-tonne capacity and solar
panels, and also provides its surplus fuel for the propulsion system. It disposes
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of an automatic docking system and a manual remote-controlled one. Although
the Soyuz and Progress spacecraft have markedly reduced masses and a harsher
vibration environment for payload relative to the Shuttle, they are significantly
cheaper and use the Soyuz rocket, the most reliable launch vehicle in history
with over 1600 successful launches. These systems also have proven availability,
with a robust logistics system for Mir, unlike the Shuttle.

Other logistics vehicles include the European Ariane 5 launcher and ATV.
Transporting a combined 7.7 tonnes of cargo and reboost propellant to be used
for 6 months, at nearly 21 tonnes the ATV is significantly larger than the 7.2-
tonne Progress, but it has its automated docking capability in common. The
Japanese HTV is also used for logistics; this module is launched by the H-
II transfer vehicle and is capable only of berthing with the Kibo module. It
contains 6-7 tonnes of cargo and weighs 16.5 tonnes at launch.

A detailed account of ISS assembly has been omitted in the interest of brevity,
and because more information is available on the design decision-making process
e.g. relative to Mir.

Characteristics

ISS is the successor to Mir, with a modular design and similar orbits and mis-
sions. Major differences include the international partnership in charge, which
in turn implies two command centres, two segments with significant redun-
dancies, and a multitude of logistics vehicles. Other differences include a far
larger mass, pressurized volume, crew number and power, see Table 5.1. The
15-module station has a large truss backbone, permitting larger power arrays
and radiators, and more specialised modules, partly due to using berthing. Fo-
cused more on science than Mir, the lab facilities have higher standards, and do
not lack power, with a 30 kW dedicated provision. Communications, another
weakness of Mir, is vastly improved through the use of TDRSS geostationary
satellites, allowing vastly higher datarates appropriate for a high-tech lab. The
larger crew is also intended to increase time available for utilization, with 120
hours of crew time available for experiments weekly.

The crew composition is mostly scientists, more in the Skylab tradition than the
Russian stations, which are staffed more by military personnel and engineers.
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During assembly, crews of only 3 rotated, while in the utilisation phase, 6-person
crews are rotated through the Shuttle, or by groups of 3 through the Soyuz.
Missions typically last 3 months, though occasionally longer. Training styles
are different between the USOS and ROS segments, with a more skills-based
approach by Russia vs. a more procedure-based approach by the other partner
countries.

The laboratory facilities are standardised in International Standard Payload
Racks (ISPRs), with external facilities available as well. A 17.6 m robotic
servicing arm with a 120 tonne capacity is provided for berthing modules or
experiments, as well as two Russian Strela cranes and the European Robotic
Arm.

Difficulties in both the assembly and logistics appeared due to the Columbia
disaster and problems with the Shuttle fleet. This caused severe problems in
assembly schedule and logistics, as plans were dependent on a grounded vehicle.
It also greatly extended the assembly phase, feeding criticism that insufficient
crew time was devoted to research and that the station was limited scientifically.

Due to time and space constraints, the recent Chinese programme was not
looked at. Although it may be interesting due to it being current, from a
habitat and operations point of view, much is a repeat from the Salyut period.

5.2 Architectural Considerations and Design

Drivers

In the previous section, a number of design drivers have been identified for
manned missions. These to a large degree determined the system architecture.

For the Salyut stations, the ability to resupply, the reliability of docking sys-
tems and the maximum time in space of ferries limited the operations. Design
drivers for these one-module stations included habitable volume - difficult to
fit in during one launch for longer durations - and power, which tended to be
insufficient.

Mir achieved long-term flexibility through a modular architecture with indepen-
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dent docking (and subsystems) by all modules. Power was a constant problem,
due to small, directly mounted generators and shadowing. The dense config-
uration brought about by the modules, generators and radiators also posed
difficulties for Shuttle docking. Finally, communications can be singled out as
a major weakness, due to the LEO location of Mir and lack of communica-
tion satellites, despite several ground stations. It might be noted that even for
the longest-duration manned missions yet, pressurized volume was not seen as
an issue. Likewise, the logistics of Mir were generally a high point, with very
regular and reliable operations.

The Soyuz vehicle benefited many systems primarily through its very high
reliability and relative simplicity, with the extension of its allowable time in
space driving major changes in manned operations. The Shuttle was able to
provide an environment for up to 10 astronauts and a large cargo capacity,
but only for up to 2 weeks. Power and ECLS systems were plentiful through
non-regenerative systems, while communications were much improved over Mir
through the TDRSS system.

The Apollo missions, though of special relevance due to their being the only
mission beyond LEO, were for very short duration. Mass and volume were
important design drivers, and system simplicity was achieved through non-
regenerative power and ECLS systems, due to the short mission duration. The
mission objectives and architecture (rendez-vous) drove the crew number.

Drivers for the Skylab missions were clearly cost and (through this) reuse of
equipment. This produced a rather innovative design which was considered
highly habitable (plenty of volume) with sufficient power and good scientific
potential (through a large payload and crew composition), even after operational
problems. The large mass available to launch allowed a simplicity of operations
relative to comparable Russian systems, with no logistics and a relatively open
water loop. A higher orbit proved to be an insufficient counter to a lack of
propulsion system, and the system was lost sooner then necessary.

Another example of a long-duration LEO station, ISS drivers varied during a
long design process, from excellent microgravity scientific facilities and Shuttle
access, through safety, cost and finally international cooperation. The station
has succeeded in providing sophisticated scientific facilities, with high power
and communications available. Despite this achievement plus a large long-term
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habitat for 6 crew, with an ECLS system with loop closure and sufficient living
volume, it has weaknesses. These are notably in the logistics and assembly,
where launcher problems put the system in jeopardy. Use of this launcher, the
Shuttle, has nonetheless allowed more module specialisation through widespread
use of berthing, albeit at higher cost.

Overall themes that return in the architecture of these systems are living vol-
ume, mass and cost, as well as logistics. Power was an early problem, and
communications when limited windows were available. In nearly all cases, the
logistics scenario and vehicles involved had a key impact on the system design
and operations, as well as perceived success. Scientific productivity and mis-
sion objectives often drove power and crew requirements. These themes merit
careful consideration in new manned system design.

5.3 Overview of Proposed Missions: the

Exploration Roadmap and Building Blocks

With the completion of the International Space Station, the world’s space agen-
cies turn their attention towards new large manned projects [1]. This situation
is unprecedented: never before have so many agencies been keen to begin a
new exploration programme simultaneously, with cooperation on their minds to
boot. This unique set of circumstances makes for an exciting time in manned
mission planning.

Though it is generally agreed by all that Mars is the ultimate goal “within
our grasp” [1], a manned mission there is not thought to be achievable before
the 2030 timeframe. As such, the short- and middle-term programme is being
debated. There is, however, a strong willingness to build on the collaboration
developed in the ISS programme, and so a consortium of space agencies, the
ISECG, has elaborated a tentative roadmap for human exploration [1] [59].
The roadmap features using the Moon and a Near-Earth Asteroid (NEA) as
stepping-stone destinations, however a major unsettled question is which should
be first. The Moon-first or Asteroid-first scenarios are thus considered the two
main possibilities, with significantly different associated programmes.
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This reflects deferring (and sometimes just confused) national priorities. In the
wake of the cancellation of the Constellation (Moon-first) programme, the U.S.
has been refocused on an Asteroid-first mission. The ESA Aurora programme
aims to participate in an international manned Mars mission, while Russia is
keen on a coordinated programme through new spacecraft and launchers. The
Chinese have their own manned programme with a space station, ultimately
aimed at the Moon. Finally, new entrants in the form of dynamic private
companies are setting their own objectives.

At this stage, regardless of whether the Moon-first or Asteroid-first scenario
is chosen, it will be necessary to develop the capability for long-term habitats
in deep space - indeed this is a key requirement for a Mars mission. In the
Asteroid-first scenario, manned missions in a Deep-Space Habitat are due to
begin around 2023, with an “Exploration Test Module” deployed before. In
the Moon-first scenario, the “Exploration Test Module” is followed by a lunar
landing in the second half of the 2020s [1].

As such, Scenario Studies have been initiated by ESA [60] to define, analyse
and assess optional European scenarios for future human spaceflight in the next
20 years. These include possible reference missions and corresponding space
infrastructure and vehicles to which ESA might contribute, termed Building
Block Elements. These studies call for a cis-Lunar phase in the 2017-2025
timeframe, followed by either a Lunar surface phase or Deep-space phase after
2025.

The cis-Lunar phase is the closest period, and considers missions to the Earth-
Moon Lagrange Point 2 (EML-2) and to the Lunar surface in preparation for
subsequent phases, with a view to preparation for a Mars mission. These in-
clude delivery of a Manned-Tended Orbital Module (MTOM) in EML-2 or cargo
delivery to the Lunar surface. Guidelines have been issued stipulating that this
phase should consider the presence of a NASA Multi-Purpose Crew Vehicle
(MPCV) and maximize the use of proven technology. Launchers to be consid-
ered are the Ariane 5, a Block 1 U.S. SLS (70 mT) and a Russian Heavy-Lift
Launch Vehicle (HLLV) (60 mT). The primary goal of this phase will be to
increase the duration of manned missions in cis-Lunar space to up to one year.
The MTOM deployed for this purpose could then be used to simulate year-long
interplanetary missions at the end of the phase [60].
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In the Moon-first scenario, a Lunar surface phase is foreseen after 2025. The
purpose of this phase is to regain the capability of landing humans on the Moon
[60]. Possible missions in such a phase include a three-launch mission using a
staging post in EML-2, and landing up to four astronauts on the Moon.

In the Asteroid-first scenario, a Deep-space phase is planned after 2025. The
purpose of this phase is to perform a robotic precursor mission to different Near
Earth Objects and subsequently perform a manned NEA mission. Possible
missions in this phase include a three-launch mission with four astronauts, using
a rendez-vous in EML-2 before reaching the NEA.

It is clear that both scenarios have common features in habitability require-
ments, witnessed by an identical cis-Lunar phase until 2025. The key capability
of long-term deep-space habitation is a primary subject of this report, which at-
tempts to particularly address the radiation issue, but also other habitat design
aspects in Chapter 10.



Chapter 6

Dose Determination Aboard ISS

6.1 Overview of Dosimetry and Simulations of

the ISS Radiation Environment

The International Space Station is the largest space radiation laboratory ever
constructed. Thus, it is not surprising that it is used by many experiments for
dosimetry, both active and passive, and radiation simulations.

Space agencies, such as NASA and Roskosmos, naturally use ISS to benchmark
their radiation codes, and attempt to verify the output of complex modelling
calculations. In this chapter, a similar procedure was followed in order to verify
outputs before new predictions for interplanetary flights are generated. This
was considered essential since this study represents the first use of many Geant4
modules for heavy shielding on the scale of manned spaceflight.

Of the many dosimetry experiments available (for a nice overview, the interested
reader is referred to Chapter 4 of [6] or [19]), the DLR DOSIS experiment
was selected [61]. This was due to availability of recent data, its location on
Columbus, contacts with the investigators and the comprehensive approach of
DOSIS, which integrates the measurements of many types of active and passive
detectors. As in the case of Chapter 7, significant material has been published
in [2], although the latest version is here.
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Figure 6.1: Picture of the ISS on completion, a view from above. Direction of travel
is towards the top of the photo. The leading module on the right is Columbus, the
European contribution and subject of the study of this chapter. Photo credit to
NASA.

6.2 Validation Study Using Dosimetry and

Columbus Geometry

As part of the project, considerable time was devoted to validation of the Geant4
tools mentioned in Section 4.3, as well as the use of approximate methods and
their inherent assumptions in manned spaceflight calculations. In order to do
this, a study of dose rates in the Columbus module of ISS was undertaken.

6.2.1 Experimental setup

Geometry was taken from an updated version of Tore Ersmark’s work [24]. Since
one of the conclusions of his work was that a moderately detailed (22 volumes)
Columbus geometry with only a truncated version of ISS was sufficient for sim-
ulations aboard Columbus, this geometry was initially selected. In later stages,
differences resulting from the use of a more detailed model were investigated.

MULASSIS simulations were done of the dose deposited in the layers of shielding
of Columbus, as well as the interior equipment racks, and finally of an astro-
naut phantom behind them. Subsequently, dose-depth curves were obtained for
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dose deposited in a small (1 cm radius) water volume behind shielding varying
between 1 and 100 g/cm2, using MULASSIS. The environment selected was for
the period of the DOSIS experiment [62], from July 15th 2009 to May 26th
2010, and trapped protons and the 12 most important GCR components were
simulated as described in Section 4.4.

The ISS model used is a detailed model of Columbus, obtained from [24] and
[63], and shown in Figure 6.2. It is composed of a 3-D model with a level of
detail thought appropriate for radiation modelling [24], as well as a linear slab
model for analysis of dose deposition per layer. Nearby modules from ISS were
also included as shown. The composition of the slab model, and of much of the
3-D Columbus model, consists of successive slices of material, and can be seen in
Table 6.1. It is shown here to give an idea of the composition of the “walls” from
the Columbus model seen in Figure 6.2, upon which all presented Columbus
results are based. We should note that the Multi-Layered Insulation (MLI)
has an almost negligible thickness, and that the equipment racks, estimated
from total mass considerations to be 0.2 g/cm3 of mostly aluminium, form a
major component of radiation shielding for the astronaut phantom or equipment
behind. As is immediately apparent in Table 6.1, the equipment racks dominate
the shielding of the Columbus module, contributing an order of magnitude more
shielding than all components exterior to them. This can be seen in Figure 6.3,
depicting the free volume used by astronauts (central cylinder), the racks and
stand-offs, as well as spaces - shielding “holes” between them. On this figure,
the hull thickness would be nearly invisible.

Figure 6.2: The truncated ISS geometry used in simulations, C3I1. All elements
providing significant solid angle are present. From [24].
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Table 6.1: Composition of slab model, and most of shell of 3-D model of Columbus

Material aluminium Nextel cloth Kevlar + MLI aluminium equipment racks phantom
Thickness (g/cm2) 0.68 0.40 0.70 1.36 20.34 30.90

Figure 6.3: The interior of the Columbus module, from which can be seen the space
utilisation: large racks of equipment, both for experiments and operational purposes,
have a very large solid area in any simulations. From [24].

6.2.2 Results

The evolution of dose deposited per layer for incoming trapped protons can be
seen in Figure 6.4. The model from Table 6.1 was used, with the x-labels denot-
ing the thickness of each layer. It is interesting to note that the dose deposited
decreases rapidly after the initial aluminium shell, that the intermediate layers
- Nextel, Kevlar and MLI - are basically negligible for dose reduction, and that
the greatest effect after the initial shell comes at the equipment rack, the fifth
layer. This is consistent with the equipment rack providing the bulk of the
shielding by mass.

The 3-D composition of Columbus is somewhat more complex than the simple
layers of Table 6.1, and objects within ISS will “see” varying amounts of shielding
depending on their location. A characterisation of the amount of shielding in
different directions, for a typical point inside Columbus, is given in Figure 6.5,
obtained using the Sector Shielding Analysis Tool (SSAT) in Geant4 [42] for
the model seen in Figure 6.2. It is interesting to note that 80% of the solid
angle seen from this point is shielded in excess of 20 g/cm2, with nearly half in
excess of 30 g/cm2. Unfortunately, due to the absence of shielding concerns in
the configuration design, there are significant regions of low shielding - “holes” -
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Figure 6.4: Dose deposited per layer of Table 6.1, the x labels give the thickness
of each layer in g/cm

2. We note the order-of-magnitude decrease in dose from the
structural aluminium, debris shielding and thermal layers (first four bars) and the
large effect of the racks (fifth layer). The final dose is in the phantom.

seen with the second peak at 10 g/cm2. The top and bottom ovals are the port
and starboard ends of Columbus, respectively. It should be noted that just like a
globe projection onto a map (like the Mercator projection), the right-hand plot
of Figure 6.5 is deformed, and equal solid angle is not in general represented by
equal area. In fact, high and low Theta (the left and right edges of the coloured
shield distribution) is greatly exaggerated, seen in the incorrect thickening of
the line of shielding “holes” (blue) at 180� Phi, towards low and high Theta.
High shielding is seen where other ISS modules form a significant part of the
solid angle, while the lowest values are where equipment racks are small or not
present, for example the starboard end. It is possible that through thoughtful
design of a manned spacecraft, shielding in some areas could achieve very high
levels without the inclusion of additional material.

In order to convert shielding distributions to doses, dose-depth curves were
created. Results are presented in Figure 6.6. It is noteworthy that although
the trapped proton environment is significantly attenuated by about 20 g/cm2,
the GCR component by contrast is very flat, even exhibiting a slight increase.
This is consistent with the GCR spectrum having a peak fluence at an energy
of around 1 GeV/n, corresponding to a range of 2.6 m in aluminium [10] for
protons (which dominate the dose). Slowing down such an energetic proton
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Figure 6.5: Shielding levels as seen from a point near the center of the Columbus
module. The ovals correspond to the port (lower shielding) and starboard (higher
shielding) ends of the cylindrical module. Of note is the uniformity of the equipment
racks (most of the green region), which is an unrealistic artifact of the geometrical
modelling of this C3I1 model.
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Figure 6.6: The full ISS environment determined by MULASSIS. These curves were
used to fold with shielding distributions of Columbus. Note the typical shielding from
Figure 6.5 in the 30 g/cm

2 range. Note that the final results, shown in Figures 6.7,
6.9, and 6.10, used updated, slightly different versions of these curves (especially the
GCR curve, updated in Figure A.2 of Appendix A) obtained with GRAS.
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component through shielding will actually increase its LET, and hence the
dose deposited. Combining Figure 6.6 with the shielding distribution of Figure
6.5, it is clear that the shielding distribution in Columbus is quite effective at
reducing the trapped proton dose. In fact, in the shielding range of Columbus
(25-30 g/cm2), approximately half the dose is from trapped protons, the other
half from GCRs, consistent with literature [24], [62].

Figure 6.7: Trapped proton output from the ray-tracing, or sectoring, process using
SSAT, and figures 6.5 and 6.6. The red curve is the integrated dose: it can be seen
that half the dose has been accumulated through areas of less than 20 g/cm

2 shielding.

The dose-depth curves produced by MULASSIS (Figure 6.6) were input into
SSAT where they were folded with the shielding configuration to produce the
dose outputs shown in Figure 6.7. Since the trapped proton curve of Figure
6.6 has a negative slope, the colour image of Figure 6.7 is a negative of Figure
6.5. It can be seen that the dose comes overwhelmingly from “holes” in an
otherwise thick shielding distribution: spaces between equipment racks, areas
of thin shielding on the port end (top oval), and the starboard end (bottom
oval). The total dose for this point in the centre of Columbus can be read
off as being 110 µGy/day, with half coming from areas of less than 20 g/cm2

shielding, despite being only about 20% of the solid angle, as seen in Figure 6.5.
We note that the dose is disproportionately coming in from the starboard end,
where equipment racks and other modules are not present.

Figure 6.7 has its dose point in the centre of the Columbus module, however the
advantage of ray-tracing is that it is very easy to vary the dose point location
with little additional calculation. Figure 6.8 depicts the dose point (faint red
sphere) in Columbus with rays emanating from it (for clarity purposes, far less
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Figure 6.8: The ray-tracing target as it is moved through Columbus. Rays used
to calculate shielding thicknesses are seen to emanate from it at the location of the
DOSTEL and TEPC detectors from the DOSIS experiment. This is a view from the
bottom of Columbus, or from Earth looking upwards. The largest cylinder visible is
not physical but a modelling space.

than used during an SSAT run). It is obvious that moving the red sphere toward
the port end (upper left) or starboard end (lower right) will greatly affect the
amount of material traversed by rays entering the dose point.

In fact, this is the explanation for the different aspect of Figures 6.9 and 6.10.
Figure 6.9 depicts the shielding and dose distributions from a point on the
port end (near the module junction on Figure 6.8). Concentrating first on the
shielding distribution (top two sub-figures), the main features are:

1. a bimodal distribution - the green area - from about 20 g/cm2 stretching
out to 100 g/cm2 or more, corresponding to the overwhelming part of the
solid angle

2. a thinly-shielded area - the blue area - corresponding to a small solid
angle area around the centre of the port end (top oval) and to the distant
starboard end (bottom oval).

The thinly-shielded area - with a distribution peak around 5 g/cm2, corresponds
to the port-end material, which has no racks present (see Table 6.1). The higher
shielding in the very centre is due only to the presence of other modules, creating
a large amount of material for a particle to traverse. Looking now at the bottom
two sub-figures of Figure 6.9, we note that two thirds of the dose comes only
from the thing shielding on the port end, which corresponds to only 20% of the
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solid angle. Holes can thus be very important in cases with sharply decreasing
dose-depth curves such as trapped protons and SPEs.

Figure 6.9: Trapped proton output from the ray-tracing, or sectoring, process using
SSAT at a different location nearer the port (attached) end of Columbus. To be
compared with Figure 6.5.

The opposite end, the unattached starboard end of Columbus, is seen more
clearly in Figure 6.10, with a dose point located close to this end (bottom right
of Figure 6.8). Once again, a low-shielding region - here the entire starboard end,
or large bottom oval - dominates the dose almost completely. The result, like
in Figure 6.9, is a dose (170 µGy/day and 160 µGy/day) far above the dose in
the centre of Columbus, which can be read off Figure 6.7 as 110 µGy/day. This
is quite a large variation - 50% - from simply moving a dose point a few meters
within the same model, and it should be remembered when estimating doses
within complex spacecraft. It should be emphasised that this entire discussion
applies only to decreasing dose-depth curves, here trapped protons. GCRs,
with nearly constant curves in LEO, are mostly unaffected by geometry. A
dose distribution analoguous to Figure 6.10 simply repeats, nearly exactly, the
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shielding distribution, and is not shown here.

Figure 6.10: Trapped proton output from the ray-tracing, or sectoring, process using
SSAT, at a different location nearer the starboard, or unattached end of Columbus.
The external payload mounts can be seen as the four boxes on the large oval. They
also underline the distortion on the left and right edges of the diagram: the boxes
should form nearly the same solid angle. To be compared with Figure 6.5.

In fact, as can be seen in Figure 6.11, the spatial variation seen in dose in the
model is of the same order as that seen by passive dosimetry from the DOSIS
campaign. In Figure 6.11, simulation results are below dosimetry, perhaps by a
roughly constant amount. Simulated doses vary between 175 and 270 µGy/day,
while these incomplete dosimetry data vary between 250 and 330 µGy/day.
Though there are two few points (and some exceptions, notably Dosimeter 10) to
be certain, simulation results may be tracking dosimeter results with a constant
negative offset. If this is the case, the offset could be a difference in GCR
doses (which are relatively independent of shielding) explained by the GCR
environment models’ fluxes being too low for this time period [64], see Section
6.3 for more discussion. On average, it would appear that agreement with
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dosimetry is on the order of 20-30%, quite an encouraging result considering
uncertainties throughout the simulation model. The dosimetry data is from
Table 5-19, DOSIS I, TLD-700 combined data in [62], with 10% dose added as
a rough estimate of the CR-39 doses still to be combined in order to compute
dose over the entire LET range [65]. As such, the error bars have been increased
by ±5% of the dose. The Box X (TDP) estimate coincides with the final result
presented in Figure 6.18, which is 280 µGy/day after correct combination with
CR-39 data (see Figure 6.18). Comparing this value to the figure gives an idea
of the coarseness of the CR-39 approximation in the data presented in Figure
6.11.
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Figure 6.11: A comparison of the spatial distribution of the full Columbus dose output
from the present study with preliminary dosimetry results from the DOSIS experi-
ment. Dosimetry is from Table 5-19, DOSIS I, TLD-700 combined data from [62],
plus 10%, as an estimate of the combined dosimetry over the entire LET range [65].

In order to be a bit more quantitative about links between the dosimetry and
simulation results of Figure 6.11, Figure 6.12 depicts dosimeter dose as a func-
tion of simulation dose. In this case the raw TLD-700 doses and errors were
used, with no attempt at adding CR-39 doses. It can first be noted that there
is very significant scatter in the data, with it being rather unclear if there is
a trend. However, a linear least-squares regression was performed, and there
is weak statistical evidence (t=1.43, dof=9, P< 0.1) in favour of rejecting the
null hypothesis of zero slope. Hence, there is weak evidence of a trend without
rejecting any outliers. In fact, dose point X (TDP), the upper-left point in
Figure 6.12 and studied again in Figure 6.18, could not be placed in the correct
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model location during sectoring due to it being inside an equipment rack in the
simulation model. This would affect in particular the trapped proton simulated
dose, which should be higher.

Figure 6.12: Regression analysis of the data presented in Figure 6.11. It is found that
there is weak statistical evidence (P< 0.1) in support of rejecting the null hypothesis
that the dosimetry and model output are uncorrelated (there is zero slope).

Finally, in an attempt at visualisation, Figure 5-24 of [62] was annotated to
give some approximate dosimeter locations aboard Columbus, with the result
shown in Figure 6.13. None of the apparent locations are correct, however PDPs
(dosimeter locations) 1-4 and 8 are roughly so. PDPs 9 and 10 are both roughly
in the 9 location as has been indicated, while 5, 6 and 7 are very close together
near the top and centre of the aft bulkhead, near the astronaut in white as
shown. Location X (TDP, studied in Section 6.3) would be below them, near
the astronaut’s feet. The doses shown are once again the TLD-700 doses, and
so are about 10% below those shown in Figure 6.11. Overall, these (incomplete)
doses vary by about 36%, from 220 to 300 µGy/day throughout Columbus.

6.3 Comparison with dosimetry and other

literature

Figure 6.14 depicts the ISS environment in Effective Dose Equivalent, relating
the effects of this environment to a biological quantity. For the shielding range
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Figure 6.13: Example output from the DOSIS I experiment, in the summer of 2009,
using TLD 700, from [62]. Note the variation between the doses, from approximately
220 to 300 µGy/day, or 36%, including both GCRs and trapped protons.

of Columbus, centred around 30 g/cm2, one would expect doses around the
100 mSv/year range, though the exact value probably varies by at least 30%
with location inside the module, and would be different in other ISS modules.
This can be compared to the career limit of 1 Sv. A 95% confidence interval of
the correct Sievert value of the career dose limit (for the desired risk implicit
in the career limit) sets a limit of 385 mSv as a “safety factor” for biological
uncertainties. Thus several years in ISS orbit are safely possible according to
this study’s calculations. However, the NASA 2012 curve on Figure 6.14 is
far closer to the approximate biological safety factor of the limit, especially
considering other modules may be more lightly-shielded than Columbus, and
allowances for spatial variation must be made. This result can be immediately
applied to maximum time in LEO, as the short-term doses to the eye lens, skin
and BFO are calculated for the (harsher) interplanetary case in Chapter 7, and
have been found to not be the limiting factor.

Also plotted are a curve and point from NASA’s HZETRN code [8], [66] and
results using the PHITS code [29]. It is interesting to note the excellent agree-
ment between PHITS, Geant4 and the 2008 NASA results, although it should
be recalled that the present study uses PHITS conversion coefficients for the
phantom transport part [29]. The 2010 NASA results presented have a higher
orbit - 400 km - vs 350 km for Geant4, 380 km for PHITS and 360 km for
the 2008 NASA results. It is thought that this difference, mostly affecting the
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trapped proton radiation environment, explains a portion of the discrepancy
with the 2010 NASA curve. This explanation is consistent with the conver-
gence of NASA and Geant4 results at high shielding levels, where GCR doses
dominate.
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corresponding NASA HZETRN curve [8], and points at 15 g/cm

2 from NASA [66]
and Sato 2011 at [29]. Data obtained using GRAS.

The breakdown of contributions by component, as compared to different codes,
can be seen in Figure 6.15. This time, the orbits used are nearly identical: 360
km for NASA, 350 km in the present work and 380 km by Sato, and thus only
small differences in trapped proton dose (and none in GCRs) is expected due to
this altitude discrepancy. The contributions from trapped protons and several
GCR charge groups can be seen, with ‘GCR ions’ here referring to everything
heavier than H. It would appear that the Geant4 and PHITS codes agree re-
markably well, notwithstanding that they use identical conversion coefficients.
The differences with HZETRN seem to be due to heavy ion contributions, which
are larger with HZETRN than with the Monte Carlo codes. Heavy ion frag-
mentation processes are indeed included in Geant4 as well as PHITS, however
their implementation in Geant4 is relatively recent and less well-validated than
other parts of the code.

Although it is possible that differences in geomagnetic propagation of the GCRs
contribute slightly to the discrepancy, differences in the GCR environmental
models themselves are harder to pin down. Indeed, a recent version has been
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Figure 6.15: Calculated Effective Dose Equivalent (obtained with GRAS), grouped
according to incident GCR segment. A comparison is shown to recent work by Sato
(PHITS) [29] and NASA (HZETRN) [66]. The environment is ISS orbit at solar
minimum with 15 g/cm

2 of aluminium shielding. Error bars on the NASA results
represent a total of 20 mSv of unattributed dose from target fragments. The combined
bars should add up to 20 mSv of extra dose.

controlled for, as can be seen in Figures 6.16 and 6.17, comparing the Badhwar-
O’Neil model [67], [68] used by NASA and the SPENVIS implementation of the
ISO 15390 model [44]. In Figure 6.16, the vertical lines delimit the approximate
range of interest for doses in this study. H and He are by far the biggest
contributors to GCR dose (see Figure 6.15), and we note a relative similarity
in the NASA and ISO spectra, which are all without geomagnetic shielding.
3He, not present in the ISO model, has been looked at, and does not appear
to have a large enough flux to cause differences in dose. It is noteworthy that
differences in He dose in Figure 6.15 appear to be responsible for a large part of
the discrepancy between the current study and NASA results. However, heavier
ions may also contribute significantly, and the spectra of these, seen in Figure
6.17, indicates an unclear situation. Although differences in spectra cannot be
ruled out as a cause for increased dose from Si, in the Fe case it would seem
that NASA fluxes are lower than the ISO model. This may not be inconsistent
with Figure 6.15, since there is significant unattributed dose in the NASA case,
leading to uncertainty about which ion groups exhibit discrepancies (see error
bars).
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Figure 6.16: GCR spectra from the ISO model in the implementation used by the
author vs a NASA implementation of the Badhwar-O’Neill model [67], [68]. The
vertical lines correspond to the energies at which protons have ranges of 5 and 100
g/cm

2 in aluminium, respectively. This is intended to give a rough idea of the most
interesting portion of the H spectrum for human spaceflight. Helium nuclei require
roughly the same energy to penetrate 5 g/cm

2 as H, however they have far shorter
ranges (and hence more interactions) at higher energy. NASA data from [8].

Figure 6.17: A continuation of Figure 6.16 for the heavier ions Si and Fe. Note that the
NASA implementation for Si has higher flux than the present ISO one, an unexpected
result. Other isotopes of Si and Fe are almost exactly the same shape, with fluxes one
order of magnitude below the main curve. NASA data from [8].
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A recent study [64] has also found that the Badhwar-O’Neil model used by
NASA has a very similar GCR spectrum to both the CREME model [69] (used
by Sato) and the GCR model used for the present paper [44], especially for
the solar minimum of 2009. Likewise, all results presented use Effective Dose
Equivalent as defined in Section 3.2, with a slightly different phantom perhaps
used by NASA. However, it has been remarked that the older NASA GCR
environment model [67], now updated to [70], tended to overestimate the GCR
flux [65], but unfortunately it is not known which version of the model was used
in the data presented in Figure 6.15. This clarification should be prioritised, as
it could greatly influence perceived discrepancies between Geant4 and HZETRN
calculations.
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Figure 6.18 is a comparison between doses - in Grays once more - between
– sectoring and full Monte Carlo in the present work,
– results using similar methods from the DESIRE project [24],
– and finally, active and passive dosimetry from the DOSIS campaign [62], [61].
This DOSIS result, for Dosimeter X (TDP) in the Columbus module, has been
previously presented in Figure 6.11 (as an estimate only rather than the correct
value, see accompanying discussion). Full Monte Carlo simulations calculated
the dose deposited in a thin water shell, thus obtaining the point dose [25]. It
may first be noted that the GCR component varies little according to geome-
try, and appears to be significantly beneath the measured values from DOSIS.
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This factor of two discrepancy is interesting, and perhaps worthy of further in-
vestigation. The DOSIS group has been working towards clarifying it, and has
documented an underestimation by all commonly-used GCR models of the high
fluxes seen in 2009 [64]. It has also been suggested that the calculation method
of the geomagnetic transmission factor, or perhaps problems in double-counting
of particles in dosimetry, could be contributing in varying degrees to this dis-
crepancy [65]. As an aside, it is noteworthy that NASA results (prior to the
latest solar minimum) indicate excellent (15%) agreement between dosimetry
and simulations [66], using models which were analysed in [64]. However, it
has been remarked that the previous NASA GCR environment model [67], now
updated [70], tended to overestimate the GCR flux, while NASA’s HZETRN
code [35] tended to underestimate the dose, with partial cancelation of these
effects [71], [65].

The trapped proton portion of Figure 6.18 exhibits good agreement between
sectoring and Monte Carlo methods, which has been the case for various loca-
tions inside Columbus. This would appear to indicate that the sectoring method
is a good, albeit conservative, approximation, even for the most geometrically-
dependent portions of the radiation fields. As sectoring takes only seconds once
dose-depth curves have been defined, and can take CAD files directly as in-
put, this method would seem appropriate to the design of manned spacecraft.
Since the Monte Carlo method makes no fundamental assumptions, agreement
with the sectoring method indicates that the dose-depth curves presented are a
reasonable description of the ISS internal radiation environment.

The trapped proton portion of Figure 6.18 also indicates some general agree-
ment with dosimetry, an encouraging result consistent with Figure 6.11, and
agreement with the DESIRE project, which also used Geant4 [24]. It should
be noted that the DESIRE result is obtained using similar geometries, envi-
ronment models, and transport tools (GRAS), but is not located in the exact
same location of the same geometry - as such, a 10-20% discrepancy is to be
expected. However, the simulation results probably do not fully predict the spa-
tial variation in absorbed dose in Columbus seen by DOSIS (Figure 6.11 [62].
This may be due to insufficient detail in the modelling of the equipment racks,
which make up much of the mass and field of view of points within Columbus
(see Table 6.1 and Figure 6.5). The flatness of the GCR curves (Figure 6.6)
leads us to believe this lack of detail plays little role in dose calculations.
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The end result of the combined simulations leads to a significant underesti-
mation of the total dose by simulation, as compared to dosimetry (see Figure
6.18). It should be noted, however, that there is significant scatter even be-
tween dosimetry values (all obtained at the same location and time), and that
the scale of this scatter is considered to be “excellent agreement” [62]. The
discrepancy between simulation results and dosimetry is not much larger than
this dosimetry scatter (see for example Figure 6.18, trapped protons TEPC vs.
DOSTEL), and so agreement might be considered satisfactory.

Also, the DOSTEL active dosimeter [61] has two ‘look’ directions, namely aft
(through the rack at which it is installed) and to port, through the ISS structure.
Thus it ‘sees’ significantly higher shielding than an omnidirectional dosimeter,
represented by our calculations. In fact, the first look direction - aft - is the
centre of Figure 6.5 (shielding) or Figure 6.7 (trapped proton dose), with a
theta of 90� and a phi of 180�. The second look direction has a theta of 90�

and phi of 270�, corresponding to port. Given the shapes of the dose-depth
curves (Figure 6.6), we would expect DOSTEL to show lower doses for trapped
protons and, to a lesser degree, higher for GCRs. Indeed, the aft direction has
lower dose, and importantly both directions avoid the major shielding ‘holes’
- the starboard end and gaps between racks. This is indeed the general trend
observed, although the trapped proton measurement is at a similar level as our
calculations rather than below.

Another factor which contributes, but likely almost imperceptibly, is the albedo
neutron dose. This has not been simulated, but is known to contribute to
the dose in LEO spacecraft [7]. Values quoted by NASA are 25-54 µSv/day,
depending on solar cycle [72]. Assuming a high quality factor of 7 [72], this
implies 4-8 µGy/day of neutron dose to add to the total for the present work in
Figure 6.18, and so does not account for much of the discrepancy with dosimetry.
The quality factor may be even higher, leading to still lower doses [73].

Further comments might be made on the temporal variation of the dose, an
aspect which is lacking in the current simulations. Figure 6.19, from [74], depicts
DOSTEL data as a time series during a two-year period. In particular, 07.09,
08.09 and 09.09 correspond to the period of this study’s simulations, see Figure
6.18. The trapped protons, labelled “SAA” in the figure, exhibit a daily variation
on the order of 30-40%, plausibly due to ISS attitude and variations in the
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proton belt, which are unaccounted for in the current model. Weekly variations
of up to a factor of two are also seen. These variations are not captured in
the environment model used, AP-8 [7], which has only solar maximum and
minimum versions.

Figure 6.19: Data from the DOSTEL active dosimeter [74] during the DOSIS cam-
paign [61]. This sample gives a good idea of the uncertainty in any trapped proton
dose estimate on ISS (here labelled SAA: South Atlantic Anomaly); the daily variation
is on the order of 50%, which is not accounted for by the present simulation methods.

6.4 Summary

This chapter is intended as a brief benchmark of the capabilities of the Geant4
tools and methods explained in Chapter 4, and of the current state of agreement
with dosimetry and other simulation codes. Comparisons were presented focus-
ing on sectoring and full Monte Carlo results using different codes, on differences
both among present-day dosimetry and with simulation results, and finally on
spatial and temporal dose variations. Some important results are re-stated.

Radiation protection appears to be very adequate aboard ISS, represented by
Columbus. Although with no dedicated radiation shielding, the shielding pro-
vided by equipment racks and the structure in its present configuration is effec-
tive. In fact, yearly biological doses have been calculated to be approximately
one-tenth the career dose, although biological uncertainties necessitate an ad-
ditional safety factor, leaving only a factor of three or so between the limit (as
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estimated here) and annual doses. This compares well with other codes, but
there is disagreement of unclear origin with certain NASA results. Precision in
dose levels is significantly limited in complex structures by important spatial
variation, seen even in the relatively small Columbus module. For shorter time
periods, temporal variation in the proton belt will also limit dose precision in
LEO; either of these factors may limit precision in dose estimates to no better
than 30% or so.

Effective shielding levels aboard Columbus appear to be significantly higher
than usually quoted in the literature, with a mean shielding level of approxi-
mately 30 g/cm2, and a fairly broad distribution; this is also above the oft-stated
20 g/cm2 average on ISS [19]. Trapped proton dose is dominated by small lower-
shielding “holes” of less than 10 g/cm2, corresponding to visible bare hull. In
general, very high shielding levels are attainable using configuration and inter-
nal equipment, and this result should hold for other environments with steep
dose-depth curves, such as SPEs. GCRs, on the other hand, appear to be
largely unaffected by geometry, and little geometrical information is needed to
calculate their doses.

Spatial variations in the internal environment are only weakly accounted for.
Though there is a correlation between dosimeter values and computed dose val-
ues throughout Columbus, there is noise, outliers, and an offset which may be
due to GCR environment models [64]. The differences in trapped proton dose
may be due to the coarse modelling of equipment racks inside Columbus. These
racks form a very large proportion of the field-of-view of points within Colum-
bus, and so cannot be neglected. Modules distant from Columbus (further than
US lab or conservatively, the truss) do not have measurable effects on the dose
distribution within Columbus, and no modelling of them is necessary.

Discrepancy between radiation simulations using Geant4 and space dosimetry
(20-50%) is close to the spread in dosimetry values, even for a period where GCR
environment models may be inadequate. Thus Monte Carlo methods are able to
reproduce, to some degree, the internal dose distribution in an anisotropic and
complex environment such as ISS. Although computing time was not discussed
above, Monte Carlo methods took prohibitive amounts of computing time for
use in iterative design. This problem is steadily diminishing with the ever-
greater accessibility of computing power, but direct Monte Carlo methods are
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currently still inappropriate for most initial manned-system design.

Sectoring methods, on the other hand, provide very good, conservative esti-
mates of dose using extremely fast methods given a standard, CAD geometry.
These methods are best-suited for iterative radiation design of manned systems.
Doubts about the inherent approximations using such methods do not appear
to be founded for the thick-shielding case of manned spacecraft.

In summary, dose simulations for space radiation may easily be limited in pre-
cision to no better than 30%, and have an accuracy probably on the order of
20-50%. Although this uncertainty is significant, it is clearly dominated in scale
by the biological uncertainties outlined in Section 3.1.



Chapter 7

Determination of the

Interplanetary Radiation

Environment

The interplanetary radiation environment consists of a harsher GCR back-
ground and greater exposure to SPEs, due to lack of geomagnetic shielding.
It also lacks trapped radiation. The result is a significant low-level, constant
GCR-induced dose, which is not easily shielded against, as well as occasional
SPEs, which can be very harsh [19]. The same tools and models as in the ISS
case were used, and analysis has concentrated on producing dose-depth curves,
both for absorbed dose and effective dose equivalent, as there seems to be good
agreement with the full Monte Carlo simulation results in the ISS case. As in
the case of Chapter 6, significant material has been published in [2], although
the latest version is here.

7.1 Methods and Approach

A brief overview of some of the methods used in this chapter will be given. The
environment spectra chosen are explained in Section 4.4. For explanations of
the tools used, the reader is referred to Chapter 3.
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7.1.1 Important ions

The preferred method of characterisation of a radiation environment is the dose-
depth curve. Furthermore, it was shown in Chapter 6 for the case of human
spaceflight that there is good agreement between sectoring methods, which use
these curves, and Monte Carlo methods, which involve no fundamental assump-
tions.

However, in order to construct dose-depth curves of GCRs, a long procedure
is necessary. GCRs are composed of every chemical element, and typically
only those heavier than iron or nickel are neglected in dose calculations [19].
However, as all nuclei must be transported using particle transport methods
- in this case Geant4 - it is highly advantageous to neglect those which are
unimportant. Figure 7.1 depicts biological dose results for GCRs up to iron,
although nickel and cobalt were also briefly looked at. The ions were put in
groups according to their dose magnitude. Easily dominated by H and He, a
group of 9 ions (C, O, Fe, Si, Mg, Ca, Cr) are a very good approximation to
the total dose, especially at higher shielding levels. Indeed, the combined dose
from the 8 next most important ions is nearly an order of magnitude below at
best. A further 9 ions can be neglected with less than a 1% difference in the
dose. As such, the top 17 ions were used to calculate dose, except in some cases
where only the top 9 were used with minor scaling (< 13%, typically 5%).
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Figure 7.1: A grouping of the most important ions in GCR doses can be seen here,
for interplanetary space at solar minimum. The 9 rejected ions plotted clearly make
no difference, and the top 9 ions (in dose) are a very good approximation to the total.
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7.1.2 Use of conversion coefficients

Calculating the correct biological dose quantity is also an involved process, espe-
cially when combined with the complexity of the transport problem for GCRs.
Effective Dose Equivalent, the correct quantity, requires that dose equivalent
be calculated in 15 organs or tissues in a human phantom (the ICRP phan-
tom if a standard quantity is wanted). A weighted sum of the organ dose
equivalents then yields effective dose equivalent. In order to save time, in this
study published flux-to-Effective Dose Equivalent coefficients [75] [76] [77] with
demonstrated use [29] were selected. This greatly sped up the dose calculation
process, reduced the problem complexity, and through an appropriate choice of
target, allowed the same dose-depth curve to calculate point dose and Effective
Dose Equivalent.

7.2 Interplanetary GCR doses

In Figure 7.2, we see the total simulated GCR environment at solar minimum in
terms of Effective Dose Equivalent, for comparison with dose limits. For GCR
dose in Gray in interplanetary, the reader is referred to Figure 7.5. Several of the
important GCR components are shown, showing that hydrogen dominates the
Effective Dose Equivalent, with helium accounting for much of the rest. Heavy
ions such as Fe and O become important at low shielding values only. A recently
calculated NASA curve [8] is there also for reference, we may note that Geant4
seems to underestimate the HZETRN result. It is also apparent that agreement
improves with shielding thickness, suggesting that the observed discrepancy
of heavier ion doses from Figure 6.15 may also explain the difference in the
present curves. In general the shapes of the curves are consistent with a slowing
down of H and He towards higher LET and some secondary production, and
a fragmentation of heavy ions into products with less LET. Although present,
in no case is the dose deposited by neutrons dominant. For reference, the ESA
career limit is 1 Sv, as are the Russian and Canadian limits.

Figure 7.3 depicts a breakdown of biological dose by GCR component in in-
terplanetary space with thin shielding, and is analogous to Figure 6.15. Like
in Figure 6.15, the error bars on the NASA result represent unattributed dose
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Figure 7.2: A breakdown into the four most important components of the GCR spec-
trum for Effective Dose Equivalent at solar minimum, with a comparison to the NASA
HZETRN code (slightly older calculations [8]) than Figure 7.4. Calculations done with
GRAS.

(84 mSv) labelled “target fragments”. As it is not known to which ion group
this dose should be added, it has been represented as a (strictly positive) error.
It is likely that the dose is mostly due to higher Z ions, due to fragmentation
dynamics. Just as in the ISS case, agreement with HZETRN is very good for
H, however there is approximately a factor of two discrepancy for the “GCR
ions” (Z>1) category. A large part of the discrepancy is from differences in
the He dose, while there is significant discrepancy for higher Z, though proba-
bly a factor of two or less. Explanations that the differences are due to orbit
and geomagnetic shielding can be safely discarded, and the simulation geome-
try should be very similar (supported by the good agreement with H). In fact,
the very similar agreement as seen in Figure 6.15 suggests that common causes
are at work; this would thus rule out geomagnetic shielding as a factor in the
LEO case. The higher GCR ion dose from NASA could thus be due to either
the spectra - if older spectra than [68] were used - differences in the phantom
(thought to be unlikely, as then the discrepancy would be worse at highest Z,
which is most affected by shielding), or differences in the transport code for
ions.

Differences between Geant4 and NASA/HZETRN results [78], [79], [8] are fur-
ther treated in Figure 7.4. The 68% and 95% confidence intervals (C.I.) refer
to the interval in which the “correct” career dose limit might lie - rather than
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Figure 7.3: Calculated Effective Dose Equivalent (obtained with GRAS), grouped
according to incident GCR segment (with ’GCR ions’ meaning Z>1). A comparison
is shown to recent work by NASA (HZETRN) [18]. The environment is interplanetary
space at solar minimum with 5 g/cm

2 of aluminium shielding. Error bars on the NASA
results represent a total of 84 mSv of unattributed dose from target fragments. The
combined bars should add up to 84 mSv of extra dose. See also Figure 6.15.

the current value of 1 Sv - if there were no biological uncertainties. It is thus
seen that these biological uncertainties are very large, corresponding to about
a factor of 2.5 for a 95% C.I. according to recent NASA calculations [37], rep-
resented here as a sort of approximate “safety factor” on the career limit. This
representation of the uncertainties assumes that dose limits reflect current best
estimates of acceptable cancer probability levels (REID). The scale of biological
uncertainty has thus been shown here as error bars on the dose limits them-
selves, rather than the usual representation as error on the dose determination.
It should be noted that this particular representation of the biological uncer-
tainty is in no way quantitative and is only present for illustrative purposes;
indeed, the NASA and ESA approaches to dose limits, though coordinated by
the MMOP (Chapter 3), take a somewhat different view of appropriate expo-
sure. Furthermore, a Gaussian distribution has been assumed to represent the
uncertainty in the biological effects for the purpose of this illustration; this as-
sumption may not hold here. Nonetheless, it should be obvious that biological
uncertainties are such that it is not clear whether astronauts would have a high
cancer probability (REID) after being subjected to the simulated yearly GCR
doses - the purpose of this representation, and the reason for a safety factor.
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Still looking at Figure 7.4, it is interesting to note that NASA has significantly
higher estimates for GCR Effective Dose Equivalent, especially at solar min-
imum. One source of these discrepancies is the difference in GCR He flux
shown in Figure 6.15. Furthermore, this might originate from differences in the
physics of heavy ion fragmentation (compare with Figure 7.2), especially weak-
nesses in the ion-ion interactions currently implemented in Geant4. Indeed,
ion-ion physics lists are currently the subject of active research by members of
the Geant4 collaboration [80]. The current lists have not been extensively vali-
dated for the entire species and energy range used. Heavy ions form a smaller
proportion of GCRs at solar maximum, consistent with this picture, and for
both solar maximum and minimum, at heavy shielding H and He primaries and
fragments dominate dose deposition, and so the difference becomes very small.

Both the present work and NASA present a consistent picture of the GCR prob-
lem, however. All GCR curves are quite flat, exhibiting only a slight decrease on
the order of 25% at low shielding (up to 25 g/cm2). The solar minimum annual
dose is above the 95% confidence level of not exceeding a 1 Sv limit while the
solar maximum annual dose is not far below. If 95% confidence of not exceeding
dose limits (or rather the associated REID, which may not be at 1 Sv) is de-
sired, time in space would be limited to just over a year at solar minimum and
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about two at solar maximum, based purely on the GCR background. (The 95%
confidence interval has a two-tail probability; thus there is a 97.5% chance that
the biological damage associated with the dose limit occurs at a limit above
this line. Due to the approximations outlined two paragraphs above, this is
ignored.) If only 68% confidence is chosen (or if biological understanding of
dose effects improves correspondingly), then present results allow for over two
years in interplanetary space at solar minimum, or almost 3.5 solar maximum
years, if SPE-free (time in space is further explored in Section 8.5). In all cases,
the futility of shielding for GCRs should be emphasised: beyond a slight de-
crease at solar minimum for thin shielding, the GCR component seems largely
unaffected by shielding, especially when considering the scale of the biological
uncertainties involved.

The discrepancies between different recent NASA results seen in Figure 7.4
could easily be due to the input spectra, as they were usually described simply
as “GCR at solar minimum” or, in one case, the 1977 solar minimum, and
it is a known issue with this author’s study that not enough is known about
which GCR environment model version [67], [68], [70] is used in NASA studies.
Another important contender would be differences in simulation parameters,
specifically targets and geometry.

7.3 SPEs in interplanetary space

Figure 7.5 represents results obtained with MULASSIS of some of the harshest
environments in interplanetary space. The GCR curve, at solar minimum, is
about 4 times higher than the corresponding one in Figure 6.6 per unit time,
while the SPE curves go to very high doses. It is stated that tissue reactions may
occur from 0.5 to 2 Gy of absorbed dose [6]. The “Piers event”, a reconstruc-
tion of the Carrington event using SEPEM data [17], would likely cause tissue
reactions very quickly, on the order of hours or days, unless thick shields are
available. The effects of shielding are very important for SPEs in interplanetary
space, as has been known for some time [19], [8].

This estimation of the Carrington event has been produced by scaling the fluence
for a 99.9% confidence interval (C.I.) SPE for a mission of seven years to produce
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Figure 7.5: Dose-depth curves (from MULASSIS and GRAS) obtained for SPEs and
the GCR background in interplanetary space.

the worst spectrum the SEPEM system can output, a result similar to that
documented by [81]. It should be noted that the magnitude of this latter event,
and hence the connection of the “Piers event” to Carrington, is based on nitrate
data from ice cores [82] and that this method of calculating the size of historic
events has been recently disputed at an International Space Science Institute
meeting, and likely debunked [83]. The 95% C.I. SPE refers to the probability of
no harsher SPE being seen over the course of a 9-month mission and corresponds
approximately to the October 2003 event (the so-called “Halloween event”) [84],
also obtained through the SEPEM model [17]. This 1-in-20-year event can be
shielded against relatively easily. The 99% C.I. SPE is roughly twice the fluence
with the same spectral shape and corresponds approximately to a 1-in-100-
year event. This requires a greater level of shielding and, given a conservative
approach to the inherent biological uncertainties being applied, constitutes an
appropriate worst-case SPE.

Although GCR dose rate analysis presents problems in the physics of high-
energy interactions and huge uncertainties in biological effects, SPE dose rate
analysis poses its own set of problems. Specifically, any analysis is highly sensi-
tive to the SPE spectrum chosen, and this in turn depends greatly on the defi-
nition of worst or typical case. Whether the SPE be historical or issued from a
model such as SEPEM, its spectrum or significance will not be commonly agreed
upon, and any analysis issuing from it will necessarily be equivocal. Thus the
problem of defining SPE spectra representative of a certain level of probability,
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for mission planning purposes, is alone a difficult exercise [17], [19], [20].

The NASA use of a softer spectrum, the August 1972 event, as a reference
event for mission planning purposes, has significant repercussions relative to any
conclusions which might be drawn. Softer events indeed pose more of a danger
for EVA and lightly-shielded spacecraft, while harder events are less likely to
cause short-term, deterministic effects, and yet require heavier shielding to avoid
long-term effects. Thus, using softer events shifts the research and engineering
focus towards deterministic effects mitigation and warning systems, while the
use of harder events will cause more weight to be placed on stochastic effects
and heavy shielding.

7.3.1 The 95 and 99% C.I. and August 1972 SPEs:

comparison to NASA

The 95% C.I. SPE from SEPEM, or 1-in-20-year event, probably most closely
ressembles the October 2003 event, the so-called “Halloween event”. However, a
direct calculation (using BRYNTRN) of the doses of this event in the literature
[85] yields doses far above both those calculated here, and NASA doses for the
August 1972 event. It is thought that this surprising result is due to the lack
of phantom used in [85] - doses in skin being approximated as behind 1 g/cm2

of water, in BFO behind 10 g/cm2 - however other factors may be at work.

Spectra of the 95 and 99% C.I. SPEs are presented overlain on NASA estimates
of historical events in Figure 7.6. The “Piers event”, estimate of the Carrington
event from the SEPEM system, is also shown. NASA’s spectra of the September
1989 event seems to be the best match, unfortunately no results were found in
the literature appropriate for dose comparisons. As such, NASA’s August 1972
event was chosen for comparisons due to its ubiquitousness as the canonical SPE
event, although it clearly has a different spectral shape. In fact, this August
1972 event spectrum is far softer, and crosses the 95% C.I. event at 150 MeV,
and the 99% C.I. event at 100 MeV. This corresponds to ranges in aluminium of
20 and 10 g/cm2, meaning there are far more protons having a range less than
20 g/cm2 in the August 1972 SPE than the 95% C.I. event, while there are far
more protons having a greater range in the 95% C.I. event. The corresponding
statement can be made for 10 g/cm2 and the 99% C.I. event.
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Figure 7.6: NASA (black) and SEPEM (red) SPE spectra. Note the differences be-
tween SEPEM 95% and the August 1972 event. The NASA figure is from [84].
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(a) Dose deposited in BFO, vs NASA data [8], [86], [87].
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Figure 7.7: Biological short-term dose deposited in BFO and skin is shown, compared
to NASA results of the August 1972 event. Despite the not dissimilar magnitude
of the events, we note the large effect of different spectral shapes - the softer 1972
spectrum yields far higher doses at lower shielding, but has less penetrating power.
This is consistent with Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.7 compares short-term biological from the 95 and 99% C.I. events to
the NASA August 1972 SPE. It shows the variation of dose-depth curves with
spectral shape for events depicted in Figure 7.6, while performing a rough check
of the validity of the SPE dose results. The NASA data, from disparate sources,
appear to all be consistent. This is not so surprising, considering the relative
simplicity of SPE simulations: the spectrum has been fixed for a long time
(unlike the Badhwar-O’Neill GCR model), and the transport is simpler, with
only protons at low energies rather than HZE transport. Both the BFO and skin
cases indicate higher doses for NASA at lower shielding, with lower doses at high
shielding. In general this is consistent with the spectral shapes of Figure 7.6.
Figure 7.7a, concerning BFO, shows intersections at around 10 and 20 g/cm2

for the 99 and 95% C.I. events, respectively. Considering BFO have around
5-10 g/cm2 of extra tissue shielding, the intersections are consistent with the
skin curves of Figure 7.7b, at 20 and 30 g/cm2. The dose-depth intersections
are at higher shielding than the proton range of spectrum intersections would
appear to suggest (Figure 7.6). This is likely due to the range being a statistical
average, and because there are far greater numbers of low-energy particles than
high-energy particles, more low-energy particles will deposit energy at higher
range than vice-versa. This will move the point of equal dose from both SPEs
to higher shielding.

Figure 7.8: The Effective Dose Equivalent deposited vs. NASA data [8], [28], [86].

The Effective Dose Equivalent is also plotted in Figure 7.8. Here we have a
situation close to the BFO dose of Figure 7.7a, which is not surprising consid-
ering BFO dose was long used as an estimation of the full-body dose before
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being replaced by EDE. Once again, NASA curves are self-consistent (unlike
many analogous GCR data) and have a steeper slope as well as the expected
intersection point with the 95 and 99% C.I. events. Figures 7.7 and 7.8 provide
a first-order check for SPE dose results, which were not validated in Chapter 6.
There is thus reason for some confidence in the SPE simulation results.

7.3.2 The Piers event and comparison to Carrington

event worst-case literature

The “Piers event” is used here as an absolute worst case, being the worst possible
output from the SEPEM system [17]. It corresponds closely to an estimate of
the Carrington event using ice-core data and an October 1989 event spectral
shape [88], which has been heavily criticised recently [83]. Dose-depth curves
are compared for the relatively similar September 1989 event-based Carrington
reconstruction.

Figure 7.9: The Piers event spectrum, the absolute worst-case in this study, is com-
pared to recent estimates of the Carrington event using the spectral shape of known
historical SPEs [88]. The energy range of greatest interest for human spaceflight is
indicated; note the similarity of Piers⇥2 and the September 1989-shaped Carrington.
The October 1989 shape, on the other hand, is the best to compare with Piers, with
perhaps 50% error.

Figure 7.9 shows the spectrum for the feared “Piers event” compared to other
estimates of the Carrington event from [88], which will be used for dose-depth
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curve validation despite the dubious source of their spectra [83]. The part of
the spectrum of greatest interest to manned spaceflight, corresponding to proton
ranges in aluminium of between 5 and 100 g/cm2, has been bracketed by vertical
lines. We note that the “Piers event” falls in line with these other estimates of
the Carrington event, while the “Piers⇥2 event” is near the maximum of the
estimates. Indeed, it is slightly exceeded by the September 1989 spectral shape
event, while lying just above the October 1989 spectral shape event from [88].
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Figure 7.10: Dose deposited by the Piers event is shown here compared to recent
Carrington-event estimates using various spectral forms, seen in Figure 7.9 [88]. Note
the similarity especially of the double fluence to the September 1989 - spectral shape.

The dose from the four events discussed (Piers, Piers⇥2, September 1989 and
October 1989 estimates of the Carrington event) in skin and BFO has been
compared in Figure 7.10. The result is as expected: very good agreement
between “Piers⇥2” and September 1989, with October 1989 just underneath.
The relative increase of “Piers⇥2” dose at lower shielding can be explained
by the higher fluence than the September 1989-based event at lower energies,
as can be seen in Figure 7.9. It can also be noted that very high doses are
indicated at low shielding. The skin dose, here in Grays, is a good surrogate for
the free-space dose. We can thus read off the approximate dose for electronics
components, namely 20 Gy behind 2 g/cm2 of shielding.

More comparisons are available for the Piers event, this time in Gray-Equivalents
and for the entire shielding range, shown in Figure 7.11. The excellent agree-
ment observed in Figure 7.10 is repeated, with added confidence from obtaining
a similar radiation quality (same dose in Grays and Gray-Equivalents) and
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Figure 7.11: Dose-depth curves in the skin (red) and BFO (blue) deposited by the
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the Piers results fall close to half the Carrington-September 1989 curve, consistent
with Figure 7.10. Likewise, the blue curves indicate agreement between the Piers
results and half the Carrington-September 1989 curve for BFO.

confirming the result over the entire shielding range. There is thus significant
agreement between the SEPEM-GRAS worst-case estimate and the literature
[88]. As has been remarked above, this is not altogether surprising consider-
ing the relative simplicity of SPE dose-depth simulation once a spectrum is
determined.

7.3.3 SPE dose results

A comparison of the effects of the three studied SPEs for the various short-
term effects will now be made, in order to attempt to explore the sensitivity of
shielding requirements to SPE severity and dose limits.

Figure 7.12 shows the biological dose to the skin from the 95% C.I., 99% C.I.,
and Piers event SPEs. The annual and 30-day ESA approximate limits (see
discussion in Chapter 3) are shown, as well as the NASA career limit. Approx-
imately 13 g/cm2 of shielding is needed to avoid the Piers event exceeding the
30-day limit; all other cases require less than 10 g/cm2, which is easily the case
on unshielded manned modules in LEO (see Figure 6.5). All SPEs would cause
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Figure 7.12: Biological dose delivered to the skin by three SPEs compared to short-
term limits.

30-day, and likely annual skin limits, to be exceeded for astronauts on EVA (1-2
g/cm2).
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Figure 7.13: Biological dose delivered to the eyes by three SPEs compared to short-
term limits.

Figure 7.13 depicts dose-depth curves of biological dose deposited in the eye lens
for SPEs of this study. The NASA career, annual, and 30-day limits are shown,
as well as tentative 30-day and annual ESA limits. The situation here is far
less comfortable than for Figure 7.12: indeed, the “Piers event” would require
25 g/cm2 of shielding to avoid exceeding the 30-day limit, and 16 g/cm2 for
the old ESA annual limit. The 25 g/cm2 of shielding begins to be a constraint
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on manned mission design - either dedicated shielding or configuration must
be used to put significant mass between an astronaut and space. However,
many studies agree that even on the most spartan interplanetary spacecraft, a
25 g/cm2 storm shelter is achievable [19], [89], [90], [91], [92], [93], [94]. The
NASA limits for the eyes are significantly more permissive, meaning only 16
g/cm2 of aluminium would be needed to remain below 30-day limits during
a Piers event. The 99 and 95% C.I. events appear to pose a threat only to
astronauts in light spacecraft (<3 cm aluminium) or on EVA. In this case, the
limits are exceeded even more than for skin, suggesting the consequences would
be harsher.
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Figure 7.14: Biological dose delivered to the Blood-Forming Organs (BFO) by three
SPEs compared to short-term limits.

Biological dose to the Blood-Forming Organs (BFO) from the SPEs of interest
is shown in Figure 7.14, with the annual and 30-day consensus limits, agreed
to by all major space agencies. Compared to eyes and skin, the SPEs are more
difficult to shield - this is due to the body self-shielding contributing in the
BFO case, and so the largest dose reduction (at the lowest shielding levels)
has already occurred. The 99% C.I. SPE exceeds the 30-day limit for 6 g/cm2

of shielding; both it and the 95% C.I. SPE are likely dangerous mainly for
astronauts on EVA. The Piers event on the other hand, requires 30 g/cm2 of
shielding to not exceed the 30-day dose limit, but only 16 g/cm2 (the same as for
eyes) to not exceed the annual limit. The relative flatness of these SPE curves
means differences in limits have a large effect. BFO limits seem to condition
requirements for shielding, at least for the case of very harsh SPEs.
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Figure 7.15: Comparison of the dose delivered to the eyes vs skin by SPEs. We see
the very close similarity, which allows us to consider the doses to be the same for all
but the lowest shielding values, simplifying the shielding problem. As the eye limits
are more stringent, we will consider these only.

Luckily, the short-term dose shielding problem can be simplified somewhat by
looking at Figure 7.15. The skin and eye doses shown in Figures 7.12 and
7.13 have been superimposed, revealing the fact that the two sets are nearly
identical, with small differences only at very low shielding. As such, only the
most stringent limits need be considered - the eye doses. In the model being
considered in this study, skin doses need not be considered because they will
never be closer to the limits than eye doses. This is no doubt untrue for an
anisotropic phantom which may have lower exposure to the eye lens than skin,
however the present model, using conversion coefficients for organ doses, has
isotropic exposure.

SPE-driven protection is clearly highly sensitive to the worst case selected. If
the Piers event, a Carrington-like worst case is chosen, then in order to not
exceed short-term BFO limits, a minimum of 30 g/cm2 of shielding is required
for the duration of the event. A smaller amount of shielding (8 g/cm2) is
needed to not exceed the career limit directly, as can be seen in Figure 7.16.
However, as described earlier, the career limit is designed to not exceed a risk of
exposure-induced death which currently has very high associated uncertainties.
Approximately 13 g/cm2 of shielding is needed to be one standard deviation
(of this biological uncertainty) below the career limit, and to be two standard
deviations away, shielding is needed in the 18 g/cm2 range. Note that the
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Figure 7.16: Long-term (stochastic) dose delivered by SPEs.

biological uncertainties associated with SPEs are considered by NASA to be
significantly lesser than for GCRs, and are about a factor of 2.2 here.

The choice of the severity of the “worst-case” event is a decision of policy, and
no doubt the pros and cons will be weighed when considering a “worst event in a
century” (Carrington) event or instead taking a 99% or 95% confidence interval
over the mission duration.

7.4 The interplanetary radiation environment

7.4.1 Long-term limits

The complete interplanetary environment (calculated using GRAS), in Effective
Dose Equivalent, is shown in Figure 7.17. This figure is of great relevance to
mission planning. One may see the GCR background at solar maximum and
minimum, separated by about a factor of 2. Both these curves are quite flat,
especially compared to the SPE curves, which are for 95 and 99% confidence
interval events (9-month mission, from SEPEM [17]) respectively. The latter
two have been added to the GCR solar maximum yearly background, and exhibit
steep attenuations with shielding. Even at very low shielding the SPE dose will
not exceed career limits, and modest amounts - 3-6 g/cm2 here - will yield doses
1 standard deviation away from career limits. To obtain safety at the 95% C.I.
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level, 10 and 17 g/cm2 are necessary for each SPE when added to a one-year
GCR fluence.
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Figure 7.17: The full interplanetary environment, as found in the present work using
GRAS, shown with the ESA LEO limit. The estimated biological uncertainties are de-
picted with a 95% C.I., here applied to the career limit to distinguish from simulation
error [8].

In this figure, several possible cases for an interplanetary mission can thus be
seen . A mission at solar minimum without SPEs will have a yearly dose as
shown, as will a mission at solar maximum. A mission at solar maximum
encountering a 1-in-20-year SPE akin in severity (though not spectrum) to the
oft-cited worst case - the August 1972 SPE - will over one year have a dose given
by the 95% curve. A still-worse case is seen for the 99% C.I. SPE (1-in-100-year
event) and one year of GCRs, corresponding to a conservative worst-case for a
one-year mission.

Comparing these different cases from the point of view of mission timing (and
only of stochastic effects!), one can immediately see that the solar maximum
case with no SPEs dominates all (is the most desirable no matter the available
shielding), then comes the solar minimum case for shielding below 5 g/cm2, or
the 1-in-20-year (95% C.I.) SPE plus background for heavier shielding. Finally,
the worst-case of a 1-in-100-year event dominates the GCRs at solar minimum
for shielding above 12 g/cm2. If 12 g/cm2 of shielding is available during a
major SPE, then it is preferable, as it significantly reduces dose, to launch at
solar maximum, up to 99% confidence. This statement is actually weaker than
it might be, as SPEs are known to occur also at solar minimum. The preference
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for solar maximum is thus even stronger. The extent of the benefit can be seen in
context of the biological uncertainties in Figure 7.17. Although these are much
larger than the factor of two reduction seen from a solar maximum mission, it
is interesting to note that to have any chance of staying below the dose limit
with 95% C.I. “safety factor” for a one-year mission, then solar maximum is a
necessary condition.

We note again the overwhelming effect of the biological uncertainties, which may
push down the effective dose limit for mission planning purposes. The approach
taken in dealing with these will to a large extent condition the number of safe
days in interplanetary space, and so a major priority in future research should
be the reduction in these biological uncertainties [19], [8], [79].

7.4.2 Short-term limits

It is interesting to consider also the complete environment for short-term limits,
and hence be able to decide which are the limiting cases and the best scenarios
to plan for.
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Figure 7.18: The full environment relating to the current yearly dose limits for the
eye.

Figure 7.18 depicts the yearly dose limits for the eye lens. Although many
curves are presented, it is simply a reorganisation of previously shown results.
GCR contributions to short-term doses have been calculated and are shown; not
surprisingly they are significantly below limits. The blue curves all concern solar
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maximum scenarios for 1 year, while the red curves concern solar minimum. As
for Figure 7.17, it can be read off directly that the optimal case is solar maximum
with no major SPEs; if 12 g/cm2 are available than a 1-in-20-year event at
solar maximum is more desirable than a year of GCRs at solar minimum. If
20 g/cm2 are available, the 1-in-100-year SPE is more desirable than 1 year
of solar minimum GCRs. Continuing in this fashion, 60 g/cm2 of shielding
must be available during a Piers event in order to give less dose than the solar
minimum GCRs. For all but the harshest SPE, moderate amounts of shielding
available for a storm shelter make solar maximum far more attractive.
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Figure 7.19: The full environment relating to the consensus yearly dose limits for the
BFO.

Figure 7.19 shows the annual short-term BFO limits. Similar conclusions can
be drawn as for Figure 7.18, with solar maximum being more desirable even
with a 1-in-20-year event, providing a modest storm shelter is available.

Figures 7.20 and 7.21 show the different cases possible for 30 days and com-
parisons to the 30-day limits. Figure 7.20, for eye limits, indicates little risk of
exceeding limits for any but the Piers event plus GCR dose, which requires 25
g/cm2 of shielding. GCR short-term doses do not affect the analysis for 30-day
limits very much. Figure 7.21, for the BFO, likewise has a 32 g/cm2 require-
ment in the case of the Piers event, barely changed from Figure 7.14 with the
addition of GCR short-term doses. It seems that exceeding 30-day limits would
be difficult in any scenario barring SPE during EVA or a Carrington-class SPE
with no storm shelter.
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Figure 7.20: The full environment relating to the current 30-day dose limits for the
eye.
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7.4.3 Shielding materials

The use of different shielding materials has been a topic of interest for many
years in the space radiation community [19], and it is hoped to develop materials
with higher shielding effectiveness for spacecraft structures. Very little time
was devoted to this topic in the present thesis, however the 95% C.I. SPE and
interplanetary GCR at solar minimum were investigated with water shielding.
Although it is emphasized that the current results cannot be directly compared
to the NASA results, it is noted that like in the latter, water is shown to
be a better shielding material than aluminium, and by a not too dissimilar
proportion. It is clear, at any rate, that water or polyethylene (expected to
have the same characteristics) should be chosen for shielding above aluminium.

(a) 95% C.I. SPE - present study (GRAS) (b) Recent NASA data [46]

Figure 7.22: Two different spectra mean the absolute doses cannot be compared, but
NASA data is using slab geometry while the author’s is spherical, so at any rate the
curves should not be superimposed.



Chapter 8

Radiation Mitigation Strategies for

Deep Space Systems

And later that same day, we find our heroes still trying to understand the in-
terplanetary radiation problem. . .

In this chapter, the results of Chapter 7 will be analysed and discussed with a
view to radiation mitigation strategies in mission design. After some general
comments, the dose limits will be discussed and simplified, operations and dose
levels will be put in the context of current ISS missions, and SPE mitigation will
be addressed through storm shelter design optimisation. GCR mitigation meth-
ods will then be explored, the uncertainties in radiation mitigation considered,
and the maximum number of safe days in space will be calculated and compared
for several mission cases.

8.1 General Considerations: System Design

The results obtained in Chapter 7 have direct implications to interplanetary
mission design. It is generally thought [19] that for SPE shielding, a localised
“storm shelter” of 20 g/cm2 is needed, however these levels of shielding occur
naturally in Columbus and likely in other ISS modules, through the spacecraft’s
topology and the mass of equipment as shielding (Figure 6.5). The typical
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shielding values of 5 g/cm2 are not consistent with Columbus, and possibly
with manned-spacecraft design, see Figure 6.5.

In fact, there is a certain tension between estimates of mass available for shield-
ing in this study. The availability of mass, either subsystem mass or dedicated
shielding, affects shielding capabilities and hence time in space. For example,
the most-studied bit of existing technology in this report, the Columbus mod-
ule, provides a shielding distribution centred around 25-30 g/cm2. Many NASA
and other estimates use shielding values of 20 g/cm2 [8], [66], [29] especially for
LEO flight, which is described as being typical of ISS shielding [19]. Colum-
bus may be heavier due to its nature as a laboratory rather than habitat - for
example it has no windows, but only solid banks of ISPRs.

On the other hand, in NASA and other reports, interplanetary missions are
often estimated to have lower shielding, perhaps in the 5 g/cm2 region [18], [87]
reflecting a perceived greater mass cost on such missions. This is also the range
of shielding for the EML-2 mission studied in Chapter 10. But is this value too
low, a product of a system unusually constrained by its launcher? All recent
manned systems had significantly more mass available. Ideally, an overview
of past realized manned systems (like Chapter 5), studies of interplanetary
missions and radiation shielding studies should settle the question of appropriate
shielding ranges to study. It might be pointed out that one might expect the
present report to address it, and it will in some regard.

8.1.1 Problem simplification

The numerous limits - stochastic career limits, short-term limits to eyes, BFO
and skin for 30 days or 1 year - impose a bewildering number of constraints on
mission design. In most mission regimes, only one limit will be important, and
will either impose shielding or limit mission duration.

It was shown in Section 7.3.3 (see Figure 7.15), that the skin limits were in all
cases less stringent than the eye limits. In the model presented here, which gives
no orientation to astronaut phantoms, the skin dose and eye dose will always
be similar. This is a conservative assumption, and if astronaut orientation
were included in a more spacecraft-specific model, lower eye doses might be
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calculated.

A central question for planners is: “in what scenarios are the various limits in
danger of being reached?” The purpose of this section is to answer this question.
Firstly, it is easy to see from the results of Section 7.4.2 that GCRs alone cannot
affect any short-term limits - either annual or 30-day - no matter the shielding
or solar cycle phase. Thus GCRs alone may only affect the career dose, and
short-term limits may be reached only when SPEs occur.

Hence, in the first cases, during missions at either solar minimum or solar
maximum without major SPEs, regardless of duration the constraint is the
stochastic career limit, whatever the level of confidence or safety factor chosen
for biological uncertainty. This is indicated in Table 8.1, under the column
“no SPE”, regardless of mission duration. Taking only the de jure limits (with
no safety factor for biological uncertainty) will simply make the constraint less
strict, allowing longer missions. The long-term limit will remain the constraint.

If an SPE occurs at solar minimum, the figures in Section 7.4.2 indicate that for
the thinnest shielding and the SPE considered (a 1-in-20-year event resembling
the “Halloween event”), BFO limits are in no danger of being exceeded (either
30-day or annual), however at less than 5 g/cm2 both the eye limits may be
exceeded, with the 30-day limit being the limiting factor by requiring 5 g/cm2.
From Figure 7.17, it is plain that the same SPE will exceed the 95% C.I. of
the career limit at higher shielding, probably if the mission lasts a minimum
of around 6 months (the 95% C.I. SPE curve shown is added to the GCRs at
solar min, the combined curve should cross the 95% C.I. of the career limit at 5
g/cm2 after dividing the annual GCR dose by two). Thus, for missions less than
6 months at solar minimum with a large SPE close to the “Halloween event”,
the limiting factor is likely the 30-day eye limit, while a solar minimum mission
of 6 months or longer is limited by the career dose.

Solar maximum missions: different SPEs and limits

During a solar maximum mission, several worst-case SPEs can be realistically
envisaged. A 1-in-20-year event, corresponding to the 95% C.I. SPE, poses no
threat to BFO limits (see figures of Section 7.4.2). However, both the 30-day
and annual eye lens limits might be threatened at 5 g/cm2, as will be the career
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Table 8.1: Summary of the limits restricting design in various cases. Note that the 30-day eye
lens and stochastic limits dominate nearly all cases. Mission durations are approximate.

Case

mission

duration

no SPE

1-in-20-year

SPE

1-in-100-year

SPE

Piers event

Solar min

<6 months

stochastic
30-day eye lens

- -
>6 months stochastica

Solar max

<1 year

stochastic
30-day eye lens 30-day eye, BFO

30-day BFO
>1 year stochastica stochastica

EVA - stochastic 30-day eye lens 30-day eye lens all
a The stochastic limit is taken with the 95% C.I. margin from biological uncertainty. If the de jure

career limit of 1 Sv is used, the stochastic limit will begin to dominate only after much longer
mission durations.

limits (with the uncertainty safety factor) for a one-year mission. Thus for a
mission longer than about 1 year, a 95% C.I. SPE is in danger of exceeding the
career limit, while for less than a year, the 30-day eye limits will be exceeded
first.

A 1-in-100-year SPE, corresponding to the 99% C.I. SPE with double the fluence
of the “Halloween event” will threaten 30-day limits, for both BFO and eye lens,
from 7-8 g/cm2 of shielding (see figures of Section 7.4.2). The career limits (with
uncertainty) begin to dominate missions from just under 1 year.

Finally, though it is highly improbable, it is interesting nonetheless to examine
the case of the Piers event, the worst SPE possible from the SEPEM database,
and hence an estimate for the “worst SPE thought to be possible” based on data
available to ESA. Although in this case the career dose will be exceeded at 18
and 8 g/cm2, with and without the biological “safety factor” (see Figure 7.16),
the limiting factor is clearly the 30-day BFO dose, which requires shielding of
32 g/cm2 (Figure 7.21).

Conclusion: designing with dose limits

In conclusion, a 1-in-20-year SPE poses a threat first to eye lens (and possibly
also to skin) limits to astronauts in a very lightly-shielded spacecraft or during
EVA. A 1-in-100 year SPE does likewise for somewhat better-shielded space-
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craft, while GCRs, if uncombined with SPE dose, limit time in space through
the stochastic career dose.

For missions at solar minimum lasting less than 6 months, an SPE’s threat to
short-term limits will dominate the threat from GCRs to career limits. In other
words, at solar minimum it takes 6 months before GCRs and stochastic limits
become important. For missions less than 6 months, the threat from a “major”
SPE (a 1-in-20-year event like the “Halloween event” as studied here) is the
main threat to dose limits, and not GCRs.

Likewise, for missions at solar maximum less than a year duration, SPEs will
outweigh GCRs as the principal risk to dose limits - indeed, from Figure 7.17,
a year of GCRs at solar max poses no threat to limits, even with safety factors
for biological uncertainty.

This allows the simplification of the design problem with regards to the short-
term limits. For any mission which has the short-term limits as its limiting
factor, sufficient shielding for an appropriate worst-case for this limit constitutes
sufficient shielding to remain below all limits. Thus, for interplanetary missions
less than approximately 6 months at solar minimum or 1 year at solar maximum,
in order to stay within all limits (including being below stochastic limits + 95%
C.I. for biological uncertainty), Figure 7.20 dictates that 5 g/cm2 aluminium
shielding must be available if planning for a 1-in-20-year SPE (with a spectrum
like the “Halloween event”) while a 1-in-100-year event necessitates 8 g/cm2

aluminium shielding. If it is desired that the astronauts stay safely within dose
limits even in the case of a Piers event, Figure 7.21 dictates that 32 g/cm2

of aluminium must be available for a shelter. Table 8.1 thus provides a guide
in deciding which figures from Chapter 7 should be used to estimate needed
shielding on interplanetary missions.

This discussion is greatly simplified, firstly by having taken only “solar max”
and “solar min” GCR doses - in reality the doses vary between the two - from
having looked at only 3 SPE, which have a specific spectrum, and finally from
the isotropic nature of the phantom in this model. This is what really causes
skin dose to be inconsequential - eye lens limits will be exceeded first in all
cases. Despite these drawbacks, the author believes this is still a good guide,
if taken with caveats, and may not be sensitive to these assumptions. Finally,
the eye lens limits are currently under revision, and skin limits are also ambigu-
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ous. Significant changes from the values used here will obviously affect these
conclusions.

Thus for missions below a specified duration dependent on solar cycle, a series
of limited requirements will ensure compliance with limits. These requirements
do not appear to pose problems for design. For missions of longer duration,
conditioned by the career dose, there is no definite correspondence of dura-
tion with associated requirements, but rather a situation where optimisation of
shielding resources is needed to maximize the probable number of permissible
days of exposure, or (perhaps) equivalently, to minimize the probable exposure
for a mission of given length. The maximum number of days in space is not
definite, and depends on SPEs. Considering the current limited dataset of large
SPEs [20], the probability of their occurrence cannot even be stated with much
confidence.

Given this situation, the author feels that the only reasonable course of action
is the provision of protection from “very large” SPEs, thought to have very low
probability of occurrence, regardless of mission scheduling. If this is the case,
and adequate SPE protection is provided, minimizing the GCR dose would
mean planning missions for solar maximum when possible.

8.1.2 Comparison to current operations

It is instructive to place the radiation mitigation problem in the context of
current operations aboard ISS. As such, the ISS dose rates (at 350 km) in EDE
were calculated and compared to the interplanetary results in Figure 8.1. Since
many personnel in human spaceflight have practical experience in dealing with
the current radiation problem, it should be useful to see how much worse the
interplanetary case is, using this study’s calculations. The blue curves represent
the ISS case at solar minimum (the worst case) and 350 km (not the worst
case), broken down into contributions from GCRs and trapped protons. The
red curves are the principal interplanetary cases (from the top): the annual
solar minimum GCR dose, annual solar maximum GCR dose + 1-in-20-year
SPE, and finally annual solar max GCRs without SPE.

The 95% C.I. of the 1 Sv career dose is also shown in Figure 8.1, in a highly
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Figure 8.1: Here the ISS environment (blue curves) is compared to various interplane-
tary cases (red curves), with data already presented in Chapters 6 and 7. It is striking
that the environment currently seen by astronauts on ISS is not so different from so-
lar maximum with no major SPE - at least for low shielding levels. The shielding
distribution of Columbus is centred around 30 g/cm

2 (see Figure 6.5).

simplified attempt to compare doses to the career limit for astronauts. As a
reminder, the approach was to use a “safety factor” of 2.6 on the career dose
to estimate the biological uncertainty in risk assessment. The factor of 2.6 was
taken from NASA work [37], which uses a different model, and is thus mostly
for illustrative purposes, and not quantitative. Typical Columbus “effective
shielding” (including equipment and subsystems) is centred around 30 g/cm2,
while in general the ISS interior is shielded on average by 20 g/cm2 [19].

It is noteworthy that the ISS worst-case annual dose (at 350 km) varies nearly
by a factor of two from no shielding to 20-30 g/cm2, or from a factor of two
below the career limit with safety factor to about a factor of 4 below. As such,
at low shielding the worst-case ISS dose rate is within 15% of the annual solar
maximum dose, if there are no SPEs - within calculation error! However, at
the shielding levels typical of Columbus, there is a factor of two difference.
The case of a 1-in-20-year SPE (95% C.I. event) yields very high doses at low
shielding, but in the Columbus range is only a factor of two above ISS doses.
The dose at solar minimum, on the other hand, remains a factor of 3.5-4 above
the ISS dose, here without the advent of SPEs (which are nonetheless possible).
It should be emphasized here that the ISS results presented are thought to be
highly dependent on altitude - as can be seen in the NASA results of Figure
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6.14. Indeed, NASA computations indicate that raising the altitude from 360
to 400 km at 15 g/cm2 leads to an 80% increase in dose rates. As such, ISS dose
rates at higher altitudes likely exceed interplanetary dose rates under favourable
conditions (near solar maximum) [54]. All dose cases have very similarly-shaped
curves at high shielding levels, reflecting the dominance of GCRs with various
levels of shielding from the IMF or the Earth’s magnetic field.

The major difference between interplanetary and ISS dose requirements is that
in the ISS case, the short-term dose limits are not applicable, or very rarely.
This is due to the lack of SPE threat in LEO. Indeed, not only does the Earth’s
geomagnetic shield provide significant protection, but in the case of a truly
awesome event (a 1-in-100-year SPE or Piers event, for example), it would
be possible to return to Earth. However, it is noteworthy that Mir remained
occupied during the 1-in-20-year events of September and October 1989, seen in
Figure 7.6 compared to the SPEs of this study. Likewise, ISS remained occupied
by Expedition 8 during the “Halloween event” in October 2003, very similar to
the 95% C.I. SPE analysed throughout this study, with a supplemental dose of
at least 260 µGy/day during the two-day event [95] (a total in the 0.05 mSv
range for EDE, using the quality factors computed in Section 7.3).

8.2 SPE Shielding

Optimal SPE shielding is determined by the number and strength of SPEs, an
unknown quantity; SPE prediction is beyond the current state of the art. In fact,
the probability of a large SPE is the subject of much active research [17] [87] [20]
[96] [18] [37] [88] [81], however due to limited time, this study does not delve into
this complex question, important though it is. Rather, several possible “worst-
case” SPEs are investigated - including truly exceptional events such as the
Carrington event [88] [81] - with the idea of exploring the sensitivity of shielding
requirements to the worst-case chosen. In defence of this approach, this author
feels it is likely that the “worst case” SPE choice will be made at a policy rather
than solely technical level, due to the relatively subjective question of how
much risk is acceptable, and what constitutes acceptable risk of a catastrophe.
The tiny likelihood and large impact of a Carrington-class event on a manned
space mission should be taken in the context of the significant impacts it would
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have on Earth, including prolonged power outages, communications and GNSS
blackouts, radiation doses exceeding public limits (1 mSv) on commercial flights
[97], and the associated public panic and likely deaths in vulnerable populations.

The consequences of being exposed to a large SPE with insufficient shielding are
among the direst of any event during a manned mission [98], [19], [99]. Because
it is unacceptable to risk such an occurrence, shielding must be adequate to mit-
igate a “large SPE” irrespective of differences in probability due to solar cycle.
Hence, because of basic safety requirements, SPE shielding must be substantial
in any long-duration interplanetary mission. This considerably simplifies the
problem of shielding optimisation by reducing the need for detailed calculation
of SPE occurrence probability: any event with disastrous consequences for the
system and probability greater than 1% must surely be prepared for.

As SPEs are brief and intense events, it is only necessary to provide a shielded
area within the spacecraft for the duration of the SPE. Such “a storm shelter”
must fulfill the following requirements:
– it must be large enough and have the resources to house astronauts for the

maximal duration of a worst-case SPE;
– it must be shielded enough to protect astronauts during a worst-case SPE;
– it must be easily and quickly accessible;
– it must not impede other contingency scenarios which may happen simulta-

neously; i.e. wounded crewmember, fire, forced evacuation;
– it must allow the use of command, control and communications by the crew.
Indeed, effective protection against SPEs necessarily entails operational mea-
sures for any mission where crew will not always be behind sufficient shielding.
Since all envisaged manned missions include EVA, and most feature storm shel-
ters, provisions must be made to ensure:

1. crew are notified of an SPE sufficiently early to get to shelter before ex-
ceeding dose limits;

2. the shelter and operations are designed to allow rapid and easy crew ar-
rival;

3. that in case of emergency - medical or otherwise - plans are not hindered
by a lack of mobility, or otherwise interfered with.

The first point requires a warning system of some sort. This poses a significant
challenge. While active radiation detectors will be needed to provide radiation
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warning alerts - as a last resort - there also exists early work at SPE prediction,
or at least “nowcasting” - detecting ongoing SPEs [100], [101]. More work is
clearly needed to be able to guarantee sufficient warning.

The second point requires a central shelter, easily accessible from all points of
a spacecraft, and ideally easily accessible from EVA. In fact, as seen in Section
8.1.1, perhaps the worst radiation-related catastrophe is a large SPE without
warning while on EVA. However, the odds of this are extremely small (consider-
ing firstly the small proportion of mission time spent on EVA, and secondly the
small proportion of SPEs with no precursor signs). Operational measures which
might be required are the scheduling of EVA when there is low risk of SPEs,
limits to the allowed distance from shelter, and perhaps blankets or external
shields which might be donned before ingress.

Regarding point 3, it has been remarked that during a very large SPE there
is increased chances of spacecraft malfunction, and so crew mobility may be
more desirable than usual. As such, some sort of minimum portable shielding
should be available in case of emergency, or otherwise a system put in place of
allowable exposure time following modelling and monitoring of an SPE (ex: first
30 minutes in shelter, one 20-minute outing permissible in the first 2 hours, two
20-minute outings in the next two hours. . . ). A third option is having sufficient
medical, command and control equipment within the shelter, combined with
adequate planning, for all contingencies to involve staying within the shelter.

Regarding portable shielding for personal protection, it should be noted that 5
g/cm2 of water, roughly the amount of shielding provided to the BFO by the
body, is equivalent to several tonnes on a Columbus-like module (3456 kg on
Geom01 of Chapter 9, 2 m diameter ⇥ 5.5 m length). It has been noted that
there would likely be resistance among astronauts to the wearing of protective
suits [102], however in case of emergency, or during a truly exceptional event
(Carrington-sized, for example) a simple plastic container, to be filled with on-
board water and worn analogously to a life-jacket, could likely give 20 cm or
more of water protection during a limited time, free of charge! This would
free mission designers to concentrate on 99% C.I. SPEs. It is emphasized also
that any talk of suits or personal protection must not limit the mobility of the
astronauts, either for physical or psychological reasons (e.g. a fear of being
unprotected).
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NASA has done significant recent work on SPE shelter design [91] using a formal
decision-making framework, paying special attention to operational aspects and
parasitic mass minimization. It has concluded that:
– re-use of subsystem and logistics mass for storm shelter is highly desirable,

as such, the configuration of spacecraft should take this into account;
– use of personal protection - wearables - is worth exploring, perhaps in com-

bination with a water wall SPE shelter (seen as the optimal choice);
– careful attention must be paid to the operational aspects of each strategy, as

assembly and deployment time can vary widely.

8.2.1 Storm shelter design: an optimisation process

SPE shielding via a storm shelter has been deemed necessary in Chapter 7 and
Section 8.1.1; in the frame of the general space radiation mitigation question it is
natural to wonder how many resources should be dedicated to the storm shelter
vs radiation shielding for the entire spacecraft. Although due to time constraints
the treatment here must be brief, it may be instructive to attempt a first-order
optimisation of shielding resources allocation between the entire habitat of an
interplanetary mission and its storm shelter. For another approach to radiation
shield optimisation which takes into account crew composition (important for
NASA limits) and different mission segments, see [103].

Among the many cases for interplanetary radiation discussed in Sections 7.4 and
8.1.1, it has been decided to look at the GCR background at solar max and min,
combined with a 1-in-20-year SPE. Keeping dose levels below the short-term
limits does not require a trade-off, but merely a minimum shielding thickness
available during the SPE. Minimizing Effective Dose Equivalent, on the other
hand, requires some shielding optimisation.

Model and fits

The approach taken is to fit the relevant dose-depth curves in order to obtain
numerical representations of Effective Dose Equivalent curves for the 1-in-20-
year SPE and GCR backgrounds. The fits, residuals and functional forms (with
only numerical, not physical significance!) are shown in Figures 8.2 and 8.3; as
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can be seen, with only 4 parameters in the GCR cases and 2 parameters in the
SPE case, representative fits were found. It should be noted that especially in
the SPE case, the functions are not valid outside the fitting range - as such,
only interpolation will be used.

Figure 8.2: The fits and functions used to represent the EDE data are shown. As
these fits are relatively simple and have excellent agreement with the obtained data,
they may be useful for comparison and other purposes, although they do NOT have

physical significance.

It is desired to obtain the Effective Dose Equivalent D(x, xs) in Sv as a function
of both the shielding of the spacecraft x, and the storm shelter xs, both in g/cm2.
We have that the dose will consist of the GCR plus SPE components:

D(x, xs) = GCR(x, xs) + SPE(x, xs) (8.1)

and for simplicity, the SPE will be considered to be blocked only by the shelter
thickness xs (without adding spacecraft thickness x, which may also surround
the storm shelter). Thus the expected SPE dose ESPE(xs) will be given by the
sum of the probabilities of the various SPE cases weighted by the appropriate
dose [104]; in this case we consider only the two cases 1) no SPEs and 2) one
SPE. It can be shown that for a linear function the expected SPE dose becomes
the expectation value P t

SPE of an SPE during the mission of length t, times
the SPE dose at the given shelter thickness S(xs):
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Figure 8.3: The residuals for the GCR solar minimum fit (see Figure 8.2) are presented
as a typical case. Note both the small magnitude and apparently random scatter.

SPE(xs) ) ESPE(xs) = P t
SPES(xs) (8.2)

while the GCR dose will be slightly more complex. Assuming the astronauts
sleep in the SPE shelter, they spend 1/3 of their time being shielded by xs from
GCRs, and the remainder behind shielding of thickness x. Hence for a mission
of length t in years, the GCR dose will be

GCR(x, xs) =
t

3
[G(xs) + 2G(x)] (8.3)

and combining Equations 8.2 and 8.3 into 8.1, we obtain that the expected dose
D(x, xs) is:

D(x, xs) ) D(x, xs) =
t

3
[G(xs) + 2G(x)] + P t

SPES(xs) (8.4)

which for fixed constants t and P t
SPE, is the wanted dose function to optimise,

since in this model the GCR dose is deterministic. There is, however, a con-
straint: shielding resources are limited by a a maximum shielding mass of M0,
so that for a spacecraft habitat of area A and a shelter of area As, we have

xA+ xsAs = M0 (8.5)
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and combined with Equation 8.4, we have a simple two-dimensional system
with constraint to optimise. Furthermore, we know from physical reasoning
that t,D,M0, A,As, P t

SPE > 0 and x, xs � 0. Luckily, this problem can be
parametrised to simplify it. Indeed, introducing the variable z = xs, we have
x = M0/A � zAs/A with 0  z  M0/As, satisfying the constraint. We may
then substitute z into Equation 8.4 to obtain

D(z) = t

3
[G(z) + 2G(M0/A� zAs/A)] + P t

SPES(z) (8.6)

which is a one-dimensional optimisation problem without constraints over the
domain 0  z  M0/As [104]. The functional forms G(z) and S(z) are known
from Figure 8.2 and are valid for z between 3 and 100 g/cm2, all that remains
is to give values to the parameters A,As, t,M0 and P t

SPE. For simplicity it was
decided to explore the parameter space by plotting the function. t and P t

SPE

are mutually dependent, and to solve the system the only other parameters
needed are the ratios As/A and M0/A.

Following an examination of the case study in Chapter 10 and taking into ac-
count shielding available in other planned interplanetary systems [90],[92],[89],[93],
[105] a value of As/A of 0.1 was used, while after the exploration of several val-
ues, M0/A was set at 5 g/cm2. Physically, this corresponds to a shelter having
1/10th the area of the spacecraft hull, and a total of 5 g/cm2 of aluminium is
available over the entire hull, to be allocated partly there and partly to a storm
shelter. Since t and P t

SPE are interdependent, t was set to 1 year and P t
SPE

was varied, as shown in the following section.

Results

Figure 8.4 depicts the shielding trade-off at solar minimum interplanetary con-
ditions for a simplified case. A total of 5 g/cm2 of aluminium shielding is
available for the entire spacecraft hull (assumed to already be 1 g/cm2 of alu-
minium for structural purposes, the 0-5 g/cm2 shielding is thus “extra”), to be
allocated either to the entire habitat or the SPE shelter, which has been taken
to be 1/10th the outside area. It is assumed astronauts sleep in the SPE shel-
ter (1/3rd day), thus improving its attractiveness, and spend the entire duration
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Figure 8.4: A trade-off of the effects of shielding a spacecraft outer hull vs an SPE
shelter in deep space, during solar minimum. It was assumed that astronauts sleep in
the SPE shelter, which has one-tenth the area of the total habitat. The curves shown
are for a given shielding mass, here 5 g/cm

2 on the vessel hull, and different SPE
cases are shown.

of an SPE inside the shelter. The primary unknown variable is the stochastic
number of SPEs. As the mission is taken to be one year (to remain general; it is
easily changed in this simple model), the extreme cases of either no major SPE
(most likely) and a 95% C.I. SPE for a 9-month mission at solar maximum, a
1-in-20-year event, likely corresponding to a 95%-99% C.I. SPE for a one-year
solar minimum mission. The central, green curve is the expected dose for a 5%
probability of such an SPE (studied in Chapter 7). The expected dose is the
correct value to minimize [104], and we see the minimum around 18 g/cm2 SPE
shelter, with only about 3.2 g/cm2 allocated to the outer hull for GCRs. This
shelter optimum value remains similar, within 5-10 g/cm2 or so with a large,
flat minimum, for total shielding (M0/A) varying between 1 and 30 g/cm2.

It can be noted that the expected benefit of an SPE shelter is very small - indeed
the dose reduction from near-zero shelter to 18 g/cm2 is only on the order of
10%. This is due to the low likelihood of a large SPE, and the relatively small
amount of dose it might give compared to a year of solar minimum GCRs. The
effect of the small likelihood is easily seen in the fact that the “5% probability”
and “no SPE” curves of Figure 8.4 practically lie on top of each other.

However, it is instructive to look at the other extreme case, whereby the SPE
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does occur during the mission (blue curve). As can be seen, the effect of alloca-
tion of shielding to the shelter in this case is substantial: lack of shelter will yield
doses in excess of 700 mSv even with the same shielding mass, but allocated to
the spacecraft hull. On the other hand, the optimised storm shelter of 18 g/cm2

will allow a dose of only 430 mSv total for the year. It can be noted that the
optimal storm shelter size in the certainty of an SPE is 30 g/cm2 (minimum of
the blue curve), however the marginal benefit in dose reduction, relative to the
18g/cm2 shelter, is nearly negligible.

An important feature to be noted is the relative flatness of the expected dose
curves, except for excessively light or heavy storm shelters. This is a product
of the fact that GCRs dominate the expected dose (due to low SPE proba-
bility) and are relatively insensitive to shielding. An interesting corollary is
that significant shielding can be allocated to the SPE shelter - even in excess
of the minimum expected dose - without causing significant penalties in ex-
pected dose. In other words, deviation from optimum is not problematic, thus
making it feasible to plan for very bad SPE cases, desirable if mission planners
are risk-averse. As such, higher probabilities and worse SPE spectra might be
considered than is thought most likely, adding a significant “safety margin” to
the SPE shelter. This is reasonable considering the state of statistical uncer-
tainty in the population of large SPEs [20] as well as the desirability of avoiding
tissue reactions (staying below short-term limits) even in the worst cases. It
is shown here that excessive conservatism in protecting against SPEs will not
significantly increase the expected dose, a result which considerably simplifies
decision-making for shielding priorities.

Solar max, seen in Figure 8.5, features an optimal shielding around 17 g/cm2

(though 20 g/cm2 when the SPE probability is boosted to 7%, in order to
account for the larger time interval - one year rather than 9 months), nearly the
same as solar minimum. Of note is that the doses are lower by half, and that
the worst case - occurence of a large SPE - has a proportionally larger impact
on the total dose. A shelter in the 18-20 g/cm2 is optimal, with deviations
from minimum expected dose towards a heavier SPE shelter acceptable if risk-
averse. We note that the potential impact of an SPE is more important than in
Figure 8.4, indicating once again that although expected dose is insensitive to
the shielding strategy, an (unlikely) extreme event would have a huge impact
on dose without an SPE shelter.
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Figure 8.5: A trade-off of the effects of shielding a complete vessel hull vs an SPE
shelter in deep space, during solar maximum. The curves shown are analogous to
Figure 8.4, with a total of 5 g/cm

2 shielding mass on the vessel hull to allocate, and
different SPE cases are shown.

It can be noted that this approach to optimisation is definitely highly approxi-
mate, as in reality larger, less probable events should also be taken into account.
Indeed, the SPE considered corresponds to a 95% C.I.; the effect on expected
dose of larger, less probable events should be examined. There is also the prob-
lem of incorrect time intervals for this analysis (9 months rather than 1 year).
However approximate this optimisation model is, the author feels it nonetheless
gives a useful overview of the shielding allocation problem. Not least among
its contributions is that a storm shelter is needed both at solar minimum and
solar maximum to minimize expected dose - as would be required by ALARA
- and thus manned spacecraft should be designed with shelters in the 17-20
g/cm2 of aluminium range, at a minimum. Indeed, a heavier shelter is perhaps
appropriate for concerns about tissue reactions, and certainly in the case of a
risk-averse decision-maker.

8.3 GCR Shielding

GCR shielding design has the advantage of dealing with a relatively constant
phenomenon, unlike stochastic SPEs. Unfortunately, doses reduce far more
slowly than in the SPE case due to the high energy of GCRs, as seen in Fig-
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ure 7.17, and verified by simple stopping power considerations [10], as seen in
Figure 2.1. These remarkably flat dose-depth curves make dose reduction be-
yond a small amount at low shielding all but impossible. At solar minimum an
approximately 28% dose reduction occurs from 0 to 20 g/cm2, while at solar
maximum a 22% reduction occurs over the same range (Figure 8.1). It should
be emphasized that reductions on this scale - particularly for solar maximum,
with only a 50 mSv dose reduction - are probably within error of the combined
environment models, particle transport statistics and flux-to-EDE coefficients
[29].

Unfortunately, this resistance to shielding does not seem to improve much with
better materials, though this aspect was not investigated in the present study.
Indeed, NASA reports dose reduction of no more than 20% at solar min, 25%
at solar max with water/polyethylene rather than aluminium [37]. Use of these
materials lead to statistically significant reduction in risk, despite the large
biological uncertainties [79]. Though this is interesting, the fact that the entire
spacecraft mass is important to GCR shielding means that the quality of a small
amount of the effective shielding thickness - dedicated radiation shielding - is
less critical.

As seen in Section 8.1.2, at low shielding the GCR background varies between
about the same as worst-case ISS and a little over double; at typical Colum-
bus and ISS shielding, it is 2-4 times higher. This puts a firm time limit on
missions, since Section 8.1.1 established that GCRs alone affect only the career
dose. Combined with the large associated biological uncertainties of high-energy
particles - particularly heavy ions - which necessitate safety factors on the order
of 2-3 on the career dose [37], this means that for longer missions, alternate
mitigation strategies are needed.

Other than direct material shielding, possible ways of mitigating GCRs in in-
terplanetary space include [19]:

1. diminishing exposure through reduction of time spent in space

2. diminishing exposure by scheduling missions when fluxes are lower

3. active shielding (treated in Chapter 9)

4. increasing dose limits or equivalently, decreasing biological uncertainty

5. diminishing effects through nutrition and drugs
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Of these methods, (1) requires better propulsion or different mission profiles, for
(3) one relatively promising active technology is investigated - and dismissed -
in Chapter 9, (4) is the main approach used by NASA, and (5) is briefly treated
in Chapter 9 also. As such, method (2) will be examined here.

Even if planning for launch at a specific phase in the solar cycle is impossible, for
example due to programmatic factors or celestial mechanics, it is nonetheless
interesting to look at the GCR dependence on solar cycle, if only to better
estimate future doses. Indeed, GCR doses are typically calculated for either a
solar minimum worst case or a solar maximum case (see Figure 8.1, or [37]),
when in actual fact doses will continuously vary between these extremes.

8.3.1 Solar cycle and GCR mitigation

As explained in Section 2.3, GCR fluxes are modulated by the solar cycle.
For illustrative purposes, some simple approximations were made in the present
section in order to characterise this time dependence. The Effective Dose Equiv-
alent was calculated at five dates during solar cycle 22 behind 5 g/cm2 of alu-
minium shielding, and plotted against the International Sunspot Number [106].
In the ISO GCR model the modulation parameter indeed varies with the sunspot
number, but also incorporates a time delay - linked to the propagation of the
Sun’s influence to the edge of the heliosphere - which depends on the cycle po-
larity and phase, as well as the magnetic rigidity of GCR particles [44]. This
delay factor is ignored here, and a simple linear relationship is found as a first
approximation. This relationship can then be used to obtain an estimate of
GCR EDE levels using only sunspot number, a value which has been recorded
since the 18th century and is predicted by the space weather community. It must
be noted that the time delay in particular introduces systematic error into this
methodology: the diminishing part of solar cycle 22, from 1990 to 1996, was
used to find this relationship, and so increasing phases of the solar cycle in
particular will be less accurate. However, as this is intended for illustrative
purposes as a first approximation, it is felt that the results are worth studying.

Smoothed monthly sunspot numbers were taken from the freely available on-
line database of the SIDC [106], rather than monthly or yearly international
sunspot number. Yearly data seemed too coarse for this application, perhaps
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exacerbating problems due to the lack of delay factor, while the monthly data
introduces fluctuations which are not used in GCR model predictions (where
yearly SSN are used), likely because there is little effect on GCR at such short
timescales. Results of the fit are shown in Figure 8.6.

Figure 8.6: Fit of the GCR dose behind 5 g/cm

2 of Al. The error bars are estimates
of the uncertainty in the MC codes + processing to EDE, not uncertainties in the
biology or environment. The larger error bars for intermediate SSN are due to the
dose having been estimated with fewer ions and then scaled.

As can be seen, the linear function appears to describe the data fairly well
within error. The error bars are estimates of the uncertainty inherent to the
transport codes and EDE calculation, and do not include uncertainties in the
environment or biology, but these are thought to be less relevant here. One
can see that if the error bars are too conservative, there is a definite skew in
the residuals. The error bars are larger for intermediate sunspot numbers due
to a reduced number of ions (H, He, C, O, Fe, Mg, Si) having been directly
calculated - the rest were scaled using these indicators.

Applying the function from Figure 8.6 to historical sunspot numbers [106] yields
Figure 8.7. One can see a reasonable estimate of the GCR dose variation during
the space age - basically of a factor of 2, sometimes more and sometimes less
depending on solar cycle. The error on the dose estimate, of ±18%, is the error
in the fitted formula parameters obtained in the regression; in other words, it
estimates the amount of variation in dose which cannot be explained by SSN,
as seen in Figure 8.6. It is noteworthy that with this relatively large error, the
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Figure 8.7: An estimate of historical GCR dose, using the fit shown in Figure 8.6. To
be compared with Figure 4 of [107], which has at least the same order of magnitude
and factor of two variation, though there are important differences otherwise.

differences in doses from solar maxima and minima is typically a minimum of
50%, though perhaps more than a factor of two.

The current solar maximum is the weakest since Cycle 14 in 1906 [12] (in 100
years, compare Figure 2.2 with Figure 10.13), so the GCR mitigation in 2011 is
also the weakest in 100 years, as can be seen in the last part of Figure 8.7. This
is consistent with the abnormally long preceding solar minimum of 2009-2010
and is unusual [107]; it should not lead one to think GCR blocking through
the solar cycle is ineffective. On the other hand, there is some speculation that
following the “Modern Maximum”, a long-term increase in sunspot number since
about 1900 [108], we could be entering a long-term period of generally low solar
activity [108]. In fact, solar activity exhibits many cycles of different timescales
and on balance, it has been stated that during the years 2020-2040 it would be
prudent to prepare for high solar activity. However “the current deep Schwabe
[the 11-year ‘normal’ cycle] minimum teaches us to also prepare for historically
high levels of GCR flux” and “Therefore, Schwabe minima are also of concern
for long duration space flight beyond LEO.” [108]

The author would emphasize that the mechanisms behind the Sun’s longer
cycles are poorly understood and the subject of active research. What is known
is that there is reduction of GCR fluxes on the order of 50% quite reliably with
the well-characterized 11-year cycle, and the present solar max is unusually
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weak. For an excellent NASA review of prospective doses in 2020-2040, the
reader is referred to [108].

Likely GCR doses up to 2040 behind 5 g/cm2 of aluminium are presented in
Figure 8.8. Figure 8.8 uses prediction dates for solar maxima and minima with
the simple formula B-1 from [7], which is in agreement with NASA predictions
[108]. We note once again that the 2013 solar maximum has unusually high
GCR dose - past solar maxima have seen far lower GCR fluxes, see Figure 8.7.
We note that within error of the crude model presented here, solar minimum
missions cannot be reliably planned to last a year, with this shielding, while
remaining outside biological uncertainty of the dose limit. Year-long missions
at solar maximum, on the other hand, are currently feasible.
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Figure 8.8: The historical data from Figure 8.7 extended with sunspot number predic-
tions. Note that the dose at the 2013 solar maximum is unusually high, see discussion
and Figure 8.7.

Planners for future missions might use Figure 8.8 - or better still an improved
version which incorporates time delay in a physical (rather than linear) model
- by noting the preferred times for longer duration interplanetary manned mis-
sions. GCR doses will likely increase until 2020-2021, and will then decrease for
a predicted solar maximum around mid-2024. As such, the years 2023-2027 will
have about a factor of 2 less GCR doses than 2021, or 2031. Another favourable
period to long-term missions will probably begin around 2035.

It is also important to realise that neither of the GCR backgrounds seen in
Figure 7.17, for solar max or minimum, will be seen by an actual mission,
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even if the figure were improved with perfect knowledge of GCRs and particle
transport through shielding. Rather, the solar minimum curve represents a
worst case - June 1996 - with the solar max from the same cycle, representing
a fairly typical maximum. These cases should thus be seen as the bounds for
the likely GCR environment, with the real one somewhere between the two, as
is illustrated on Figure 8.8.

When deciding the relative merit of mission scheduling relative to other GCR
mitigation strategies, it is useful in particular to compare it to shielding. The
dose across solar cycles at 5 g/cm2 compared to a full solar minimum dose-depth
curve is shown in Figure 8.9. It is clear in this figure how shielding compares
to scheduling: even a spacecraft covered with 20 g/cm2 of aluminium shielding
at solar minimum - quite hefty if covering the entire vehicle - still has doses
typically 50% above a solar maximum mission with far thinner shielding (5
g/cm2). So a solar minimum mission faces a ⇥4 mass penalty (in Chapter 10
systems, for example, it is on the order of 15 ! 60 tonnes) to have a GCR dose
50% or more above a solar max mission, or otherwise a dose around twice as
high with no mass penalty.
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Figure 8.9: Biological dose in interplanetary space throughout the space age, as pre-
dicted by the simplistic model above. This nonetheless gives an idea of the relative
merits of GCR shielding and mission scheduling as mitigation methods. The error is
estimated from the fit, and does not constitute a full methodological uncertainty.

It is interesting to note that this analytical approach (establishing EDE vs solar
cycle) has also been followed independently by NASA, with the creation of look-
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up tables of biological dose for various points in the solar cycle [107]. NASA
also understands that a correct GCR biological dose calculation is a relatively
long exercise (an older HZETRN version took a half-day per ion [107]). This
variation with solar cycle is the single most important factor affecting expected
dose calculation, and so is studied by NASA in detail.

In Section 7.4, it was noted that nearly all of the solar maximum mission cases -
even with the occurrence of an unlikely, large SPE - were preferable to the solar
minimum GCR background from a dose minimization point of view. However
this does not consider operational aspects and costs of ensuring that astronauts
are in shelter during an event. Thus, one can say: if astronauts have timely
access to an adequate SPE shelter, dose will be reduced during a solar maximum
mission for nearly any justifiable worst case. Furthermore, the expected dose
at solar maximum is far lower still than at solar minimum due to the low
probability of a large SPE (see Section 8.2).

8.4 Uncertainties in risk assessment

If the present work has one failing, it is probably that the dominant uncertainties
associated with it, namely in the biological response, are not calculated but
crudely guessed by comparing to NASA, which has been active on the topic
[8] [37]. During the course of this study NASA point estimates for GCR dose
have changed (from [8] to [37]), but the associated uncertainties have also been
revised downwards, from approximately 3.6 fold to approximately 2.4 to 2.6
fold. SPE-related uncertainties have been revised downwards to approximately
2.2 fold. The use of these uncertainties as de facto safety factors without any
calculation or true justification is only partly legitimized by a similar point dose
result (Figure 7.4), and generally similar dose limits. It should be noted that
the dose calculation model used by NASA is different from ESA’s (which uses
the ICRP model), and so any NASA uncertainty estimate will necessarily not
correspond to an ESA/ICRP estimate. The author, not having had the time to
do in-depth uncertainty calculations, felt the best currently available estimates
were given by NASA. The fact that these uncertainties are very large will help
mask the basic incorrectness of the use of NASA-derived results here.

As such, it is essential to remember, when interpreting any result from the
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present study, that comparisons to dose limits for interplanetary missions are:

1. incorrect due to many short-term dose limits being under review and not
finalised;

2. incorrect due to all the dose limits being explicitly applicable only to LEO;

3. perhaps unconservative due to insufficient consideration of biological un-
certainties; this has been only partly rectified here through the highly
approximate use of NASA-estimated safety factors.

Thus all estimates, especially when considering time in space as limited by GCR
dose, should be seen as very approximate.

Another important point to be made is that since the biological uncertain-
ties condition the allowable dose by a wide margin, a reduction in uncertainty
through better understanding will likely translate directly into increased time
in space by the same factor. Thus, a reduction by half of biological uncertain-
ties associated with stochastic effects of GCR exposure will probably double
the allowable time in space - except in the unlikely case the excessive margins
were justified, as it turns out GCRs are far more dangerous than previously
thought. This should be kept in mind when considering the following section -
the de facto limit is conditioned not by the stochastic risk, but by our lack of
knowledge of this risk, forcing the lowering of limits with large safety margins.

8.5 Safe days in interplanetary space

The synthesis of the present study is to present the conditions and maximum
duration of a manned mission in interplanetary space. In order to do this, it is
assumed that the shielding allocation is reasonably close to being optimised as
seen in Section 8.2.1; hence an adequate SPE shelter has been provided for.

As discussed above, due to the low probability of a very large SPE in the mission
durations considered, the “expected dose” taking into account SPE probability
very closely resembles the “no SPE” case once an SPE shelter is provided. As
such, the number of safe days is calculated also in the event of different SPEs,
rather than through an SPE occurrence probability.

Table 8.2 presents the number of safe days in interplanetary space using the
results from this study. To calculate these values, annual GCR curves (Figure
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Table 8.2: Number of safe days in interplanetary space for various cases using different
shielding levels. Unit is days unless specified. Note the sleeping quarters are not assumed
to be the SPE shelter. This operational measure would further reduce dose.

scheduling

shield

thickness

a
(g/cm

2
)

no SPE

1-in-20-year

SPE

1-in-100-year

SPE

Solar min

5+20

355 316 -

20+40

442 419 -

Solar max

5+20

679 605 531

20+40

813 771 726
a format is general shielding thickness + SPE shelter thickness

7.17 were compared to the career limit with biological “safety factor” at the
shielding value shown in the second column - either 5 or 20 g/cm2 of aluminium.
The second number of this column gives the SPE shelter thickness; for cases
where an SPE is considered, the SPE curves’ dose (Figure 7.16) were read
off at this thickness, and subtracted from the limit (with safety factor) before
calculating the GCR-limited mission duration. It might be noted that ALARA
specifically states that Permissible Exposure Limits must never be used as an
operational limit, and so some care is necessary in designing missions with these
durations.

At solar minimum, the “modest shielding” (5+20) allows just under a year
in space, unless there is a large SPE. In this case, just over 10 months in
interplanetary are allowed before exceeding the safety factor of the dose limit.
The “heavy shielding” (20+40) allows 14.5 months in interplanetary space for an
approximately ⇥3 shielding mass penalty, unless a large SPE occurs, in which
case 3 weeks of allowable time are lost.

The solar maximum cases allow longer durations. The “modest shielding” allows
just over 22 months if no SPEs occur, while the duration is limited to 20 months
if a 1-in-20-year event occurs, and to over 17 months in the case of a 1-in-
100-year SPE. If “heavy shielding” is used, over 26 months can be spent in
interplanetary space if no major SPE occurs. A 1-in-20-year event would remove
6 weeks of allowable time, while a 1-in-100-year SPE reduces the maximum safe
days by 3 months, to 23 months total.
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In reality, GCR doses will yield durations between the “solar min” and “solar
max” values of Table 8.2, as discussed in Section 8.3.1. Also, if better materials
than aluminium are used for shielding - for example polyethylene or water -
significant gains can be expected. For “modest shielding” thicknesses of this
type, one might expect improvement in the 20% range on safe days in space.

Figure 8.10: NASA-calculated safe days for a solar minimum mission, shown here
with dependency on age and sex as well as career length in the more complex NASA
REID calculation method. This table is taken directly from [37].

Considering the significant simplifications made to derive Table 8.2 (see Section
8.4), it is essential to compare to other estimates of safe days in interplanetary
space. Figure 8.10 shows the NASA estimate from several years for solar min-
imum behind 20 g/cm2 of aluminium [37], corresponding to 442 days in Table
8.2. The first thing to note about the NASA estimates is that they depend on
age and sex, and, for the 2012 calculation, on smoking history. For simplicity
we will consider never-smokers here, which constitute 90% of the U.S. astronaut
corps (and an unknown proportion of ESA astronauts). The males are allowed
from 271 to 351 days in space depending on age, while the females range from
187 to 277 safe days. A further 10% penalty is shown in brackets in the case of
the 2009 very deep solar minimum - however this minimum is not yet reflected
in most current GCR models [64], particularly not in this study, and is thus
unsuitable for comparison. Thus at solar minimum, males are allowed 21-39%
less time in interplanetary space according to NASA, while females have 37-58%
less safe days in interplanetary, astronaut age causing the variation. According
to Figure 7.4, higher NASA GCR dose rates at 20 g/cm2 of Al account for a
31% decrease in time in space (306 days total at 385 mSv: career dose limit
with safety factor), with different effective dose limits (in fact, calculating REID
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rather than dose limits) being responsible for the rest of the variation.

Solar maximum safe days in deep space as calculated by NASA are shown in
Figure 8.11. The values in brackets represent the case with no SPE, to be
compared to 813 days in Table 8.2. The NASA values range from 458 to 615
safe days for males and from 325 to 472 days for females, meaning there is a
24-44% difference for males and 42-60% less safe days for females. Higher GCR
dose rates presented by NASA (shown in Figure 7.4) account for a 33% decrease
in safe days (541 days total), with the rest of the variation being due to different
effective dose limits (actually a different risk calculation model). Other values
are difficult to compare as the SPE spectrum used by NASA (resembling the
August 1972 event) is not the same - and neither is the shielding (see Figure
7.6).

Figure 8.11: NASA-calculated safe days for a solar maximum mission, shown here
with dependency on age and sex as well as career length in the more complex NASA
REID calculation method. This table is taken directly from [37].

To sum up, the safe days in deep space estimated in the present study are
broadly consistent with NASA calculations which use an entirely different model
- from the environment spectrum, to the transport code, calculation method for
Effective Dose Equivalent, and finally approach to computing risk. This is quite
an encouraging result considering the complexity of both the NASA model and
- to a lesser extent - the present study’s approach. Differences in safe days are
in the 21-58% range at solar minimum and 24-60% range at solar maximum,
with model differences up to biological dose output accounting for 31 and 33%
of the difference, respectively. The remainder is due to a different approach -
calculation of REID depending on age and sex rather than a career dose limit.
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Examination of the “effective” dose limits used by NASA - limits relatively
consistent with their REID calculation approach - in Figure 3.4, does not yield
any obvious inconsistenties with the observed discrepancy. Although obviously
nothing can be concluded without a more detailed assessment, it would appear
that differences with NASA-calculated safe days in deep space can be safely put
down to a combination of different dose values and a different risk assessment
method, which depends on age and sex.

8.6 Recommendations for Interplanetary

Manned Mission Design

This chapter is an overview of strategies and effectiveness of radiation mitigation
in deep space, using the results of Chapter 7. Perhaps the most important
chapter of this study, it consists of an attempt to simplify and relate the problem
to current operations, examinations of optimal mitigation techniques for SPEs
and GCRs, a discussion of uncertainty, and calculation of safe days in deep
space compared to NASA. In light of these results, several recommendations
can be made for designers of interplanetary manned missions.

The interplanetary radiation environment varies from annual doses similar to
worst-case ISS, for solar maximum and thin shielding, up to a factor of three
or so higher, for solar minimum and thicker shielding. Furthermore, SPEs are
not considered a very large operational threat in LEO operations, as evidenced
by a lack of evacuation during several 1-in-20-year events. Many dose limits for
LEO operations exist - though they are being reviewed and are formally not
applicable to deep space. Respecting these limits and the ALARA principle
requires several measures for deep space manned missions. Though the limits
are numerous and complex, they can be simplified and tend to dominate one
mission regime only. Broadly, SPEs affecting the 30-day eye lens limit is impor-
tant for “shorter” missions, while GCRs counting towards the career limit are
important for “longer” ones.

It is argued in Section 8.2.1 that an optimisation of shielding to reduce total
mission dose should focus on SPE shielding, or risk a misallocation of resources.
In fact, it is necessary for any mission to include an SPE shelter, with a mini-
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mum thickness of 18 g/cm2 of aluminium to be close to optimal dose reduction.
Beyond low shielding levels, the limited benefits from shielding of GCRs neces-
sitate very high mass costs, and the most effective ways to reduce GCR doses
are reduction of exposure time and planning for solar maximum. The risk of
significant doses from SPEs, on the other hand, is always present, and highly
sensitive to shielding. Although mass resources in interplanetary missions are
very scarce, use of equipment subsystem mass to create a localised “storm shel-
ter” of very high shielding would appear to be the most advantageous way to
reduce risk. From the experience of Columbus, it is entirely possible that the
mass used to create 20-30 g/cm2 shielding everywhere could be re-arranged as-
tutely to produce 40-50 g/cm2 for a localised shelter, even with significantly
less mass available. It it thus conceivable that adequate, optimised radiation
shielding could be achieved with very little mass penalty, but rather through
configuration efforts and topological considerations.

On the operational side, it is essential to be able to warn astronauts on EVA
of imminent SPEs. It may possibly be sufficient to warn only after a sharp
dose-rate increase, or once the SPE has already hit. If rapid ingress procedures
are in place, this may perhaps allow astronauts to remain below short-term dose
limits. This aspect needs more study both from the operational side and the
SPE modelling and dose profile side, both of which were not looked at in the
present study. Regardless, it is undoubtedly extremely useful to both provide
warnings of elevated SPE risk and alerts of potentially dangerous SPEs before
they arrive at the spacecraft. Interplanetary missions “far” from Earth - not
on the connected Sun-Earth IMF line - will face particular challenges in this
regard.

Also on the operational side, it is recommended that the SPE shelter double
as the sleeping quarters. This will significantly reduce GCR dose. In SPE
shelter design, special attention must be paid to allow command and control,
and indeed all activities necessary for the spacecraft, in the event of a prolonged
crew stay during a long event. Both to aid in storm shelter design - possibly by
thickening it as necessary - and to allow movement throughout the spacecraft in
the case of an SPE, it is recommended to carefully consider the use of inflatable
water suits, which could easily give comparable protection as a shelter using
on-board water.
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It is recommended to consider solar cycle timing in mission launches as the
only available method to dramatically decrease GCR dose, and hence increase
safe days in deep space. Once an adequate SPE shelter is present (on the
order of 20 g/cm2), supplemental shielding resources can be used on general
shielding for GCR mitigation. There are benefits to GCR shielding up to about
20 g/cm2, with especially the first 5 g/cm2 being quite useful. However, even a
complete absence of GCR shielding is far less important than scheduling to solar
cycle. An optimal design will feature launch at solar maximum, as the GCR
background is diminished. If astronauts have timely access to an adequate SPE
shelter, dose will be reduced during a solar maximum mission for nearly any
justifiable worst case, and the “expected dose” will be reduced by a factor of two.
Though SPE shielding may be more easily achievable than previously thought,
the cyclical decrease is perhaps the optimal GCR mitigation method, despite
significant uncertainties in the prediction of the solar cycle [6]. In order to
increase allowable time in deep space, it is advantageous, if feasible, to consider
a mission architecture with extensions (or abort capability) that might depend,
among other things, on SPE occurrence. This is mostly applicable in the case
of a thin SPE shelter or crude warning system.

In order to reduce mass, it is recommended that radiation shielding optimisation
be included as a factor early in the configuration design process. It should
be emphasized that quantity of material is a dominant factor in determining
radiation shielding effectiveness, and that regardless of dedicated shielding mass,
the spacecraft and subsystem masses will be larger. These should be used to
help in the shielding process. It is even quite conceivable that little or no
dedicated shielding is necessary if astute configuration design is possible. As a
corollary, it is interesting to use materials in the spacecraft hull and subsystem
which have desirable shielding effects. However, an optimal layout with most
available mass being used as shielding is more important than increased material
blocking effectiveness in a thin shield.

Interestingly, NASA also recommends that topological considerations play an
important role in SPE design, limiting the additional mass required to about
1000 kg for a three-man shelter [79]. They also recommend shielding blankets
of hydrogenous materials for EVA, “portable shielding” and using crew quarters
as storm shelters.
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It is perhaps opportune at this point to reconsider the ALARA principle [30].
As explained in Section 3.2, ALARA requires some sort of optimisation of dose
effects mitigation, or that one does as much as possible to reduce astronaut
dose. Thus Permissible Exposure Limits must never be used as an operational
limit. As such, it is required when designing radiation mitigation strategies to
minimise dose even when already well below limits. Thus, this author would ar-
gue that it is required particularly to work to optimise shielding mass allocation
(SPE shelter vs GCR shielding), to create an effective SPE warning system,
and to make an effort to schedule missions when GCR background is reduced.
These are likely the most important measures possible today.

As for mission durations, limited by GCR dose, it is probably feasible to plan
a 2-year mission at solar maximum or 13 months at solar minimum, if “heavy”
shielding is available. If “modest” shielding is available (see Table 8.2), a 17-
month mission at solar maximum or 10-month mission at solar minimum should
be feasible. This is predicated on a thorough verification of biological uncer-
tainties, on the use of LEO limits for deep space, and on the presence of an
SPE warning system causing a suitably low probability of important SPE dose
outside shelter (particularly on EVA). It is a first estimate, with numerous
assumptions, and must be verified.



Chapter 9

Alternative Methods in Space

Radiation Mitigation

9.1 Active Shielding

A recent study [4] was undertaken through ESA funding in the frame of active
shielding. The context of this study was the AMS collaboration on ISS, in
which a team of experts designed and constructed a superconducting magnet
for use on board the space station. The study’s goal was to explore the use
of this technology for interplanetary manned mission radiation mitigation, in
particular of GCRs. Although some promising designs were output, the study’s
results are mixed at best: the shielding subsystem is estimated at approximately
50 tonnes, making it very expensive indeed, and quite significant technological
challenges remain. The following few sections will investigate the desirability of
an active confined magnetic shielding system, and will particularly concentrate
on the shielding results from [4].

In fact, this study [4] incorporated a survey of several previous magnetic active
shielding studies issued from the AMS collaboration and others [109] [110] [111]
[112]. The best results, in dose reduction per mass, were using the Double Helix
coils from the present study, and these were the results compared to passive
shielding below. As such, desirability of active confined magnetic shielding
should be reasonably addressed through and examination of the results of [4].
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These results include the preliminary mass estimate of a 2-2.5 T system (4-
5 Tm) designed to protect the barrel of a habitat module on an exploration
mission, and several simulations with simplified geometry. These simulations
include magnetic systems of various power (up to 16 Tm) and varying levels of
mass in the associated (simplified) physical model.

However, as seems to be the case for most active shielding presentations, the
very obvious, clear and standard method of showing dose reduction, through
dose-depth curves, has been omitted. Although it is granted that dose-depth
curves are thought of as passive shielding tools, as a new technology it is incum-
bent on active shielding proponents to demonstrate shielding capability in a way
which permits a clear comparison on the terms of the current technology. Not
only this, but it is recognized even by their proponents that active shielding will
be combined with passive, making the standard depiction of dose from an en-
vironment, namely dose-depth curves, the correct presentation method. Given
only a day this author could produce the wanted dose-depth curves allowing
a correct comparison. Indeed, the omission of this material can be explained
most easily by this author in two ways: either active shielding proponents do
not understand the radiation shielding field, or they willfully do not produce a
clear comparison.

Another unfortunate shortcoming of the study is the use of the quantity “dose
equivalent”, which means that the passive shielding by the human body itself
has been greatly simplified. This is most easily seen by comparing any passive
shielding results of the study (Geom01, free space dose, Geom13sc from chapter
5 of [4]) with dose-depth curves from NASA (see [37] [79] or Figures 7.17 and 7.22
of Chapter 7 of the present work). Since this shielding is downplayed, the most
easily-shielded portions of the spectrum - very low energies - which are neglected
throughout in “effective dose equivalent” calculations, will be counted as having
been blocked by the active system, increasing its reported effectiveness. Thus of
all the quantities that could be calculated, “dose equivalent” in free space most
exaggerates the shielding effect of any system, and is difficult to relate to dose
limits, or standard calculations.

In sum, the report on active shielding [4] does not read so much like the case for
magnetic active shielding being argued, but rather more like a “way forward”, a
feasibility study without much emphasis on desirability vs other technologies.
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No comparisons with the ubiquitous, well-established external passive shielding
data are presented (e.g. NASA reports), dose quantities and targets are not
standard (perhaps understandable considering the reigning confusion in the
field) and there are instances of very useful information for trade-offs which was
not provided. Unfortunately, as desirability is this author’s primary concern,
there are some difficulties in using the presented data for adequate comparisons.

It is this author’s intent to compare the active shielding dose results from [4]
to results obtained from passive shielding. In order to provide a meaningful
comparison to passive shielding, passive results should be presented indicating
either 1) the mass required for a similar shielding level as the active results,
or 2) the shielding levels obtained with a similar mass as the active system.
Passive results will be compared both to 4-5 Tm active shielding systems (cor-
responding, in the words of the authors, to state-of-the-art systems possible
on the ground today) - Geom13 and Geom14-2T - as well as magnet systems
4 times stronger than the state-of-the-art ground technology, namely Geom14-
8T. It should be emphasized that even the 2 T (4 Tm in this study) magnets
would require very significant R&D to be flown in space, as they depend on at
least 10 critical technologies (see Section 7.1 and Figure 7.2 of [4]), in four of
which “breakthroughs are expected/needed”, on one which has a TRL of 1, and
on four of which have TRLs of 3. Indeed, the 11-year R&D path to fly 2 T
systems is the subject of Chapter 7 of [4]. Also, several other problems would
need to be addressed, notably the safety of quenching in space (far beyond
current quench protection systems, which merely limit damage to the magnet),
which can be caused by external stimuli (e.g. ESD or micrometeorite impact)
or stochastically within the magnet. The heavier magnets, of course (4T and
8T), are several times beyond the state-of-the-art on the ground today, and
represent capabilities which may be available in an indeterminate number of
years, plausibly far more than 11.

Several of the technologies outlined for development concern the use of cryo-
genics, required for the superconducting magnets envisaged. The problem boils
down to keeping a magnet at cryogenic temperatures during long-duration space
missions, and so involves cryocooling and zero boil-off (ZBO) space technologies.
These technologies are the subject of very active research by NASA and others
for exploration purposes. Cryocoolers operating at low temperature, Large cryo-
genic cases, and Superinsulation, (thermal) Radiation Shielding, Heat Removal
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are categories of critical technologies for magnet shielding [4], and are essen-
tially the requirements for ZBO space technology. However, ZBO technology
alone would allow liquid hydrogen to be used practically for passive shielding,
eliminating the need for the development of the other 7 critical technologies on
the Chapter 7 roadmap. As such, liquid hydrogen will be considered as feasi-
ble passive shielding technology, more easily achievable than low-temperature
superconducting magnets in space.

Unfortunately, due to the problematic choice of units and phantom in [4], a
straightforward, unambiguous comparison to the present study’s (or NASA’s)
passive results is very difficult. As such, this author’s approach is to use the
passive results presented in [4] itself in order to make a comparison. Luckily,
a few interesting passive results are present in Chapter 5: Geom01, which fea-
tures only 1.5 cm of Al, Geom13sc which features the magnet system turned
off and filled with liquid hydrogen, and finally some specific passive results can
be gleaned by looking at differences between Geom13 and Geom14-2T, as well
as in the Geom13 series. Indeed, Geom13 and Geom14-2T have identical active
shielding, and differ only in the mass and materials of the physical model, result-
ing in significantly more mass on Geom13. Likewise, Geom13h demonstrates
the effect of adding additional hydrogen to a 4 Tm system, while Geom13sb
removes the passive effect of the physical magnet. Rather unfortunately, no
result is presented with Geom13 with its magnet turned off - the marginal value
of the active shielding system is perhaps more interesting than the marginal
value of the (necessary) passive shielding contribution.

It is noteworthy, in Table 5.6 on page 70 of [4], that the Geom14-8T (16 Tm)
“barrel” results are equalled (3% difference) by the Geom13sc result, which con-
sists of only passive shielding, primarily liquid hydrogen. Indeed, in the frame
of the error in this study, a 10% difference in results is considered “negligible”
(page 68), which is indeed consistent with most radiation calculations of this na-
ture. However, the masses in the table indicate the passive system (Geom13sc)
would be significantly heavier than Geom14-8T, which is the most advanced,
ambitious and futuristic active magnetic shielding system discussed in [4]. In
order to see if a lower mass for the same dose result is feasible, a rapid re-
design of the Geom13sc geometry is presented below, to attempt to reduce the
Geom13sc “barrel mass” of Table 5.6, Chapter 5 of [4].
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9.1.1 Redesign of Geom13sc

In the given geometry, the solenoids are filled with liquid hydrogen and the
magnet turned off, though still present. The result is 15 930 kg of H2 and 12
015 kg of Al in the barrel coils (meaning without the endcaps). It is stated that
the result is 11 g/cm2 of H2 shielding. This author feels this is optimistic, as it
assumes a minimum shielding equivalent of 1.57 m of H2 (for a density of ⇢ =

70 kg/m3). Looking at the geometry of Geom13sc in Figure 5.4 [4], it is easy to
see that although many rays will “see” in excess of this shielding, a significant
percentage will “see” less - indeed the cylinders are 2 m diameter. This is
significantly lower shielding than if 1.57 m of liquid hydrogen were spread evenly
around the habitat, because the (negative) effect of holes is more important
than the (positive) effect of thicker regions, leading to a net detrimental effect
(since all material dose-depth curves have decreasing, concave upward slopes,
like Figure 7b of [79] and those from the present work). To provide 1.57 m of
liquid H2 shielding, a mass is needed, for this cylindrical geometry, of

((2.1 + 1.57)2 � 2.12)⇥ ⇡ ⇥ 5.5⇥ 70 = 10 957 kg

of liquid H2, plus an extension (here 79 cm) on the end to ensure sufficient
protection there, for a total of 12 531 kg of LH2. In order to house this H2,
a properly insulated Al tank is needed which surrounds the habitat. The tank
should be cylindrical, somewhat longer than the habitat in order to house the
79 cm “extra” H2, and compatible with the housing of the habitat cylinder in its
center. The habitat, plus space for connections and insulation, has a radius of
2.1 m, adding 1.57 m we obtain 3.67 m. It should be 5.5 m + 1 m longer = 6.5
m, for the extra LH2 on the end, plus tank ullage. The tank thus is somewhat
thinner and shorter than Geom13sc, for likely significantly better protection
due to the uniformity of its shield.

To size the tank thickness, we must calculate the design pressure [113]. To
the 1 atmosphere internal pressure chosen for simplicity (not optimality) we
add the hydrostatic pressure from the liquid hydrogen depth. This pressure is
4.55 ⇢gh, with the approximate values for launch load taken from the Ariane 5
User’s Manual, 4.55 g maximum. The design pressure is 0.147 MPa after the
addition of a 20% overpressure safety factor. From a simple, direct ASME code
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calculation, using the Al2219 tensile strength of 350 MPa (lower than the 450
MPa at cryogenic temperatures), we obtain a thickness of 0.154 cm, including
a safety factor of 3 built-in to the ASME code [113] [114]. An identical method
obtains 0.46 cm for the Shuttle external tank’s LH2 vessel, close to its estimated
(by the author) mean thickness of 0.5 cm. Dynamic load and structural mode
calculations being outside of the scope of this computation, we will more than
double the thickness, to 0.4 cm, in order to account for required reinforcement.
For reference, the Columbus module, of similar pressure but larger and heavier,
has 0.5 cm Al walls. The mass of the aluminium shell cylinder is thus 1 703 kg.

The proposed design features a completely separate pressurized volume for the
habitat because of safety and thermal considerations, and so the LH2 tank also
has an interior cylinder with a radius of 2.1 m (leaving space between the habitat
and surrounding tank) and length of 5.5 m. The interior cylinder, closed by a 2:1
semi-ellipsoidal head, contains vacuum and the habitat, and so must withstand
an external pressure. This is significantly more demanding, requiring a cylinder
thickness of 1.8 cm with two stiffening rings after an iterative procedure [113]
[114]; such a configuration has a safety factor of 2 (28 MPa) in addition to the
ASME safety factor (usually 3) relative to the maximum buckling stress during
launch. The cylinder weighs 3 710 kg, with the stiffening rings weighing in at
290 kg apiece, for a total of 4 290 kg. It would likely be necessary, in the present
configuration, for some structural support beams inside the hydrogen reservoir,
joining the inner and outer tank walls. These should not be over 1 000 kg at
the most.

The two heads (endcaps) have not been assessed exactly - they are 2:1 ellipsoidal
heads on both the inner and outer container shells. Their masses and the
additional hydrogen in the end should not be counted in the “barrel mass” for
comparison purposes with Table 5.6 of [4]. However, the “endcap mass” for
Geom13 is seen in Figure 5.4 to be 227⇥5+⇡⇥0.52⇥2⇥2.7 = 1135+4241 =5
376 kg (and hence far more for an 8 T coil). This is quite heavy and the pressure
vessel head plus extra hydrogen should be far lighter.

The total “barrel mass” obtained is thus 12 531+1 703+4 290+1 000=19 524
kg, very similar to the 19 296 kg given in Table 5.6 for Geom14-8T. As is stated
in the caption of this table, the barrel mass “represent only the mass used to de-
scribe the material traversed by the particles in the physics simulation and does
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not represent the weight for the magnetic shield in the various configurations.”
Indeed, the masses for the Geom14’s are far too low compared to the detailed
estimates in Chapters 4 and 6, likely due to increased modelling attention on
the materials and other details rather than total mass. The more complete pre-
liminary estimates of Chapters 4 and 6 are consistent with the Geom13 mass of
12 tonnes of aluminium for a 2 T system (seen in Figure 5.4). So although the
Geom14-8T mass in the table is grossly optimistic (indeed, is not intended to
represent the entire magnet mass), it represents a lower bound for the Geom14-
8T mass. As it is the only quantitative estimate available, this rough estimate
is compared to the mass and capability of a passive system. It can be noted
that the mass of filling ports, portholes, a possible manhole, and welding have
not been taken into account in our redesign; indeed given the coarseness of
the modelling in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 (an Al cylinder represents the rest of the
spacecraft), and especially the gross underestimate of the Geom14 masses, it is
thought that this level of detail brings no additional information. On the other
hand, gains from better materials usage should be significant, for example with
aluminium-lithium alloys or even composites, which might decrease the mass
by 25%.

In conclusion, a model of similar coarseness as the Chapter 5 models [4] yields a
conservatively-estimated barrel mass equivalent to the Geom14-8T barrel mass
(see Table 5.6). The dose from such a model is likely to be significantly less than
the Geom13sc dose due to the absence of shielding “holes”, and the Geom14-8T
mass listed is known to significantly underestimate the magnet mass. This un-
derestimate is highly likely to be in the 7-28 tonne range, obtained by looking at
the difference between Geom14-2T (4.8t) and Geom13 (12t), different physical
models of the same 2 T system. The Geom13 mass being in line with the full
estimate presented in Chapters 4 and 6 [4], the lower Geom14-2T mass can be
used to quantify the underestimate of the Geom14 series’ mass. And so, a liquid
hydrogen passive shielding system yields similar masses and doses as the best
active system, the Geom14-8T, although the active system masses are signifi-
cantly underestimated, while the liquid hydrogen dose is likely overestimated.
In other words, the passive shielding solution easily dominates.
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9.1.2 Redesign of complete active system

It is useful to perform the same procedure on the more complete system mass
estimate presented in Chapter 6 of [4]. Indeed, a comparison to a more care-
ful, though still preliminary, active system estimate in the frame of an actual
exploration mission would enable more meaningful discussion.

The habitat geometry to be protected is a cylinder of 5.6 m diameter and
10 m long, with large service modules and propulsion modules located on the
ends, which, according to [4], can act as passive shields. Thus the only part
requiring significant radiation protection is the habitat cylinder itself, and only
the barrel, or lateral portion. The required H2 thickness, in order to provide
the documented shielding of 11 g/cm2 is 1.57 m, as above. Thus the cylindrical
hydrogen tank must have an inner radius of 2.9 m (with 10 cm spacing between
habitat and inner tank wall) able to withstand external pressure, and an external
radius of 4.47 m, as can be seen in Figure 9.1. The length will be 10 m plus an
additional 0.5 m on each end to prevent a “hole” for GCRs between the lateral
H2 shield and the end protection, consisting of the service module. There is
thus a volume of ⇡(4.472 � 2.92)⇥ 11 = 400m3, or 28 390 kg of LH2.

We again size the outer tank wall by calculating the design pressure as the
pressure difference (1 atmosphere) plus the maximum hydrostatic pressure seen
during launch (again assuming 4.55 g maximum load, as per the Ariane 5 User’s
Manual. Though admittedly this is a coarse assumption, it turns out the static
launch load is not so important for tank wall sizing.), with an added 20%
overpressure safety factor, to obtain 0.163 MPa [113]. A very thin wall of 0.2
cm of aluminium can withstand this pressure within ASME code safety factors,
however to account for dynamic launch loading/structural modes and minimum
aluminium welding thicknesses we bump up the thickness to 0.4 cm, as in the
case above, for a mass of 3 510 kg of Al2219.

The inner tank cylinder is designed with the ASME code to withstand the design
pressure as an external pressure and not be at risk of buckling, especially during
launch. After several iterations, a (probably suboptimal) design of 1.75 cm of
aluminium thickness was found, with 10 stiffening rings at 400 kg each, for a
mass of 9.962+4= 13.962 tonnes.
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Figure 9.1: Lateral, top and perspective views of a simple liquid hydrogen-containing
substitute to the active shield shown in chapter 6. To be compared with Figures
6.3 and 6.4 of [4], surrounding the habitat and being surrounded by the thermal
insulation and sunshield components. Please note the drawing is not to scale, despite
appearances, and is for conceptualization only. The habitat (innermost cylinder) has
a length of 10 m.

To join the cylinders, the ends have been designed as 80� convex cones, which
must withstand the design pressure. The angle was found to minimize mass
(for a different but very similar design) by the author’s calculation. The ASME
code specifies a thickness of 0.77 cm, which, for 36.9 m2 per cone, yields 807
kg of Al2219 per cone [113] [114]. These must also be filled with LH2 in order
to avoid creating a hole between the service module shielding and the barrel
shield; this requires an additional 851 kg of LH2. Furthermore, the cone design
requires the extension of the inner cylinder beyond 11 m, the 27.7 cm extension
costs an additional 351 kg at most (an allowance for reinforcement is included).
The total mass for both end cones is thus 4 006 kg of combined Al2219 and
LH2. Finally, a 25 cm extension of the main cylinder tank is planned to allow
for ullage, this will weigh an additional 376 kg, and does not affect thickness
requirements for the tank.

The total weight of the tank is thus 30 092 kg of LH2 and 20 164 kg of Al2219,
with all (generous) ASME code safety factors included, and an allocation for
reinforcement needed for dynamic launch loads of thin walls. As per code use,
to allow for welding and filling ports, a possible manhole etc., a 10% factor is
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added to the tank mass, to obtain 22 180 kg of Al2219. It should be emphasized
that in many respects this is a sub-optimal (conservative for mass) design - the
material would likely be quite improved (better alloy or composites for around
25% mass reduction), detailed design would be by FEA and not ASME code,
greatly diminishing safety factors, and an experienced cryogenic/pressure vessel
designer would likely significantly improve on the configuration.

Finally, we add a 20% mass margin to the entire system mass to account
for structural connections to the habitat and thermal protection system, the
launcher adapter (which should be straightforward with the end cone) and mass
of ancilliaries (22180 + 30092)⇥ 1.2 = 62726 kg.

This hefty mass is nonetheless lighter than a very generous estimate of an 8
T system, which has comparable shielding capacity, but far greater system
complexity and cost. Using the detailed mass estimate from chapters 4 and 6
of a 2 T system [4], we find a minimum mass (not a detailed estimate, which
is beyond this author’s competences) for an 8 T system. From the partial
physical modelling in Chapter 5, namely the barrel masses of Geom14-2T and
Geom14-8T in Table 5.6, the likely difference between 2 T and 8 T systems is
a minimum of 14 tonnes, and a maximum of a factor of 4, while the minimum
possible difference is of 7 281 kg, the difference between Geom13 (with a mass of
12 015 kg, consistent with the full modelling of Chapters 4 and 6) and Geom14-
8T (only partly modelled), at 19 296 kg. This difference between a 2 T and
8 T system is for 9 solenoids around a 5.5 m habitat, and is thus scaled to 12
solenoids and 10 m, obtaining 17 792 kg, or 21 350 kg with the 20% mass margin
added in the Chapter 6 estimate. A similar scaling for the far more plausible
minimum mass difference of 14 463 kg between Geom14-2T and Geom14-8T
yields a 42 411 kg addition.

These masses are to be added to the Chapter 6 detailed first estimate of 36
975 kg for a 2 T system, to obtain a likely minimum mass of 79 386 kg, or the
minimum mass which could possibly be interpreted from this study at 58 325
tons. The likely minimum mass for an 8 T system is 16.7 tonnes heavier than
the LH2 system with equivalent (at least, and likely better) shielding levels.
Even the excessively generous - and probably erroneous - estimate of an 8 T
system mass is within 7% of the mass of the equivalent passive system, certainly
within error of each other for such coarse and preliminary estimates. In actual
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fact, given the excessive conservatism of the passive system estimate (code vs
analysis, sub-optimal configuration and materials, large margins), it is quite
likely to be significantly lighter than the 58 tonnes active estimate.

The rest of the subsystems should require little modification from the Chapter
6 presentation of [4]. Indeed, thermal leakage should be even less than for an
active system - no electrical connections required into the cryogenic tank, thus
enabling complete insulation. The total volume of the shield is far smaller and
more compact, simplifying the sunshield and thermal insulation further.

In conclusion, after a long and expensive development of a superconducting
magnet far beyond the current state-of-the-art, and the creation of the necessary
technologies for space, the resulting protection is less than a lighter, far simpler
system using passive shielding, based on the study’s own calculations.

9.1.3 Overview of active shielding results; desirability of

4 Tm system

Having established the lack of desirability of an 8 T futuristic magnetic active
shielding system, it is natural to wonder whether other, perhaps less powerful
active systems might be desirable. The purpose of this section is to present the
global view of the active results of [4], and attempt to generalize comments on
active magnetic shielding desirability.

Figure 9.2 depicts the “barrel doses” vs “barrel masses” for the various shielding
configurations studied in Chapter 5 of [4]. It is roughly in the shape of a dose-
depth curve, with dose decreasing with increasing system mass, as well as being
concave-upwards. The mass is given in metric tonnes however, because unlike
dose-depth curves this figure concerns a specific geometry from Chapter 5: a
cylindrical habitat of 5.5 m length and 4 m diameter, with the ends of the
cylinders omitted - both their mass and contribution to dose from traversing
particles. Such a figure, like dose-depth curves, illustrates the mass cost and
benefits of shielding, and here illustrates both active and passive methods, all
results being from the study [4]. The more desirable a design, the closer it
is to the bottom left of the figure, with low dose and shielding mass. It is
important to note, however, that not all datapoints represent feasible designs,
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but rather simulation results useful for interpretation. Comparing the shape
to typical dose-depth curves for the same environment spectra, like Figure 7.17
from Section 7.4, we can visually see why no comparisons were made with results
from this or other studies - the choice of units and phantom has made the curves
completely different.

Figure 9.2: A summary of the shielding information contained in [4], for evaluating
desirability. The doses are for the barrel region of the specified geometry, while the
masses do not in all cases represent achievable systems, see accompanying discussion.
The grey region indicates the area where the water/polyethylene dose-depth curve
must pass.

The points of Figure 9.2 connected to arrowheads (being pointed at) are BFO
doses. Most of these values were read directly from Table 5.6; however the mass
of the aluminium habitat (1.5 cm thick, so 2 800 kg) was added to the “barrel
mass”, as was 3 456 kg of water, to be explained below. For those geometries
of interest which were studied but for which only the total dose (rather than
barrel dose) was available (Geom01, Geom13, Geom13sb), the barrel doses were
inferred from an interpolation of the relation seen between barrel and total
dose for the other geometries. As this relationship is quite constant, there
is high confidence in the values; in case of doubt, values generous to active
shielding were always chosen. The free space “barrel dose” was determined from
geometrical reasoning.

The points of Figure 9.2 connected to arrow tails (being pointed from) are the
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skin doses, and to obtain the “barrel dose”, were derived from the total dose
using the relationship between barrel and total dose alluded to above (barrel
dose = total dose ⇥ 0.7-0.8, with the numerical constant inversely proportional
to the dose). No more than 3-4% error is associated to this procedure because
of the regularity of the simple relation.

The barrel masses, it is stated, do not represent the total mass of the active
systems studied, but rather the material present during the simulations. In
fact, it is easily seen when comparing geometries Geom13 and Geom14 to the
more thorough mass estimates given in Chapters 4 and 6 that the barrel masses
generally understate the system mass, sometimes by a huge proportion (7-28
tonnes for Geom14-8T - see discussion in Section 9.1.1 - without counting the
endcap masses). As such, a comparison with active shielding using the barrel
masses from Table 5.6 is highly conservative, in the sense that it is very generous
to active shielding by understating active system mass cost.

In Figure 9.2, the points associated to active systems are in red (with the
generous barrel mass used), while the passive system points (with far more
realistic barrel masses) obtained in the current study are in blue. The results
from Section 9.1.1 comparing to the 8 T active system can be seen as the
two overlapping points at 25 metric tonnes. The datapoint at 34 tonnes is
Geom13h or Geom13sc, both having the same mass and a dose within error of
being identical. The abundance of points in Figure 9.2 comes from the inclusion
of both BFO and skin doses. Indeed, due to the simple (cylindrical) nature of
the human phantom used in this study [4], BFO dose can be regarded as the
skin dose with an additional 5 g/cm2 of water added as a final, inner shielding
layer, which is supposed to represent body self-shielding - and is probably not
a bad first approximation. In Figure 9.2, this 5 g/cm2 of shielding has been
instead incorporated to the spacecraft geometry as an inner layer, leading to an
additional 2⇡ ⇥ 200⇥ 550⇥ 5/1000 = 3 456 kg of barrel mass.

The purpose of this figure is to give an overall view of the magnetic active
shielding results from [4], permitting a comparison to passive shielding using
the study’s own calculations, and a configuration, units, and mass estimates
favourable to active shielding. While it is felt that the previous sections have
dealt with the 8 T system, it is interesting to evaluate the desirability of a
near-term, less heavy, 2 T (4-5 Tm) system. This system result is represented
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by the point at 18 tonnes, with just under 30 cSv dose. The other red points
on the line represent other masses for a 2 T system, namely Geom13sb (with
the magnet mass completely omitted) and Geom14-2T at 11 tonnes, where the
model has an underestimated mass but finer model detail. The Geom13 mass,
at 18 tonnes with habitat and water layer (12 tonnes without), is the barrel
mass consistent with detailed mass estimates in Chapters 4 and 6, once their
system size is scaled down.

From Figure 9.2, there is no passive shielding point which can be directly com-
pared to the 2 T system, at 18 tonnes. In order to evaluate the 2 T system
vs passive shielding, some graphical analysis is required. Fortunately, quite
a lot of information is present in this figure. Firstly, both the red and blue
lines represent a series of geometries where aluminium has been added to the
simulation without changing the magnetic field. In the case of the blue lines,
the mass was even added uniformly - and thus efficiently, thus the blue lines
approximate the aluminium dose-depth curves quite well. Similarly, the grey
arrows attached to the blue points approximate the water dose-depth curves
quite well (with an aluminium outer layer, perhaps). The red line forms an up-
per bound on the slope of the aluminium dose-depth curve (i.e. the aluminium
curve must decrease faster than it). It represents aluminium shielding being
added non-uniformly - thus inefficiently - to a simulated active shielding geom-
etry - hence the far steeper slope of the blue curves. While the reader might
be concerned that passive shielding within a magnetic field may no longer fall
along the dose-depth curve, it is easily seen that it will nonetheless form a con-
servative estimate of this curve. Indeed, passive shielding is more effective the
lower the shielding level, and so with additional shielding - here the 4 Tm active
shield - it will be less effective, or have a flatter slope. Thus it would have a
more steeply-diminishing slope without the 4 Tm field. Furthermore the grey
arrows, representing the addition of 5 g/cm2 of passive water shielding, have
similar slopes for the 4 Tm active shield and the low passive shielding levels,
meaning there is no observed change in passive shielding effectiveness between
passive and 4 Tm active shielding. Thus, the red curve from Figure 9.2 can con-
fidently be taken as an upper limit on the slope of the aluminium dose-depth
curve, and is in fact likely far flatter than the dose-depth curve.

In order to compare passive shielding to the 2 Tm system at 18 tonnes, the
starting point is the 6-tonne passive system on Figure 9.2, consisting of the
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BFO dose behind a 1.5 cm Al habitat [4]. What would be the effect of adding a
further 5 g/cm2 of water? While it has not been explicitly calculated in [4], the
effect can be bounded by the information on the graph. Since dose-depth curves
are invariably concave upwards (decrease effectiveness with shielding), the slope
cannot possibly be steeper than that given by the grey arrow terminating at
the 6 tonne passive system. On the other hand, adding the same 5 g/cm2 of
water to the 22-tonne, heavily-shielded passive system - which has 11 g/cm2 of
liquid hydrogen plus approximately 10 g/cm2 of aluminium - will surely result
in less dose reduction than to the lightweight 6-tonne system. Thus, we can
conservatively transplant the 22-26 tonne passive arrow to form the “weakest”
effect possible for our water addition. This has been visually shown by the ad-
dition of a grey shaded zone, showing maximum and minimum slopes from our
point of interest. Following our 5 g/cm2 addition, we can continue the “worst
case” dose-depth curve line by noting that the red line is a conservative estimate
to the aluminium dose-depth curve (non-uniform aluminium shielding), and so
water, a more effective shield, must have a steeper slope at the same shielding/-
dose level. This continuation of the shaded area is shown. It is thus easily seen
that even the worst possible case of passive water shielding leads to significant
mass reduction as compared to the 4 Tm active system, or conversely, for an
18-tonne system, significant dose reduction is feasible with the passive water
system. The most likely path of the water dose-depth curve lies somewhere in
the middle of the shaded area.

It should now be noted that no mass penalty was attributed to water for tanks
etc., because polyethylene is known to have a similar, though slightly more
effective dose-depth curve (Figure 7b of [79], and many others). Thus, it can be
freely substituted for water throughout any shielding discussion, with slightly
improved protection and of course no liquid tanks. To match the 4-5 Tm system
in dose reduction, a maximum of 7 tonnes of polyethylene (11 cm) would be
needed to add to the 1.5 cm Al habitat, for significant mass savings of at least 5
tonnes (without counting the thermal protection systems and cryogenics). Such
a small thickness could even be envisaged as a special suit, akin to a life jacket,
protecting the more vulnerable internal organs of an astronaut, or at least for
a sleeping area.

We may additionally note, by extending the shaded region further, that it ap-
pears likely that polyethylene/water can beat the 8 T system in terms of mass
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performance, although the available data does not allow us to conclude any-
thing. If it did, it would be consistent with the fact that passive shielding
researchers consider polyethylene, and not liquid hydrogen, to be the most prac-
tical shielding material currently available. Thus mass savings from polyethy-
lene over liquid hydrogen, even for very heavily-shielded systems, would not be
surprising.

The dose (vertical) gap between the blue and red dots at 6 tonnes shows the pre-
cise effect of adding a 4-5 Tm magnetic field to the habitat without adding any
additional magnet material, which would also have a passive shielding effect.
Note the difference is only 4 cSv in barrel dose - 4.8 cSv in total dose - corre-
sponding to only three times the absolute difference considered “negligible” in
the report [4]. It is thus arguable that this 12% difference in total dose may fall
in the same category of the 7% difference considered “negligible”, which would
mean there is no discernible further effect from a 4-5 Tm magnetic shield when
added to thin shielding. Adding credence to this thesis, there is no significant
difference in dose reported when the magnetic field strength is double, from 2
T to 4 T (not shown on Figure 9.2) [4].

In conclusion, currently achievable active magnetic systems (existing on ground,
but requiring 11 years of development for space-readiness) are easily outclassed,
in shielding performance per weight, by polyethylene and water when shield-
ing against GCRs. Far-future systems, with fields several times beyond the
current state-of-the-art on ground, are matched by lighter passive liquid hydro-
gen shielding, and quite possibly by very simple polyethylene/water shielding.
A full determination for polyethylene was not possible given the limited data
provided [4], and due to the choice of units and phantoms which make com-
parisons to external data, and dose limits, highly problematic. It can be noted
additionally that aside from effectiveness/mass (for all investigated dose lev-
els), the passive systems are also clearly superior in terms of less R&D effort
and cost, less development and manufacturing cost, and less system complexity
leading to maintenance issues etc., as well as not being as vulnerable to other
safety concerns. These include the risk of quenching (either randomly or, for
example, because of micrometeorite or debris impact), which at the very best
would permanently deactivate the system, and worst destroy the spacecraft.
Other concerns include health risks due to astronauts’ prolonged exposure to a
high-strength magnetic field, and the additional constraints on spacecraft and
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equipment design in order to be compatible with large magnetic fields.

All the above holds for GCRs. Passive shielding against SPEs is so easy, and the
mass cost of a passive storm shelter is so small - especially when configuration
of existing systems is used to provide it - that it is difficult to envisage active
shielding technology being able to compete. However, certain NASA advocates
have raised the point that the “storm shelter” approach would limit astronaut
mobility within the spacecraft during a potentially dangerous event [115]. This
author feels that this issue can be addressed easily by protective gear, akin to a
lifejacket, which could be worn in the event that work outside the storm shelter
was needed during an SPE. Such a suit could easily provide up to 20 g/cm2

of water or polyethylene shielding to the more vulnerable parts of the body,
with minimal mobility consequences. In order to reduce launch mass, a simple
water-inflatable jacket could be used which makes use of the spacecraft’s water
supply.

So, according to the assessed active shielding report [4], which also assessed
several previous magnetic shielding studies as inferior to its own, there is suffi-
cient grounds to recommend that no further magnetic shielding be developed.
Furthermore, this comparison was done entirely on magnetic shielding’s terms,
using its design and configuration, and its study’s results. The result is still
pro-passive technology. There is even significant leeway for superconducting
technology improvement beyond expectations (MgB2 conductor cables, for ex-
ample) without active magnetic shielding coming close to passive results. It is
noteworthy that this author’s assessment is in agreement with a 2005 NASA
report [116], which states:
– Very high magnetic fields are required and stored energies are equivalent to

that from nuclear weapon detonations.
– Large structural mass is required to support coils, exceeding the weight of

direct mass shielding.
– Explosion and large electromagnetic pulse will occur if coil is breached, or

superconducting magnet quenches (goes normal).
– Not recommended for study.
Indeed, quenching alone seems like a potential show-stopper for space applica-
tions. Quenching occurs when the magnet goes above its critical superconduct-
ing temperature, either due to internal eddy currents (a stochastic process) or
external stimuli (micrometeorite/debris strike, ESD. . . ). At CERN this regu-
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larly happens when the particle beam touches the magnet. It is a dramatic,
often dangerous event on the ground. The cryogenic liquid is evaporated in-
stantly with a loud bang (the resultant gas urgently needs to be vented), large
mechanical forces result, and sometimes arcing, kilovolt inductage spikes and
damage to the magnet itself. There are systems for avoiding this process, but
even at CERN it regularly occurs, on the ground [117]. The effect in a space
structure, surrounding a habitat, is difficult to countenance.

The author wishes to emphasize that despite flaws pointed out in [4], notably
in some poor choices of simulation cases, lack of material dose-depth curves and
especially the unit and phantom choices, that much of the study produces very
interesting results. No conclusions are drawn from simulation results, however,
a serious omission considering the discussion produced above, feasible without
additional results. The author is very confident that differences in dose values
between [4] and the current study or NASA are due to phantom and unit choices
only, and that the Monte Carlo simulation results presented in Chapter 5 of
[4] are reliable. Having not only performed numerous rigorous Monte Carlo
simulations, the authors of [4] also mobilized world-class expertise to estimate
magnetic system masses with innovative designs, in addition to bringing rigour
to a number of previous estimates: [109] [110] [111] [112]. Indeed, it is only due
to the excellent simulation and modelling work that this author feels confident
in being able to conclude that magnetic active shielding is dominated by passive
shielding technology, for both the near- and long-term.

9.2 Biological Measures

Although due to time constraints only a very limited survey of literature on
biological methods in radiation mitigation was undertaken, some key points are
worth pointing out. Some of the discussion and unsupported statements below
stem from a study and internal discussion which occurred in parallel at ESTEC.

First, it is noted that the main pathway for radiation damage to DNA (and
hence carcinogenesis and other problems) is known; this is the creation of free
radicals from water molecules (i.e. reactive hydroxide or other), which may
then cause damage to DNA or other proteins. This pathway is known to dom-
inate from simple physical considerations - a high-energy particle incident on
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any part of the body has an overwhelming likelihood of interacting with water
molecules more than any others. It has been known for some time that this
pathway can be interrupted by the presence of antioxidants in the blood stream
[118], which may then react with free radicals before any further damage oc-
curs. These antioxidants are in common use on Earth, including the well-known
Ethyol (WR-2721), a radioprotective agent, which is administered after radia-
tion therapy. Though the significant side-effects of this drug preclude its use in
space, nutritional changes may also increase antioxidants in lower doses without
the toxicity. A study finding a reduction in central nervous system damage due
to heavy ions in strawberry-eating rats has stated that “fruits and vegetables
may become as important on space-going vessels as limes were on the sea-going
vessels of old” [119].

Though very interesting, such radioprotective substances may be more effective
for acute rather than long-term risk. Indeed, antioxidants reliably reduce the
risk of cell death [120], potentially quite useful in the case of SPE exposure [99]
[98], however the effect on long-term health is less clear [118]. It may be that
radioprotectors keep damaged cells alive which might otherwise die; limited cell
death is not a health risk, but larger numbers of damaged cells increase the
risk of carcinogenesis. Therefore caution should be used in applying findings on
acute health risks from radiation to long-term, low doses - more work is needed
in this area. On a positive note however, a diet rich in fruits and vegetables
significantly reduced the risk of cancer in the atomic bomb survivors [118].

A programme of study in reduction of carcinogenesis risk from radiation has
some practical advantages. The same pathway of free radical generation and
DNA damage is responsible for cell aging. In fact, the symptoms of signifi-
cant long-term radiation doses are the same ones associated with aging, and
long-term exposure to radiation may be thought of as accelerated aging. Thus,
there exists a very high potential for synergy with work in the health industry,
one of the greatest attractors of R&D. Interplanetary manned missions, with
important medical oversight and many controlled factors, might potentially con-
tribute to medical research on aging pathways. Finally, education and outreach
from exploration programmes might also be enhanced: astronauts could be a
new model of healthy eating and good nutrition, which could conceivably affect
humanity more than many exploration goals.



Chapter 10

System Engineering for Deep Space

Missions: an EML-2 case study

The purpose of this study is to simulate astronaut doses in interplanetary space
and to apply lessons learned towards the systems engineering of this dangerous
type of mission. As such, and because ESA, and indeed the world’s space
agencies [1] are currently interested in cis-Lunar space [60], a case study was
chosen as the Earth-Moon Lagrange Point 2, known as EML-2. This stable
point in space on the other side of the Moon has the advantage of not being
sunk in any gravity well, and so is easily reachable and makes a good transit
point. It is currently thought that in the 2017-2025 timeframe there could be
significant manned activity in this area.

The mission statement was not taken directly from the ESA building blocks
[60] but rather modified as follows.

Generally insufficient time was available in fully treating this part of the study;
as such, it concentrates on volume, mass and shielding aspects for a conceptual
design of an interplanetary habitat module. A detailed mass budget is developed
with all subsystems, which might be compared to [105], [94], [93]. Significant
material was also sourced from CDF studies [92], [89], [90], and also other work
in academia on Space Station design [121], [122], and of course material from
Chapter 5 and on ISS [57].

For many subsystems, mass was estimated by comparing to the related designs
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in [105], [94] and [93], which indeed produce competing designs for similar sets
of requirements. A major difference with these studies, however, is that the
present design is not a continuation of a Man-Tended Free Flyer (MTFF), a
LEO post-ISS module designed in a previous step.

10.1 Requirements

In general the MTOM has been described as an “ATV derivative”. At this
author’s supervisor’s prompting, this directive has been relaxed, allowing a
more innovative design while avoiding deficiencies stemming from a lack of this
author’s understanding of the ATV - at least relative to TAS and Astrium
engineers.

Indeed, guidelines are to maximize utilization of proven technology (e.g. ISS and
Ariane 5 assets) in the development of systems for the nearer-term exploration
phase (2017-2025), such as MTOM, CPS. While addressing the exploration ob-
jectives, scenarios, and most of the individual system requirements presented
by ESA [60], this author chooses to use his relative freedom (not being a sub-
contractor) to investigate the use of different guidelines and requirements. The
objective of the first stage is indeed the development of “a facility which enables
the simulation of a manned long duration mission (up to 1 year) beyond LEO
(preparation to a future Mars mission) and demonstration of related capabili-
ties.”

The advantage of this design path is that the “extended demonstration” of a
habitat in EML-2 is feasible from the first Block 1 SLS launch, instead of waiting
for 2023 and the DSH module (which has “crew radiation shielding” as primary
objective) [94], thus cutting down on the number of required launches and hence
leaving more room for error, improvement, cost-cutting or additional objectives.

The requirements were taken directly from ESA [60], with the following being
particularly noteworthy: the MTOM shall be able to host a crew of 4 for 4
weeks, shall have 2500 kg of science payload, shall launch aboard one SLS
launch [123], and shall be enhanced to host a crew of four for one year. The full
set of system-level requirements and the objectives are documented in Figure
10.1.
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Title

Mission Statement

Mission requirements

Science requirements

S-1 Science facilities
Y

S-2 Payload mass The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall be able to store up 2500 kg of payload mass. Y Provided for

Programatic requirements

P-1 Launcher Driver
Y SLS Block 1

P-2 Launch date The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall be designed to be launched not later than 2020.
Y

P-3 Lifetime
N

P-4 Disposal
N

Spacecraft requirements

Functional Requirements

F-1
Y

F-2 Habitat: visit Driver
Y Surpassed

F-3 Habitat: contingency Driver
Y Surpassed

F-4 Habitat: enhancement Driver
Y Time exceeded

F-5 Autonomy
Y

F-6 Docking/berthing

Y Present

F-7 Launcher interfaces
Y Partly addressed

F-8 Data exchange for proximity operations
Y

F-9 Tele-operations of lunar assets
Y

F-10 Serviceable
Y

Environmental Requirement

E-1 Protect the crew
The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall protect the crew from the Cis-Lunar environment.

Y

Operational Requirements

O-1 Operable from ground
The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall be remotely operated from Ground, when un-inhabited.

Y

O-2 Remote experiments
Y

O-3
Y

O-4 Berthing capabilities
The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall support berthing operations of visiting vehicles.

Y

Design Requirements

D-1 Safety
N

D-2 Shirt-sleeve environment
Y

D-3 Crew health
The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall support crew health in accordance with NASA STD 3001. Y

D-4 ISPRs
Y Provisions exist

Requirement 
ID

(Prefix-#)

STATEMENT
(Defines a REQUIREMENT, unless specified as a GOAL or LIMIT value.)

Req. 
Comments

Compliance 
(Y/N)

Compliance 
Rationale and/or 

Comments

The man-tended orbital module (MTOM) is a habitat and science module enabling the stay of a crew of humans at EML-2 for a long-
duration mission in the 2020-2025 timeframe.  It is used to demonstrate capabilities needed to support extended human presence in 
interplanetary space, and assess and improve capabilities for a NEA, Mars, or other interplanetary manned mission.  It performs 
exploration and expand scientific knowledge, taking maximum advantage of human presence.  Finally, it helps achieve the educational, 
outreach, and inspirational goals of spaceflight, fosters international cooperation, and enables technology transfer to terrestrial 
applications.

The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall provide the facilities for performing the addressed scientific 
experiments and technology demonstrations.

Through payload 
mass, datalink

The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall be designed to be launched by the US SLS launcher in 
EML2.

Feasible by high TRL, 
low complexity

The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall be designed for a minimum of 10 years lifetime in Cis-Lunar 
space.

Not fully addressed 
here, likely feasible

The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall be design to be disposed in a way that poses no long term-
threat to crew or other exploration systems.

Not specifically 
addressed, but 
unproblematic

Rendez-vous target The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall be designed to act as the target during rendezvous 
manoeuvres with crewed vehicles.

TT&C, ports,  AOCS 
sufficient

The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall support a visiting crew of 4 people for up to 2 weeks, 2 
times per year in nominal conditions.

The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall support, in reduced comfort conditions, a visiting crew of 4 
people for up to 4 weeks in contingency conditions.

The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall be enhanced (i.e. via additional modules) to support a crew 
of 4 people for up to 1 year in nominal conditions.

The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall be capable of operating un-inhabited for extended periods 
of time (Maximum duration between 2 crew visits: 2 years).

Addressed by OBDH, 
TT&C subsystems

The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall provide at least 3 docking/berthing ports, compatible with 
IDSS, to allow connections with visiting vehicles such as Crew Exploration Vehicles, Additional 
Infrastructure Elements, Cargo Re-supply Vehicles, and Human Lunar Landers

The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall be compatible with the SLS 70 mT launcher interfaces 
requirements.

The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall be designed to allow exchange of data (including status 
monitoring and relative navigation data) with the approaching spacecraft during proximity 
operations.

Addressed by TT&C 
subsystem budget

The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall be designed to support tele-operations of lunar surface 
assets directly or through the Lunar Telecom Orbiter.

Addressed by TT&C 
subsystem budget

The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall be designed to support servicing operations of attached 
spacecraft.

Provision of arm, 
airlock, logistics

Key driver for 
this study

Radiation addressed 
in detail

Addressed by TT&C 
subsystem budget

The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall allow experiments’ remote control and monitoring from 
ground.

Addressed by TT&C, 
OBDH subsystems

Rendez-vous capabilities
The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall support rendezvous and docking maneuvers of visiting 
vehicles.

Addressed by TT&C 
subsystem, docking 
ports

Addressed by robotic 
arm, ports

The Man-Tended Orbital Module design shall comply with safety requirements for orbiting 
infrastructure proximity operations.

Not fully addressed 
here, feasible

The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall provide a shirt-sleeve pressurized environment in 
accordance with SSP 50005.

Addressed through 
ECLS budget

Partly addressed 
through ECLS budget

The Man-Tended Orbital Module shall be able to accommodate 4 International Standard Payload 
Racks (ISPR) for experiments and 4 for system equipment.

Figure 10.1: EML-2 MTOM Requirements, adapted from [60].
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10.2 Mission and system description

10.2.1 Mission scenario

The MTOM is to be launched by the U.S. SLS Block 1 launcher, which has a
capacity of 70 tonnes to LEO or approximately 28 tonnes to the Weak Stability
Boundary [105]. Among the possible launch scenarios to EML-2 - Lunar swing-
by, direct transfer or manifold transfer [60] - the manifold transfer was chosen,
with the launch vehicle providing the injection into the transfer orbit. The
advantages are that no upper stage is needed - leaving more room and mass for
the module - and the MTOM only needs to provide a small �v to inject into
EML-2 from the transfer orbit. Although the transfer is long (103 days) this is
not critical because no crew is aboard at this point, and furthermore no eclipses
are anticipated during the transfer.

Figure 10.2: Man-tended orbital module missions profile, figure adapted from [60].

The mission profile with manifold transfer through the Weak Stability Bound-
ary, passing through the Sun-Earth Lagrange Point 1, is shown in Figure 10.2,
while the trajectory can be seen in Figure 10.3. The EML-2 and EML-1 lo-
cations, as well as a Lunar swing-by transfer likely to be used on a manned
mission, can be best seen on Figure 10.4.

Upon arrival in EML-2, the MTOM will have the capacity to support crew visits
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Figure 10.3: Proposed trajectory by manifold transfer via the Sun-Earth Lagrange
point 1 (SEL-1). Estimated at 103 days, the transfer is feasible via direct injection
by the Block 1 launcher. “ECI” in the axes labels means the Earth-Centred Inertial
reference frame is used. Figure adapted from [105].

Figure 10.4: EML-2 location, to scale with the Moon’s orbit (at (0,0)). Also shown is
a Moon swing-by trajectory, a likely trajectory for manned missions. The ‘x’ between
the Earth and Moon is EML-1. Figure from [124].
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of 4 astronauts up to 4 weeks, providing some ECLS support is provided by the
visiting vehicle; both the MPCV (U.S.A.) and PTK (Russia) will be capable
of doing this. After outfitting of approximately 11 tonnes of further logistics,
the MTOM will be able to support a crew of 4 for 1 year autonomously. In
fact, through proper allocation of ECLS resources to the module at launch, the
initial ECLS capacity shall well exceed the 4-week requirement (F-2 and F-3),
allowing additional flexibility in operations.

The MTOM is designed to last 10 years in operation, after which it must be
disposed of in a TBD orbit.

10.2.2 System description

The MTOM is a 17-m long cylindrical module consisting of a 1.3-m radius cen-
tral rigid cylinder, with an inflatable section over 8.5 m of the length, with a
radius of 8.3 m once inflated. On one end of the inflatable, the central cylin-
der extends 2 m, with an IBDM and twin radiator arrays, while on the other
end, the cylinder extends 5.5 m beyond, with four IBDMs, a robotic arm, the
propulsion system and twin solar generator arrays. The MTOM has the follow-
ing characteristics:
– launch mass: 28 tonnes
– propellant at BOL: 3500 kg
– pressurized volume: 375 m3

– max power supply: 10 kW
– orbit maintenance need: 15 m/s-year
– 2 solar array wings with area: 50m2

– 2 radiators with area: 40m2

– 4 orbit control thrusters
– IBDM docking ports: 5
– one robotic arm based on ERA for berthing
A 3-D rendering of the system can be seen in Figure 10.5. The result is a
concept for a habitat that is safe from radiation and could be deployed from
an SLS Block 1 launcher around 2017-2020 [123], and possibly even from the
Russian HLLV.
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Figure 10.5: A rendering of the MTOM, an EML-2 habitat module. Note that the
equipment racks may be placed mostly in the middle of the inflatable habitat, con-
tributing to a shelter inside the central cylinder.

Figure 10.6: More views of the designed EML-2 module. Please note the solar arrays,
and especially the radiators, are not to scale but grossly oversized. The solar panel
area should only be 40% of what is shown here, while the radiators need only be a
quarter the size. The robotic arm is also poorly depicted. Artist’s apologies.
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10.3 Drivers and trade-offs

10.3.1 Habitable volume and system architecture

A very important driver for any manned mission is habitable volume, partic-
ularly for long durations. This requirement merits careful consideration. In
other ESA studies [92], [90], [89], volume requirements are stated per person
depending on mission duration, and there are typically at least two levels: the
tolerable limit, corresponding to the lowest possible allowance, and a recom-
mended volume for optimal crew performance. As there is no official method
for deciding required volume, several recent surveys of the issue are used [125],
[126], [127], [53], as well as the recent ESA studies, thus privileging recent stud-
ies and historically used volumes over historical studies, acknowledging that
understanding of human performance has greatly improved since Apollo. The
requirement from the LES CDF, of 75 m3/crewmember of pressurized volume
[90], was retained and rounded to 80 m3, thus in agreement with other recent
ESA studies [92], [89] and with the more recent literature [125], [126], [53].

Thus a pressurized volume of 80 m3 per astronaut (and not necessarily habit-
able volume - a heuristic estimates this at 60%, or 48 m3 [125], [126]), is selected
to satisfy requirement F-3, justified primarily by recent ESA studies and his-
torically used volumes in space habitats for long durations, as seen in Figure
10.7, with data from [53]. These missions were briefly characterised in Chapter
5. Figure 10.7 places the pressurized volume problem in context; however two
caveats should be noted.
– Firstly, as seen above, pressurized volume yields only an approximate way

of estimating habitable volume, the quantity of interest. Indeed, the latter
will depend on layout and configuration, mission equipment present in the
pressurized area, and the degree of miniaturization of components [125], [126].

– Secondly, all the historical data presented are in LEO, mostly with well-
understood systems, experienced crew, Earth within constant reach of a re-
entry vehicle, very frequent communications windows, and feelings of isolation
mitigated by Earth filling half the field of view.

The “most extreme” past long-duration mission (consistent with the most gen-
erous volume of the “recent proposals” group in Figure 10.7) is the year-long
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Mir Expedition 3 in 1987-1988, accomplished by two cosmonauts mostly in the
Mir and Kvant-1 modules (plus an attached Soyuz and occasional Progress).
Only one other past mission, the long-duration record, has volume-duration
constraints of comparable severity to the present study (though not as bad as
Expedition 3), and both of these took place only in LEO.

Figure 10.7: Overview of historically accepted volumes in space habitats, plotted here
vs mission time for durations over 20 days. Note there are missing ISS expedition
points, as these data were compiled in 2008. They should fall in the indicated zone.
Note also the Mir point within the “recent proposals” zone is Expedition 8. This figure
uses historical data compiled in [53].

The total pressurized volume that must be provided is thus 320 m3, for signif-
icantly less - perhaps 190 m3 - habitable volume. Since the SLS Block 1 has
only a 28-tonne capacity to EML-2, it is easy to see by glancing at Table 5.1
that both volume and mass will be drivers. Correspondingly, a first decision to
be made is how many modules will compose the system, and hence how many
launches will be needed.

Figure 10.8 depicts the first, most wide-ranging trade-off in this study. Points
are calculated as per ESTEC CDF spreadsheets; parameters are assigned ap-
proximate weights, and ranking gives 1, 2, 4 or 5 points, varying from ‘- -’ to
‘++’. Note the very important assumption that a one-module system is able
to satisfy payload and subsystem mass and volume requirements. This has not
been included in the trade-off; obviously, failure to address requirements would
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Trade 1: Number of modules

Option 1 module 2 modules

Parameter Weights Ranking Note Ranking Note

Mission and module complexity 2.00 ++ -

Volume 3.00 - ++ More available volume

Mass 2.00 + -

Radiation protection 3.00 + -

Reliability and safety 3.00 -- ++

3.00 ++ -

Score 54.00 50.00

Potentially simpler when 
self-contained

Additional interfaces, 
functional allocation, 
deployment steps

Volume constrained by one 
launch, though mitigated by 
inflatable

Less structure: mass and 
cost savings

Better protection per unit 
mass for compact habitat 
volumes

Additional shielding mass 
needed for extra habitat area

Module failure means total 
spacecraft failure

Built-in redundant pressure 
vessel, critical subsystems

Development and deployment 
costs

Savings on design and 
construction but also launch 
costs

Perhaps more use of ISS or 
other heritage

Figure 10.8: This first, general trade-off having large implications for the mission’s
deployment and operations complexity, as well as influence on habitable volume. Note
this assumes the mission objectives - payload, minimum volume and subsystems - can
be achieved in both cases. If subsystem and payload mass requirements cannot be
met for one module, this trade-off table is inappropriate.

take precedence over most other considerations. In other words, this trade-off
assumes feasibility of a one-module system, which is yet to be established. The
result in Figure 10.8 is that due to complexity, development and deployment
costs, mass savings and radiation issues, one module is selected. However there
are intrinsic advantages to two modules in the potential for additional volume
and greater overall system reliability and safety (e.g. redundant pressure ves-
sels), leading to only a small margin in favour of one module.

Despite these disadvantages, it turns out that objections of insufficient volume
in a single-module station can be countered. A trade-off was made (Figure 10.9)
and it was decided to use an inflatable design, a concept which has been receiving
some attention lately [90], [93], and has indeed even been flown repeatedly
through Bigelow Aerospace.

The result of the trade-off in Figure 10.9 is that the mass/volume ratio, technol-
ogy demonstration aspects and (to a lesser degree) superior radiation shielding
quality favour an inflatable structure. Though it increases the complexity sig-
nificantly, and should have higher fabrication costs due to its low European
TRL, there is a marked preference for the inflatable. Furthermore, the “com-
plexity” parameter may weigh too heavily against it, while rigid modules have
high fabrication costs also.
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Trade 2: Inflatable vs rigid structure

Option Inflatable Rigid

Parameter Weights Ranking Note Ranking Note

Mass 3.00 ++ --

Fabrication cost 2.00 -- Lower TRL for Europe + Proven, ubiquitous

Complexity 3.00 -- Necessitates deployment +

Radiation protection 2.00 + -

Robustness to damage 2.00 - ++ Resistant, strong, stiff

Technology demonstration 3.00 ++ Key exploration technology -- None

Score 47.00 40.00

Allows greater habitat 
volume, better shielding

Material shielding quality is 
better

Aluminium has mediocre 
shielding quality

Requires additional 
measures for MDPS

Figure 10.9: An important trade-off linked to the module number shown in Figure
10.8. Indeed, using technology which provides additional volume with less structural
mass goes a long way to accomplishing mission objectives with only one module.

10.3.2 ECLS closure and logistics

A major driver of such a system is the associated logistics plan, very related
to the degree of ECLS closure - as well as occupancy - as was seen in Chapter
5. Requirements only force a limited capacity on ECLS, for a contingency of
four weeks, with potentially another ECLS-equipped vehicle docked. Only after
enhancement must the MTOM be able to support a crew of four for a year. Thus
there are two classes of approaches:

1. A minimal ECLS system on the initial MTOM module, taking advantage
of ECLS capabilities of visiting vehicles, and leaving full ECLS to a second
“enhancement” module

2. A relatively large ECLS system on the initial MTOM module, making use
of all available launcher mass and module space, and leaving less for an
“enhancement” module

The first approach would potentially feature an initially open ECLS loop, re-
quiring more logistics in case of extended stays. The second approach would
likely feature the partial installation of a relatively high-closure ECLS system.

A trade-off between these approaches - an open ECLS loop and a relatively
closed one, is shown in Figure 10.10. It is seen that the technology demon-
stration aspects and logistics costs weigh heavily in favour of a mostly closed
system, while the mass and cost impact of the system and its reliability weigh
against it. To a lesser degree, the system complexity is potentially lesser with
an open loop (which is perhaps linked to, and overstating, the “Reliability”
parameter), however frequent logistics to a very distant destination imposes
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Trade 3: ECLS closure

Option Mainly closed Open

Parameter Weights Ranking Note Ranking Note

System complexity 3.00 -- -

Mass/cost impact 3.00 -- +

Logistics cost 2.00 + Much less logistics --

Technology demonstration 3.00 ++ --

Reliability 2.00 - +

Score 33.00 31.00

High complexity of advanced 
ECLS system

Complex scheduling, 
organisation problem

High mass, expensive 
recycling subsystems

Cheap, though stores for 
long missions are heavy

Regular resupply to distant 
destination

Key technology for 
exploration, high-value 
objective

Failure resolved by logistics 
flights

Failure resolved by extra 
logistics flights

Figure 10.10: Another important system trade-off with large implications to the mis-
sion architecture and operations. Note the importance of the technology demonstra-
tion aspect, key to the mission objectives. Note that the presence of two related fields,
“Reliability” and “Complexity” with a combined weight of 5, perhaps overstates the
case of a relatively open ECLS loop.

complexity problems of its own, with scheduling and launch windows. As such,
an ECLS system with a more closed loop is selected.

10.3.3 Radiation

Requirements E-1 (the MTOM shall protect the crew) and D-3 (the MTOM
shall support crew health) drive two sub-requirements regarding radiation dur-
ing a crew stay on the MTOM. These are [30]:

1. the crew’s doses shall stay below all dose limits;

2. the ALARA principle shall be observed to minimize mission dose.

As discussed in Section 3.2, dose limits for deep-space operations are undefined.
As such, the somewhat ambiguous and outdated LEO limits are used.

One of the main findings of Chapter 8 is that the radiation background in
interplanetary space, the GCR spectrum, is very difficult to effectively shield
against, while it is required to provide shielding against SPEs on the order
of ⇠20 g/cm2. Furthermore, optimal use of shielding resources implies the
creation of a shelter first, after which GCR shielding up to 20 g/cm2 can be
added. GCR shields exhibit rapidly diminishing returns (see Figure 8.1), with
the first 5 g/cm2 being the most useful, reducing doses by 12%, 10 g/cm2 giving
a 20% reduction, and a total of 28% or so reduction at solar minimum with 20
g/cm2 of aluminium. However, the simulation and model errors, characterized
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by discrepancies with NASA simulation, mean there are uncertainties in dose
reduction comparable to these percentages (with even more in risk reduction).
In addition to their questionable effect, GCR shields protect a far larger volume
- the entire habitat - and thus are far costlier in mass, and highly sensitive to
the habitable volume chosen. Thus in the face of scarce mass resources - mass
being a major driver - it is decided to concentrate shielding efforts on the SPE
shelter.

The SPE shelter is located in the inner structural cylinder at the centre of
the habitat (also having a direct path to hatches and a potential airlock), see
Figure 10.5. Its outside area, and hence size, should be minimized to maximize
shielding. In order to be used as crew sleeping quarters as well, the shelter
was sized at 4 m3/astronaut. This is close to the one-month Celentano curve
“Performance” level [125], good in case an extended stay is required (consecutive
or long SPEs), and should provide enough space for crew quarters (see analysis
in [90]). Using the inner structural cylinder radius of 1.3 m, the shelter needs to
be 3 m long, and thus has an outside area of 35 m2. Thus aluminium shielding of
20 g/cm2 around the entire shelter would weigh approximately 7 tonnes, which
is likely feasible with appropriately distributed subsystem mass, pending other
configuration constraints.

GCR shielding is more problematic; this is explored in Figure 10.11. A fairly
optimal cylinder of 320 m3 has a surface area of 303 m2. Since 10 g/cm2 (often
quoted for GCRs) is 100 kg/m2, we obtain that approximately 30 tonnes are
necessary to protect this volume, seen as the second option of Figure 10.11.
More GCR shielding, at 20 g/cm2, doubles the mass to 60 tonnes! Even if con-
figuration efforts allocate subsystem and logistics mass optimally as shielding,
30 tonnes will surely represent a huge mass penalty for the mission. Not only
this, but a minimum SPE shelter of 10 g/cm2 should be included (to be added
to the GCR shield), using up about 3.5 tonnes of valuable shielding mass. Even
5 g/cm2 of GCR shielding would “cost” 15 tonnes in mass which, if combined
with the additional 5.3 tonnes necessary to make an SPE shelter, would pose a
significant challenge (see Figure 10.11 for costs and benefits of shielding). The
limited benefits of shielding can be seen graphically in Figure 10.12. Note the
error bars represent the variation in dose due to solar cycle; this is substantially
larger than differences in dose due to shielding.
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Trade 4: GCR mitigation strategy for one-year mission

Option Shielding (light) Shielding (moderate) Shielding (heavy) Scheduling

Parameter Weights Ranking Note Ranking Note Ranking Note Ranking Note

Mission epoch 2.00 + Any – 2017-2025 + Any – 2017-2025 + Any – 2017-2025 - 2023.3-2026.9

Background level 225-450 mSv 225-450 mSv 225-450 mSv 225-325 mSv

Sleep in SPE shelter 1/3 x 22-28% reduction 1/3 x 22-28% reduction 1/3 x 22-28% reduction 1/3 x 23% reduction

Shield 5 g/cm^2 Al 10 g/cm^2 Al 20 g/cm^2 Al ≤5 g/cm^2 Al

Shielding reduction 2/3 x 9-12% reduction 2/3 x 18-20% reduction 2/3 x 22-28% reduction ≤ 2/3 x 9% reduction

Mass cost 3.00 + - -- ++

Total dose 3.00 -- 195-370 mSv -- 180-350 mSv - 175-325 mSv + 195-280 mSv

Score 23.00 17.00 17.00 31.00

Possibly through layout, 
up to 15 tonnes

30 tonnes mass, likely 1 
extra launch

60 tonnes mass, likely 1-
2 extra launches

Programmatic cost, 
shield from layout

Figure 10.11: A design trade-off for GCR mitigation, following the work of Chapter
8. We note that generally superior dose results (see Figure 10.12) and lower costs are
achieved by limiting the mission epoch.
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Figure 10.12: A graphical representation of the GCR doses associated to the different
mitigation strategies explored in the trade-off of Figure 10.11. Note the differences
with Table 8.2 are due to the SPE shelter being used as the sleeping quarters.
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Other studies mitigate this problem with low estimates of required pressurized
volume, ranging as low as 25 m3 [105], [94], [93], which this author feels is likely
unrealistic, being less than the early Salyut missions with half the duration (and
easy Earth return) (see discussion in Sections 10.3.1 and 10.5.1, and Figure
10.7). In any case, shielding masses reach 15-30 tonnes for 10-20 g/cm2 of
shielding even with these reduced requirements.

Luckily, there is a way forward for GCR mitigation discussed in Chapter 8.
It should first be noticed, looking at Figure 10.13 (or the simple model in
Figure 8.8), that the MTOM mission takes place in the 2017-2025 timeframe.
A year-long crew stay surely takes place towards the end of this time period,
and so if the mission can indeed take place within 2 years of 2024, GCR dose
will be reduced by a factor of two relative to solar minimum. This is likely
to be more effective than adding an additional launch solely for very heavy
shielding, and planning the mission around 2021 or 2028. The full trade-off can
be seen in Figure 10.11, with the dose levels illustrated in Figure 10.12. The
“scheduling” dose has been computed by restricting the GCR background to a
3.5 year period around solar maximum, with 5 g/cm2 of aluminium shielding
(with possible holes) and sleeping quarters in the the SPE shelter (20 g/cm2 of
aluminium). The result of this trade is significant advantage in the scheduling
approach to GCR mitigation, as being the most effective and potentially less
costly (since it is consistent in this case with current mission timing). An
additional 5 g/cm2 of aluminium shielding over most of the field of view should
be achievable through configuration (perhaps complemented by bulkier clothing,
for such thin shielding), and ALARA should be satisfied by also placing sleeping
quarters in the SPE shelter.

The GCR shielding problem becomes more tractable when mission scheduling
is taken into account. The discussion in Chapter 8 shows that for a mission of
the duration contemplated here, the career dose is the limiting factor provided
an effective SPE shelter is used in case of major events. Although major SPE
occurrence is more probable at solar maximum (see Figure 2.8), it is still quite
unlikely for a one-year mission (see Section 8.2.1) and even if one occurs, cor-
rect use of the shelter will keep career doses below those from a higher GCR
background (Section 7.4). Furthermore, use of the shelter guarantees that all
short-term limits are respected. Thus, having addressed the career dose limi-
tation, this design satisfies both radiation sub-requirements - maintaining dose
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Cycle 24 Sunspot Number Prediction (2013/11)
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Figure 10.13: Upcoming solar cycle prediction, seen here with sunspot number. GCR
fluxes (and hence doses) vary inversely with sunspot number, for a factor of two
variation peak-to-peak (as depicted in a simplistic model in Figure 8.8). A solar
maximum - optimal for GCR doses - is predicted for year 2024.6. From [12].

below all limits and taking all reasonable steps to minimize it further (ALARA)
- and hence satisfies requirements E-1 and D-3 regarding radiation.

Future missions, such as the DSH mission planned in the roadmap (within five
years of 2023 [60]) and an eventual Mars mission may use additional strategies.
Indeed, improvements in the understanding of their biological effects may allow
greater GCR exposure (perhaps to certain body parts), and nutrition and drugs
can probably mitigate damage with a much reduced cost (see Section 9.2).
However, GCR shielding seems to be quite ineffective due to their high energy,
both with passive and active methods (see Chapter 9 for a discussion of selected
active shielding results).

10.4 Subsystems and Configuration

Under the constraints imposed by required volume and launcher capabilities,
a conceptual design is elaborated below for an EML-2 system, with the intent
of estimating system mass and verifying that a one-module launch (with the
70 mT SLS) is feasible (see the trade-off in Figure 10.8) A mass budget of the
various subsystems can be seen in Figure 10.14, where many of the estimates
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were derived from similar systems such as [90], [105] and [93].

MTOM

Target Spacecraft Mass at Launch 28000.00 kg

Below Mass Target by: 6.80 kg

Without Margin Margin Total % of Total

Dry mass contributions % kg kg

Structure 5522.00 kg 14.76 814.80 6336.80 31.05

Thermal Control 1285.00 kg 20.00 257.00 1542.00 7.55

Mechanisms 2325.00 kg 20.00 465.00 2790.00 13.67

Communications 220.00 kg 20.00 44.00 264.00 1.29

Data Handling 380.00 kg 20.00 76.00 456.00 2.23

GNC 100.00 kg 20.00 20.00 120.00 0.59

Propulsion 640.00 kg 10.00 64.00 704.00 3.45

Power 700.00 kg 20.00 140.00 840.00 4.12

Harness 750.00 kg 10.00 75.00 825.00 4.04

Instruments 2500.00 kg 0.00 0.00 2500.00 12.25

Life support 3361.00 kg 20.00 672.20 4033.20 19.76

17783.00 20411.00 kg

20.00 % 4082.20 kg

24493.20 kg
Other contributions

Wet mass contributions

Propellant 3500.00 kg N.A. N.A. 3500.00 12.50

Adapter mass (including sep. mech.), kg 0.00 kg 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

27993.20 kg

Launch mass (including adapter) 27993.20 kg

Total Dry(excl.adapter)

System margin (excl.adapter)

Total Dry with margin (excl.adapter)

Total wet mass (excl.adapter)

Figure 10.14: Mass budget of the proposed habitat system. Many of the values are
taken from analogous systems and have not been fully calculated. As such, margins
are generally increased. Note the lack of adapter mass (which probably cannot be
designed using the remaining mass), and the proportion dedicated to life support.

A figure showing the system volume under the fairing has been omitted, as the
SLS Block 1 fairing is so large, without a CPS, that volume under the fairing
is ample. Indeed, it is almost unnecessary to deflate the module - the choice of
inflatable is more for the better volume/mass ratio. The SLS fairing has 7.5 m
diameter and 19.36 m length, in addition to an 11-m tangent ogive [60].

10.4.1 Configuration

The configuration is primarily shaped by the large inflatable module, which
must (most studies indicate) be around a central rigid backbone. This central
cylinder is extended primarily to place IBDMs, solar and radiator arrays, and
the robotic arm, gas well as give clearance for docking vehicles: the pressurized
volume is already in excess of requirements. The extension to unusual lengths
is possible due to the ample fairing volume.

The use of an inflatable module with limited space on the rigid cylinder pre-
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cludes the use of body-mounted radiators or solar generators, as such arrays are
attached to the backbone at opposing ends to avoid interference and shadow-
ing. There may be possible issues with solar panel contamination from docking
thruster plumes. Panels are at 45� angle to docking ports, on the same end.
They could potentially be switched with the radiators, if thermal coatings are
less vulnerable to contamination. It may also be feasible to locate both on the
far end.

Little time was devoted to the internal configuration of subsystem racks and
equipment, beyond noting that natural hard fixation points exist on the outside
of the backbone cylinder. It should be noted however, that the choice of inflat-
able means that volume is relatively unconstrained - like on the Skylab module
- and significant problems are not anticipated. Unusual aspects exist due to the
most stable and strongest attachment points being on the central column.

10.4.2 AOCS and propulsion

Orbit maintenance needs are of around 15 m/s/year [93], [105]. Mass is allocated
for 3500 kg of propellant, based on estimates of the 10-year station-keeping need
for a system of different mass [93] (significantly lighter than 28 tonnes for half
its lifetime, then significantly heavier). However, there is discussion of the use
of the MTOM as a refueling station (see certain versions of [60] available to the
author while at ESTEC). More propellant would be advisable in this case, and
a more detailed analysis is needed regardless.

Attitude and orbit control is done via thrusters and momentum wheels. With
supporting equipment, sufficient subsystems are sized at 640 kg (thrusters) and
100 kg (GNC equipment) respectively by comparison to a similar module [93],
and adding margins.

10.4.3 ECLS system and logistics

Following the trade in Figure 10.10, it was elected to go with a heavy ECLS
system with higher closure provided it is feasible. Examination of several ECLS
subsystems on proposed exploration vehicles [90] [92] [89] [93] [105] [94] led to
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the adoption of marginated mass estimates of 12 589 kg for a sophisticated ECLS
system capable of supporting four crew for one year [94]. Of this, only 2 482 kg
- or most equipment, to which an additional mass margin is added to reach 20%
- is destined for the initial launch. Recycling of all waste water except yellow
and black should enable water loop closure of over 85%, in excess of the ISS or
previous Russian stations [47]. With such a system, leakages are on the order of
2.4 kg/astronaut-day, or 3 506 kg for a 1-year mission. As such, the water supply
will be around 20% larger. An ambitious atmosphere recycling system should
allow 95% efficiency through regenerative CO2 filtration and oxygen recovery,
above ISS levels [47]. Oxygen candles could be a good auxiliary system in case
of failure of the complex system. Stopping short of processing waste to obtain
food, such a system should allow resupply masses of around 20% of that from
an open system such as Apollo and significantly less than current ISS levels [47].

Crew systems requires an additional mass of 2 401 kg for cleaning systems,
housekeeping, food preparation, exercise equipment etc. Of this, a mass of 1
101 kg of crew accommodations will be launched with the initial system - once
again a marginated estimate which is increased to reach 20% [94].

Thus prior to a year-long occupancy, roughly 11.5 tonnes of additional ECLS
and crew systems logistics will be needed [94], after which the system will be
capable of supporting the ECLS needs of four crew for over a year with no
resupply, satisfying requirement F-4. Before this resupply, shorter missions of up
to 4 crew for 4 weeks can be supported, either with some ECLS support from the
crew vehicle, or a far more limited logistics run, satisfying requirements F-2 and
F-3. It may even be possible, through an astute allocation of ECLS equipment
and consumables to the habitat, to be able to comply with requirement F-3
with no visiting ECLS or logistics. About 750 kg of consumables should be all
that is required for a 4-week, 4-crew stay [93].

Though lacking design specifics, the generous mass and volume allocations (and
plentiful power and thermal capacity) allow a sophisticated ECLS system which
should be more than capable of satisfying requirements while providing a valu-
able technology demonstration and limiting logistics costs.
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10.4.4 Power and electrical systems

Power is to be provided by two large deployable solar arrays. Though they have
not been sized exactly, a total panel area of 40-50 m2 should suffice to produce
10 kW of peak power at EOL [105]. This is indeed a benign orbit; eclipses are
expected to be extremely rare and short, meaning very little battery capacity is
needed. Furthermore, no eclipses are anticipated during deployment. Though
a detailed power budget has also not been developed here, 10 kW peak power
should prove sufficient for the needs of a vehicle of this class [93], [105], [94],
[90], which tend to have needs between 7 and 16 kW of peak power, depending
largely on provisions for payload and visiting vehicles. A mass of 700 kg is
allocated for the arrays, batteries and associated electronics (more than [105]),
with a further 750 kg (half that from [90]) for the distribution system (harness)
- plus margins. This should be ample mass to provide a peak power of 10 kW,
and such a power level is expected to be surplus to vehicle needs, allowing 1
kW to be provided to a visiting vehicle.

10.4.5 On-board data handling and communications

A large provision for a data-handling system has been made, allocating 380
kg (unmarginated) [94]. Furthermore, 220 kg for a communications system in
the 60 Mbps range (for both payload and telemetry including video) seems a
sufficient mass allocation for a system in EML-2 [93], [94], [105]. All mass
estimated are further marginated to reach 20%.

10.4.6 Structural and thermal systems, mechanisms

The design of the inflatable was obtained from a similar system [90]. The mass
estimate includes the skin, flame barrier and MDPS; this design uses the same
density and dimensions, for an external diameter of 8.3 m (when inflated) and
an external height of 8.5 m. With a 30 cm thick wall, this provides just over
350 m3 of pressurized volume, in excess of requirements, and weighs 2 626 kg,
also in agreement with [93].
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The central rigid cylinder, forming the backbone of the system, is 16 m long with
1.3 m radius, and a thickness of 0.4 cm of aluminium (similar to the Columbus
module or Shuttle external tank, see Chapter 9), with a 1 020 kg provision
for structural stiffeners and ring frames. This yields a mass of 2 508 kg, or
41% more than the detailed design presented in [90] (for a 11.34 m cylinder).
The cylinder extends 2 m out one end of the inflatable, leaving room for an
IBDM, and 5.5 m out the other end, with four IBDMs, the robotic arm and the
propulsion system.

A further 350 kg is allocated for the interior crew support equipment such as
handrails, covers, footholds, sleeping alcoves, tools, and other miscellaneous
items [105]. Finally, an airlock was envisaged, an external inflatable model was
estimated to be 300 kg [90], [93], but not selected due to mass constraints. It
might be flown on a subsequent mission, perhaps with the ECLS logistics. In
total, the structural mass allocation of 6 337 kg is comparable to, and sometimes
larger [93] than two-module systems with similar characteristics [105], [94].

Mechanisms also included are five IBDMs, estimated at 335 kg each [105], and
a robotic arm for berthing, estimated at 650 kg [105]. Both values are further
marginated at 20%.

The thermal control system mass is estimated from similar systems (with more
power, this should thus be quite conservative) to be under 1 285 kg (1 542 kg
with additional margin) [93]; subsystems of this mass are estimated be able
to evacuate in excess of the 10 kW power generated by the solar arrays. The
passive system consists of MLI and insulation throughout, while the active
system includes heaters and a fluid-loop cooling architecture. The radiator
arrays may have a surface area up to 40 m2.

10.5 Evaluation: mission risks and costs,

comparison to other designs

A significant risk with the conceptual design presented here is that the mass
budget in Figure 10.14 may be significantly wrong due to the quite approximate
estimate of subsystem masses, obtained with a “top-down” approach using sim-
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ilar systems. The risk is thus that the system as presented would be able to be
launched aboard the SLS Block 1. In particular:
– the structural design is taken virtually unchanged from the design of a module

in the LES CDF [90]. The advantage is it is likely well-analysed and able to
withstand launch loads. However, the backbone cylinder has been lengthened
and made heavier, requiring additional analysis;

– the ECLS system mass estimate has been taken from [94], taking advantage
of a more detailed study of the matter. Though the system faces identical
requirements, a look at equipment list and adaptation of the mass and volume
of this to the present design is needed. A re-allocation of equipment between
the initial launch and follow-up is also needed;

– the electrical power system mass estimate is similarly approximate, estimated
from a system with greater power requirements but less volume [93]. This
should be conservative, and the harness mass was estimated by looking at
a study with the same structure [90]. Nonetheless, the absence of a power
budget is a particularly grave omission, due only to time constraints;

– the thermal system mass is also estimated from a system with greater power
yet smaller volume [93]. The creation of a thermal budget is an urgent need;

– mechanisms’ mass have been estimated from a study with similar require-
ments, as it was among the more conservative estimates surveyed [105];

– the OBDH system was estimated from the heavier of surveyed studies [105].
However no needs analysis or equipment list was made;

– the GNC, propulsion and propellant masses were taken from a study with
similar orbit and lifetime (though less system mass) [93]. A propellant budget
with the exact transfer maneuvers and correct system mass is urgently needed;

– the communications mass budget came from a consensus of multiple studies
with similar orbits and payloads [93] [105] [94].

In sum, to be considered a complete phase 0 design, several measures are ur-
gently needed: creation of power and thermal budgets and sizing of the systems
and arrays from a needs-based, bottom-up approach; the creation of a list of
ECLS equipment and logistics, in support of the mass, power and thermal bud-
gets; an analysis of propulsion needs with the correct system and orbit. Less
urgent work includes the verification of the structural loads with the modified
design. At this phase, there is relatively high confidence in the mechanisms,
communications, GNC and OBDH mass estimates.
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Though the estimated mass is below the target of 28 tonnes (Figure 10.14), it is
unlikely that an adapter could be designed with the remainder mass. This is a
potential problem with the presented design; if a large adapter mass is required
to fit within the system, and SLS Block 1 capability to EML-2 remains at 28
tonnes, a re-design will be required.

10.5.1 Choice of habitable volume

A marked difference between this design and others related to the Building
Blocks [60] ([105], [94], [93]) is the choice of habitable volume, one of the most
important early decisions for space habitats. The difference can be seen in
Figure 10.7, though two of the points (top two) may need an additional 5
m3/crewmember to account for the presence of the crew vehicle (e.g. MPCV).
Only one of the designs is comparable to a previous LEO mission, which is Mir
Expedition 3. All others have far lower volumes (minimum 31% lower) than the
most constrained LEO mission of similar duration, or conversely 54% longer
duration than a Salyut mission of comparable volume. Significant progress
in equipment miniaturization, human performance requirements, and space-
craft layout probably leads to markedly improved habitability for contemporary
manned systems of similar pressurized volume as Salyut or Mir [125]. However,
this must be balanced against the much greater physical and psychological iso-
lation of EML-2 compared to LEO (see Section 10.3.1. Notwithstanding these
arguments, the “recent designs” points of Figure 10.7 are outliers, the justifica-
tion for which becomes especially tenuous when considering the dataset concerns
LEO, while the exploration proposals concern EML-2 or beyond.

In fact, it would appear that the volume requirements of [105], [94], and [93]
mainly use the well-known, seminal Celentano curve (discussed in-depth in [53]).
This seemingly omnipresent curve has had its continued use heavily criticised
[125] [126] [53] for having used 2-3 subjects per point, as well as extrapolating
results for experiments lasting one week to mission durations of one year. Fur-
thermore, Celentano curves are generally interpreted as habitable volume rather
than pressurized volume [125] [126], unlike what has been done in [105], [94]
and [93], which potentially further decreases living space by 40%. Other curves
looked at by these recent designs include the similarly ubiquitous Figure 2 of
[126], presenting historical pressurized volumes of manned spacecraft. However,
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it is concluded in [126] that a minimum of 40-70 m3 of habitable volume/crew
member are needed for a 6-month mission, in sharp contrast to the approxi-
mately 25 m3/crewmember of pressurized volume given in [105], [94] and [93]
for one year. The reason for this discrepancy is that some recent studies place
an EML-2 or deep-space habitat in the “transportation-like” category rather
than “habitat-like”. Though a Deep-Space Habitat does have a destination, it
is obvious from Figure 10.7 that these systems can only really be compared
to space stations due to their mission lengths (transportation-like systems have
less than 20 days mission durations, and so do not appear in the graph’s range).
Finally, assertions that some NASA results endorse 25 m3/crewmember [127]
are somewhat misleading (though not strictly false): “The general consensus
was that the assumed volume [25 m3 of habitable volume] was too small, but
there isn’t enough data to determine what the ‘right’ number is. Therefore,
the recommendation to the HEFT was to continue to use the data provided in
previous studies in the interim [. . . ]” from [127]. In addition, the NASA fig-
ure is for habitable volume, not pressurized volume as has been assumed [105],
[94], [93]. In conclusion, several designs provided for the coming roadmap [60]
have worryingly little pressurized volume relative to historical missions. Though
these levels may indeed be appropriate, it is plain that they are uncharted ter-
ritory, and should be justified as such. It should be noted, however, that these
designs were significantly dated as of this writing, and may already have been
corrected.

10.5.2 Other considerations

The advantage of the presented design is that through slightly more ambition
in choice of technology (notably with the inflatable), the module’s utility and
versatility as a station is maximized. A single launch by either a Block 1 SLS or,
with small modifications, a Russian HLLV, places a large and potentially useful
module at EML-2. Large amounts of available volume and generous ECLS and
power provisions give flexibility to complex operations which, through their mul-
tilateral character and programme stretching over many years, may be difficult
to anticipate. Providing adequate habitat space for 4 astronauts for a year-
long stay, this habitat delivers the ability to test long stays and is a critical
technology demonstration of both inflatable technology and passive radiation
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shielding, through both it and a dedicated shelter. These technologies should
be demonstrated for crew health on long-duration flights, and the opportunity
to do so should be fully utilized. Further useful demonstrations include high-
closure ECLS systems and of course complex operations beyond the Moon. It
is thought that these technology demonstrations add considerable value to a
mission which may otherwise be questioned.

The cost of this increased capability is a somewhat higher development risk,
notably that the system mass may exceed the SLS Block 1 launch capability
to EML-2. Fortunately, in case SLS lifting capability turns out to be less than
28 tonnes - or in the case of a significant underestimation of one of the subsys-
tem masses - it is possible to lighten the habitat significantly in several ways.
Firstly, propellant might be reduced, and sent up through logistics runs. If a
more drastic reduction is needed, a more open ECLS system might be chosen.
Recall that the trade-off in Figure 10.10 did not come down very strongly in
favour of the closed system. A more open system would cut down on launch
mass significantly, albeit at the cost of more logistics runs. This would lighten
the power and thermal loads significantly, allowing further reductions in these
subsystems. Mass can probably be further reduced significantly by reducing
the pressurized volume to 320 m3 - rather than the current 375 m3. This was
not done due to time constraints and the necessity of redesigning the inflatable
module rather than simply using the more detailed design provided by [90].
Mission objectives and requirements would still be fulfilled by a lighter habitat.

Programmatic risks are likely to be budgetary and linked to the mission’s per-
ceived utility. Minimizing the number of launches, and making launch possible
on all SLS launchers plus the Russian HLLV helps to minimize the risk of can-
cellation. The perceived utility of an EML-2 mission may be boosted with an
ambitious and spectacular technology demonstration, which also happens to be
very useful.

On the other hand, competing designs such as [105], [94] and [93] have ad-
vantages in terms of smaller, cheaper modules, and more nearly satisfy the
requirements at least cost. Indeed, it may be that the design presented above is
too ambitious in its technology choices, leading to excessive development risk.
However, there are some important caveats to the advantages of simpler, lighter
designs, notably that such systems typically do not make full use of the capaci-
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ties of available launch vehicles. This may seem like a questionable choice, since
long-term launch costs will be higher for a programme which requires a large
mass in space (as this one does). An opportunity exists to maximize the amount
of habitat space, subsystems and experimental equipment available at a conve-
nient waystation - EML-2. It would be potentially squandering to place only
22 or 23 tonnes using a similar launch. Launching small modules is a still more
contentious choice when it is considered that habitable volume is certainly very
constrained for a long-duration mission, and very possibly inadequate [125], as
discussed in Section 10.5.1. Indeed, this driver is the reason the present study
significantly exceeds requirements in habitable volume. Finally, it should be
noted that although the present study initially exceeds volume requirements
(F-2 and F-3, though not the “enhanced” F-4), it is aligned with the mission
objective, by more ambitiously demonstrating capabilities needed for human
presence in space.

On the capabilities end, other EML-2 designs [93] [105] either have significantly
more propellant or power, thus having the additional function of a fuel or power
depot. This function has been largely sidelined by the present design, which
emphasizes technology demonstration and habitability over support of other
vehicles. Detailed analysis of the desirability of either approach is needed.

Regarding the radiation analysis, perhaps a (relatively) strong point of this
study’s design, it should be emphasized that the trade-off shown in Figures
8.9 and 10.12 are the product of important simplifications. Significantly more
research to reduce uncertainty and a more detailed treatment are needed to be
confident in its results. The author has nonetheless presented it as probably
appropriate for a phase 0 conceptual design, requiring subsequent refinement,
in an area which still needs much fundamental research.

In conclusion, in this interplanetary habitat case study, significant GCR shield-
ing exhibits very high mass costs - possibly crippling for 25-28 tonne modules
- for very limited expected benefits, especially considering the biological uncer-
tainties in GCR dose effects. Indeed, these mean there may not be statistically
significant risk reduction at all, even with significant GCR shielding levels [79].
The problem may become more tractable by reducing habitable volume dramat-
ically (by a factor of 3 perhaps, see Figure 10.7), but this may have problems of
its own. Indeed, it might be emphasized that this could have negative health im-
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pacts well in excess of these problems, especially considering the psychologically
trying character of long-duration interplanetary missions - no huge, reassuring
Earth filling half the field of view, to which one can return anytime in a matter
of hours.



Chapter 11

Summary and Conclusions

The Geant4 particle physics toolkit has been used to thoroughly describe the
radiation environment aboard the ISS, through MULASSIS and GRAS simula-
tions and sector shielding analysis of a typical module, Columbus. It has been
found that the equipment internal to the station is largely responsible for the
significant shielding effects observed. Trapped protons, SPEs, and heavier GCR
ions are well-shielded by the high effective shielding, but lighter GCR ions are
only somewhat attenuated. Overall, results agree with literature values and
are consistent with astronaut dosimetry. There are some differences with the
HZETRN code, especially for heavier GCR nuclei, which should be investigated
further. It should be emphasised, however, that agreement is good with other
codes and even the larger HZETRN discrepancies are small for the complexity
of the problem. Implications for interplanetary missions include more careful
consideration of internal spacecraft arrangement in order to provide a very thick
SPE shelter without the need for dedicated shielding material. An optimal mis-
sion design features a launch at solar maximum, with a benefit of approximately
a factor of two reduction in the GCR dose. The risk from long-term limits from
even the largest SPEs can be mitigated by a thick shelter. Tissue reactions
are a danger from SPEs if there is low shielding. Further work should focus on
uncertainty reduction in radiation risk, especially regarding biological effects.
These largely condition the go/no-go decision for a longer duration interplane-
tary manned mission.

Analysis using current knowledge of interplanetary mission doses recommends
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the presence of an SPE shelter of about 18 g/cm2 of aluminium before placing
significant GCR shielding. GCR shielding has limited benefits and diminishing
returns up to 20 g/cm2, with perhaps 5 g/cm2 a more reasonable value; ALARA
requires a focus on effective reduction, and so a shelter is prioritized. A far more
efficient technique for GCR mitigation is to schedule missions close to solar
maximum, which is consistent with the cis-lunar phase of the currently-planned
exploration roadmap and building blocks.

It is recommended that future research avenues focus on biological uncertainty
reduction, which largely conditions the safe time in space. Improvement in the
understanding of biological effects of space radiation is highly likely to greatly
extend the amount of allowable time in space. It would also potentially have
synergy with research on biological countermeasures to radiation damage, in-
cluding drugs and nutrition, which seem like very promising avenues, though
not studied in-depth here. The active shielding study examined appears to give
evidence that this is not a promising research avenue.

At current best estimates of biological uncertainty, a roughly 17-month mission
at solar maximum or 10-month mission at solar minimum should be feasible.
Though for these durations there is high confidence of staying within dose limits,
these estimates are only obtained by using uncertainty estimates that have
been taken directly from NASA models and not calculated in this study. This
estimate is broadly consistent with NASA-estimated safe days in space for older
males, though with heavier shielding.

An optimised design of a space habitat is presented using the design recommen-
dations elaborated. In this concrete example of an EML-2 mission in the frame
of current ESA exploration plans, a trade-off indicates that scheduling yield the
most effective (and likely cheapest) protection. With the presence of a thick
shelter, a year-long dose should be kept below 300 mSv, well below dose limits
(probably at 95% confidence level). This design thus satisfies all dose limits
and the ALARA principle. The radiation shield can be rapidly tweaked and
iterated with a CAD model, the provided dose-depth curves, software to convert
to GDML (such as FasTRAD), and the rapid and simple SSAT software.

The use of Sato’s flux-to-dose coefficients combined with aluminium dose-depth
curves found with Monte Carlo codes provides good agreement with dosimetry
and other codes. There are differences for certain components, but these are
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probably linked to problems in the environment models and to differences in the
particles physics of various codes. As such, we have an excellent and rapid way
to calculate doses which may be correctly compared to current limits, and these
methods are limited only by the state-of-the-art in space radiation calculation.

11.1 Problems

Some of the problems encountered during the thesis are outlined here, mainly
in the hope of helping another student avoid them.

An information problem occurred early on - it was very difficult to get some
essential information such as dose limits. The author is surprised that this
should be difficult for the ESA Space Environment Section, and worries that
less well-placed researchers might find it much more difficult.

A fundamental problem in the simulation results is that the large numbers of
parameters in the models and transport software, combined with the approach of
comparing to dosimetry and other literature rather than standardized software
calibration, may lead to overfitting. If this is the case, many results could be
in danger. In general, precautions were taken, but given the limited time and
expertise of the author, overfitting remains a possibility.

In the course of the simulations, there are a multitude of parameters, tweaks
and decisions to be taken to go from a desired orbit to biological dose results.
Most were initially set either at their defaults, using educated guesses, or after
rapid reasoning - subject to the project’s ambitions and time constraints. Al-
most without exception, every single parameter choice or decision was initially
incorrect, and usually corrected to another erroneous value. The environment
model was used with incorrect conditions, output was binned incorrectly, cut off
incorrectly, units were incorrectly interpreted, and the results were fallaciously
transformed to the input for the radiation transport programs - however it didn’t
matter at first because the model software had broken due to incompatibility.
The transport programs feature a variety of settings on geometry, including a
target (incorrectly designed (both size and shape), and incorrectly measured)
a basic layout (incorrectly chosen) with an (incorrect) choice of model size and
detail, a normalisation factor to be input (incorrect uncountably many times),
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and of course physics lists to chosen, which was the subject of many incorrect
attempts.

The results output must then be plotted with the right units (done wrong) and
then transformed to biological units. For this, an incorrect choice of approaches
was selected, then large and numerous critical errors were made in the program
to transform the output flux (not initially selected for output, leading to having
to redo all simulations) using flux-to-dose conversion coefficients. Important
particle components were missed in the sum, either due to being incorrectly
called in the Geant4 language, or simply forgotten.

Due to the massive number of tweaks and errors (all of which may contribute to
overfitting) and limited time, the approach taken was to validate step-by-step
using existing output and results, in order from the simplest to the most com-
plex result. Thus, first MULASSIS dose output for trapped protons is checked
against previous simulations ([24] or SHIELDOSE output). Then, the checked
curves are run through SSAT and verified against dosimetry. Once consistency
is achieved here, the same is attempted for GCRs - a much more complex
process. Once consistency is achieved with simple dose output for GCRs and
trapped protons in LEO, there is some confidence in MULASSIS output. The
GRAS tool is then used for the same conditions, using its trapped proton out-
put, followed by GCRs, to check its simple dose output against MULASSIS and
SHIELDOSE output, and hence dosimetry.

In many cases, a particular parameter proved so complex that several days - or
weeks - would be spent trying to decide its “correct” value. For example, the
choice of target size, shape and layering, and the link between spherical and slab
geometry had to be studied in some depth. The physics lists were the subject of
a parameter study and significant research, and the normalisation factors could
have been the subject of a reasonably-sized Master’s project all by itself.

In this way, flux output was then checked against dose output, then transformed
to biological dose, also checked with literature. Finally, the environment was
changed (to interplanetary from ISS) and the entire process repeated. Although
at every step of the long chain some sort of consistency check was made, it is
of course entirely possible that several errors conspired to cause a “reasonable-
looking” output, hence passing the consistency check. This all serves to under-
mine the confidence we may have in the results of this study, despite their final
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results being consistent with literature.

11.2 Future Work and Recommendations

The following short- and long-term wishlists identify what this author would do
with more time.

11.2.1 Short-term

– Investigate more fully differences between HZETRN, PHITS, Geant4, add
Fluka. Why the difference in heavier ions? Clarify analysis of NASA data.

– To do this, make contact again with NASA, Tatsuhiko Sato from the Japanese
Atomic Energy Agency, and Giovanni De Angelis formerly from NASA. A
full characterization of Geant4 vs HZETRN vs PHITS is very close and quite
desirable.

– Do more work on error! Virtually ignored here, looked mostly at discrepan-
cies.

– Do some definitive work on which ions are important for Gy, Gy-Eq, Sv, in
LEO vs. interplanetary, minimum vs. maximum. This was a big approxi-
mation, and probably not a good one. Much future simulation time could be
saved if it is known which ions to drop, and their total effect.

– Could look more at quality factors in general, which were generally not com-
pared.

– Should create spectra of particle environment inside ISS, perhaps. Can do it,
the data is already there!

– Compare to dosimetry for SPEs, or more with literature.
– Clarify discrepancies in LEO dose values with other groups. Is geomagnetic

transmission a problem?
– In so doing, determine exactly the need in validation and development of

Geant4 physics lists. Are heavy ion doses truly problematic?
– Determine more completely and thoroughly the differences between sectoring

and full Monte Carlo results inside ISS.
– Investigate anomalies in SSAT/GDML behaviour, understand comparison

with dosimetry more fully - look direction and anisotropy is potentially critical
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in determining discrepancies with dosimetry.
– Document full dose evaluation process (sectoring and MC), correct use of

programs GRAS, MULASSIS, etc. to make a “user guide”.
– Simulate different materials for GCRs, compare to e.g. NASA.
– Do another time period for ISS (or Mir) dose prediction.
– Extract the number of safe days in LEO.
– Do more work on habitat design, designing subsystems for rigorous mass

and power estimates, make a power and link budget, complete the internal
configuration!

– Design and do ray-tracing of shielding for EML-2 system in fasTRAD to
obtain dose estimates and tweak the configuration.

11.2.2 Long-term

– Improve radiation weighting for human doses, aim is reduction in uncertainty.
– Passive radiation shielding is relatively understood. Active and biological

mitigation is less discussed. Any further “alternatives” studies should be very
careful to use the right units, targets, simulation settings in order to be able
to be compared, in addition to evaluating desirability as well as feasibility.

– Investigate multi-functional materials for passive shielding - though be sure
to investigate desirability, as cost-benefit may be too high.

– Thoroughly determine the possible benefits and outcomes of biological miti-
gation method research using an extensive literature review with support by
experts in the field.

– Evaluate cost, benefits and spin-offs of research programme in biological
methods for dose mitigation.
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Appendix A

Appendix: Simulation parameter

studies

Presented here are some of the parameter studies, of use for the reader who
wishes to run simulations or know more about the effects of various, seemingly
innocuous, alterations. Reading this should help decide the value of many
parameters capable of vastly altering results. It is hoped that this is a time-
saver!

Things to put here:
– everything related to targets especially - there’s a lot - Seltzer. . . !
– comparisons between C2I1, C3I1, C2I0 results
– explanations of all SPENVIS and other settings needed to reproduce results
– physics lists comparisons, including MULASSIS vs GRAS
– ion combination crap?
– a guide to my post-analysis
Figure A.1 is an attempt to ensure the self-consistency of the various caracter-
isations of Chapter 6.
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Figure A.1: Doses obtained using the GRAS tool vs the MULASSIS tool, all parame-
ters being the same, as well as the effect of the human phantom target. This particular
case is seen for GCR hydrogen.

Figure A.2: Total GCR doses at ISS orbit obtained using the GRAS tool vs the MU-
LASSIS tool, all parameters being the same. This was a major update and consistency
check for the doses calculated in Chapter 6 for comparison to dosimetry. We see the
effect of newer physics lists in the GRAS tool, as the geometry and spectra are the
same.
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In-depth comparison with Sato

(2011) and NASA

As previously stated, Table B.3’s right-hand column could very well be incor-
rect. It was obtained through the combination of 2 NASA documents, and
also has significant uncertainties associated with reading off a logarithmic plot.
An apparent contradiction was found when applying the same method to ob-
tain dose equivalent, and finding quality factors of about 1.05 for both GCR H
and He. A clarification from Francis Cucinotta is still pending, meanwhile the
right-hand column of Table B.3 should be interpreted very cautiously.

Table B.1: Obtained quality factors for alpha particles
entering a 50 cm diameter sphere

Energy (MeV/n) 10 100 1000 10 000
Q 10.870 2.093 1.74 1.95

±�Q 0.003 0.002 0.01 0.05
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Table B.2: Comparison of effective dose equivalent results from Cu-
cinotta 2008 and Sato 2011 at ISS orbit

mSv/year Present work Sato 2011 Cucinotta 2008

GCR H 29.6 35.5 30 +xa

GCR ions 37.4 41.6 61 +ya

Total GCRs 67 77.1 111
Trapped protons 43.1 52.6 30

GCR He 11.8 29 +y1a

Z=3-10 5.3 7 +y2a

Z=11-20 8.6 13 +y3a

Z � 21 11.7 12 +y4a

a
x+ y = 20, where

P
yn = y, from target fragments unassigned to a

charge group in NASA figures. Likely y � x.

Table B.3: Point dose comparison between HZETRN and
GEANT4. Conditions are interplanetary at solar minimum be-
hind 5g/cm2 of aluminium

µ Gy/day GEANT4 : present work HZETRN inferred

H 229 239
He 80 90
O 26 54
Fe 22 42
C 15 30
Si 10 24
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Table B.4: Comparison of effective dose equivalent results from
NASA in interplanetary space behind 5g/cm2 of aluminium so-
lar minimum

mSv/year GEANT4: present work Kim 2011 (NASA)

H 159 175
He 50 150

Z=3-10 40 a 80 b

Z=11-20 77 a 105 b

Z � 21 77 a 78 b

a Estimated from major ion contributors; being refined.
b As in Table B.2, dose from target fragments are unassigned to a
charge group. They total 89 mSv, and are allocated principally
among the higher Z components.


